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The old swimming hole has days of August, 1972. Here at t don’t waste any time in 
never been more of an ‘in’ spot just above the fish ladder splashing away , as much of 
place than during the heated on Mission Creek, the kids that excess heat as they can




TORONTO (CP) - Attorney- 
General Dalton Bales of On­
tario has offered to resign over 
his controversial ownership of 
land near the proposed new in­
ternational airport at Picker­
ing, Premier William Davis 
said today.
He said he has not accepted 
Mr. Bales’ resignation, but that 
the attorney-general has not yet 
withdrawn the request.
“I’ve urged him to reconsider 
it," Mr. Davis told a news con­
ference.
But he said that Mr. Bales 
like any other cabinet minister 
can resign any time he warits.
In May of 1969, Mr. Bales 
and two partners bought about 
99 acres of farm land in Mark­
ham Township for $252,290.
. “This agreement was signed 
12 months before the govern­
ment of Ontario made public its 
Toronto-centred region plan,". 
Mr. Davis said.
The plan proposes to limit 
growth in Toronto and extend it 
to the area east of the city. Mr. 
Davis said Mr. Bales was then 
minister of labor and was not 
privy to “any information
In Bid To Save
Rutland Worker
Efforts by two Kelowna men. Harry Wynhoven and Jim 
failed to save the life of a Rut-1 Cannell were working on an- 
land painter Tuesday afternoon. I other house in the area when
Larry James Wiebe, 25, of they saw smoke coming from 
Woods Road, died following an the house. They rushed to the 
explosion about 1:10 p.m. when scene, crawled tn on their hands 
paint and cleaning fluid vapor I and knees, and pulled Mr. Wiebe 
apparently ignited in a house out.' 
under construction on Aquarius I Members of the Rutland Vol- 
Road, in the Belgo area, police unteer Fire Department admin- 
said. istered oxygen before Mr.
Mr. Wiebe and his brother Wiebe was placed in an ambu- 
Kenneth, of Winfield, were lance from Kelowna. He was 
working for Superior Decorat- pronounced dead at Kelowna 
ing, Winfield. Larry was work- General Hospital.
Wynhoven were putUng flooring 
another house in the subdi­
vision. It was lunch time, and 
they were sitting outside.
“I noticed some men standing 
on the sundeck of a house point­
ing to the living room, so went 
over to see what was happen-
ing,” said Mr. Cannell. “When 
“ found out what was happening,I
I called my partner over.
Calgary Prefers Romantic Lure Of Sea Ended 
Ror n Fatally For Family And Friend 
■ ■ ■ TmTRVTT.T.Ti’.. Pla (API — snntfpH nnp hndv that nf a cnrlCanadian TITUSVILLE, Fla. (AP)
Chief Of Police
; CALGARY (CP) - The Cal- 1 
gary police commission is look- J 
ing for another nfan to head its 
790-man police force following 1 
the withdrawal of American 
Charles R. Gain from the ap­
pointment.
The 48-year-old chief of the 
Oakland, Calif., police force 
withdrew Tuesday night be­
cause of the protests raised in 
this city of 425,000 over his na­
tionality.
He was selected Aug. 1 over 
■!80 other candidates from Can­
ada, the United States and Brit­
ain and was to have taken over 
Sept. 4 from rcitring Chief M. 
J. (Duke) Kent.
However, from the day his 
appointment was announced 
there was constant pressure to 
prevent him from assuming the 
post. Most of the complaints 
centred on the fact that the 
commission had not hired a 
Calgarian, or at least a Cana- 
dian.
I Chief Gain's withdrawal was 
announced Tuesday night by J. 
E. Prothroc, police commission 
chairman, shortly after city 
council passed a resolution say-
1 ing Calgary’s police chief must 
be a Canadian citizen.
STAYS IN OAKLAND
In Oakland, Chief Gain sale 
he had withdrawn from ap- 
I pointment because of feelings 
by Calgary aidermen that a Ca­
nadian should have the job.
He said he plans to stay as 
police chief In Oakland.
“I haven't put in my letter of 
retirement . . . and I plan to 
be here an indefinite period,"
he said in an interview at his 
.Oakland home.
Gain said he had written the 
Calgary police commission, 
which had hired Jiim, a three- 
page letter of withdrawal that 
said he was eager to do a good 
job in Calgary but felt “it 
would be a disservice to impose 
myself” if the nationalistic is­
sue got in the way of his per­
formance.
"I don’t fault (he Calgary 
council for wanting a native,” 
he said, although several Cal­
gary citizens had telephoned 
him Tuesday night “to apolo­
gize for the prejudicial things 
that were said against me.”
“I told them I take this kind 
of thing with equanimity. I felt 
welcome in Calgary and very 
much at home. I was never of­
fended or demeaned."
In Calgary, Mr. Prothroe said 
Chief Gain had told him he had 
decided to withdraw before 
council met to discuss the “Ca­
nadian” resolution because of 
“the intense nationalistic feel­
ings he has experienced at our 
hands.”
"One of the most outstanding 
policemen of the world came 
forward to the commission in 
response to our request,” said 
Mr. Prothroe.
"This same man today has 
declined us—not critically for 
he is too much of a gentleman 
for that.
“You among us know who 
arc the responsible persons. To- 
1 day, this day, will long endure 
। in Infamy.
“Today, I am ashamed."
Kim Powell loved the romantic : 
lure, the adventure and the 
freedom of the sea. For years 
he dreamed of sailing the world 
with. his. family rind- he .built n 
boat for the challenging jour­
ney.
But less than two months 
after the family and a friend 
set forth, the dream has been 
shattered on a reef in the 
stormy Caribbean, ' the boat 
splintered, Powell and five oth­
ers missing and feared dead.
The tragedy came to light 
this week when the U.S. Coast 
Guard reported wreckage of 
Powell's 50-foot catamaran, the 
Taplti Nui, had been recovered 
near Glover’s reef off the coast 
of British Honduras.
Missing are Powell, 59; his 
wife Jo-An, 45;' their children. 
An, 20, James, 12, Gina, 8: and 
a friend, Debbie Gordon, 23, all 
of Titusville.
They started the trip June 1 
from this East Coast city, plan­
ning to circle the globe in four 
or five years.
An ardent sailing enthusiast, 
Powell twice before gave up 
jobs to sail the sea.
Two years ago Powell lost his 
job as a launch director for the 
Bendix Corp, at nearby Cape 
Kennedy.
DESIGNS THE BOAT
, Instead of seeking new em- 
1 ployment, he began building
the twin-hulled boat In 
backyard, designing the 
tamaran as he went along. 
Completed last spring,
Internment Policy Protest 
Gives Ulster Tumultuous Day
BELFAST (CP) - Gunfire, 
explosions and massive street 
demonstrations gave . Northern 
Ireland a tumultuous day of 
Roman Catholic protest today 
against British internment pol­
icy,
The first anniversary of in­
ternment without trial in Ulster 
opened with the cerle banging 
of garbage can Ikis on side­
walks. The noisy protest lasted 
more than an hour until rain 
dampened it. But violence 
spread elsewhere.
Buses were hijacked in Bel- 
fast and the bonier town of 
JNcwry. A gang of youths 
stopped a freight train outside 
Lurgan and bombarded it with 
gasoline bombs, 
, British troops said they shot 
two guerrilla gunmen in the 
capital, and three soldiers were 
(slightly wounded.
Fears have been expressed 
recently that the IRA guerrillas 
“would scire on the anniversary 
to mount a huge display of vio­
lence In Northern Ireland.
i The British minister respon­
sible for Northern Ireland, Wil­
liam Whitelaw, Tuesday re- 
eased 47 more Internees, many 
if them members of the IRA.
Internment without trial was 
ntroduced last August by the
whatsoever” pertaining to the 
plan and related studies.
NO IMPROPRIETY
Mr. Davis also said that he 
would review all programs con­
cerning land acquisition of cab­
inet ministers and had asked 
his cabinet not to partake in 
any land deals until he had es­
tablished a firm policy.
But the premier insisted 
there was no wrong-doing on 
Mr. Bales’ part.
“There was no evidence of 
impropriety on his part then, 
there has not been since, and 
there is none now,” Mr. Davis 
said.
spotted one body, that of a girl,
in the wreckage but did not ap­
proach it.
A British Honduran customs 
ship picked , up the remains of 
the vessel: No bodjr was found 
and there was no immediate, 
way to identify the beat.
“It was not until Aug. 3 when 
the six were reported overdue 
in Panama City and we found 
out about the wreckage that the 
search began,” a U.S. Coast 
Guard spokesman reported. 
Powell’s brother Wes of Mel­
bourne, Flri., identified the 





boat was named the Taplti Nut, 





Tapill Nui travelled 
the Intcrcoastal Whtcr- 
rldlng out Hurricane
Agnes in Key West and depart* 
Ing there June 13 for Cayman
Island and 
sorts off
then two Island re­
Mexico's Yiicatan
ing alone in the house, under CALLS INQUEST 
construction by Prehofer Con- coroner Dr. Peter Hooge said 
struction of Kelowna. . I he would not know what caused 
death until a pathologist exam­
ined the body Wednesday. A 
jury was assembled to view the 
body Tuesday night. An inquest 
will be held later.
The accident happened at 50
Amin Signs 
Asians Ouster Aquarius Rd., in the new air­port subdivision near the Four 
Corners. Mr. Wiebe was appar-
SKIN CAME OFF
“We both crawled inside on 
our hands and .knees. Harry 
found the body and tried to get 
the back door open. He couldn’t, 
so I started dragging him to­
wards the front door. His skin 
came off in my hands.
“We got him outside. Some­
one had called the fire depart­
ment, and they gave him oxy­
gen. He was alive when they 
put him in the ambulance."
Mr. Cannell said both he and
Protestant-dominated provin­
cial parliament, which was sus­
pended when Whitelaw as­
sumed control last March,
The latest releases brought to 
669 the total freed since his ap­
pointment, but there still nre 
another 283 men in detention.
The announcement was made 
as Whitelaw held his second 
meeting In two days with mem­
bers of the province’s main 
Catholic party, and it was 
thought to reflect his anxiety to 
show that the talks were mak­
ing progress.
The opposition group, the So­
cial Democratic and Labor 
party, had previously said It 
would not talk with Whitelaw 
until all internees were re­
leased.
Whitelaw, who flow to Ixmdon 
to confer with Prime Minister 
Heath, said he would meet with 
the 8DLP leaders again Friday, 
There was speculation that\thcy 
might have made some prog­
ress toward an agreement, 
CLAIMS 260 KILLED
The Protestant Belfast News­
letter claimed that at least 260 
IRA “gunmen and activists" 
have been killed in the three 
years of communal warfare. 
The Newsletter said Its infor­
mation came from jxtlice and 
IRA sources. '
Peninsula, Isla Mujercs and 
Cozumel.
The boat left Cozumel July 4 
for the southward trek to the 
Canal Zone. She was not heard 
from again.
A Honduran fishing boat 
spotted the wreckage of the ca­
tamaran July 19 but did not re­
port it until It reached port a 





adjourned 12th chess game 
between defending world 
champion Boris Spassky of 
the Soviet Union and Bobby 
Fischer of the United States 
ended in a draw Wednesday 
night as predicted, after the 
55th move.
REYKJAVIK, Iceland (AP) 
— Bobby Fischer of the United 
States, arriving punctually for 
the first time in the chess 
championship series, almost on 
the heels of defending cham­
pion Boris Spassky of the So­
viet Union, resumed play today 
In the 12th title game by mov­
ing his queen to protect a 
threatened bishop.
Fischer was applauded as 
referee Lothar Schmid opened 
his scaled 41st move, which ad­
journed play Tuesday.
Although experts agree the 
adjournment position appears 
to favor a draw, Fischer was 
fighting for a win, reluctant to 
settle for a draw.
Fischer was quick to attack. 
He threatened Spassky's king- 
side knight with a bishop, try­
ing to pry opor, the defence 
around black's king, and then 
checked with his queen.
Spassky slipped his king out 
of danger.
SARGENT SHRIVER 
. . . not embarrassed
Shriver
Cheered
WASHINGTON (AP) - In
NEWS IN A MINUTE
Smoke Bomb Bandits Flee With $109,009
QUEBEC (CP) — Four nrmed and masked bandits threw 
n smoke bomb into the garage of n local post office whore a 
Brinks Express truck was being unloaded and escaped In the 
confusion with about $100,000 in cash.
'Some Progress' Made In U.K. Dock Strike
LONDON (CP) — Port employers and labor union lead­
ers agreed today that progress hod been made toward settl­
ing Britain’s national dock strike, now in its 13th day. They 
held out little hope of an end to the port shutdown before 
next week, despite increasing threats of food shortages and 
economic chaos. J
Peat And Forest Fires Rage In Soviet
MOSCOW (AP) — Thousands of Red Army soldiers, 
firemen and civilians today battled peat and forest flrca\ 
outside of Moscow. Reports In Moscow newspapers Indicated 
some fires, were still out of control. Hie air the Soviet, 
capital wasvsmokey, .
' , , • »a'ri •
Mr. Wynhoven were almost 
overcome by smoke.
Mr. Wiebe's wife, Gall, had 
a daughter two days ago in the 
Kelowna hospital. There is an­
other daughter, Angela, 2.
Also surviving are his par­
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry 
Wiebe of Winfield; two brothers, 
Kenneth and Calvin, both of 
Winfield; four sisters, Marjorie, 
Mrs. Alan Norrington of Kel­
owna, Janet, Mrs. Bruce John­
son of Winfield, Sandra, Mrs. 
Daniel Nahuliak of Surrey, and 
Colleen of Winfield.-
KAMPALA (AP) — President enfly using a paint spraying 
Idi Amin of Uganda said he machine in the living room 
signed a decree today revoking when the explosion occurred, 
the entry permits and residence The force of the explosion blew 
certificates held by Asians of out a large window and damag- 
foreign nationality. It said that ed the roof, also cracked whi­
ttle Asians had exactly 90 days dows at the back, 
to get out of the country. Frank Prehofer said the house
„„„ could have been ready for oc-Gen. Amin said an estimated I <<iaav<* tja
SSlX?' Sl muoh dam-
Ugandan citizens must report age was caused, or how long it 
to immigration officials within take to repair it. 
five weeks to verify their I Cannell said he and Mr. 
claims. . 1------------- ----------- --------------- —
Amin said the Asians in-1 _
eluded British, Indian, Paki- ■ | . __  ■ % J __J_____ '
tani and Bangladesh citizens. I I if AT A
The total was estimated inde- 1 W I v
pendently at about 60,000 per- <
Amin made 'what had been F* _ _ _ a.
heralded as his definitive policy ■■ pl 1^ I
statement on the Asian commu-1 ■ ’U V Hill III IX
nity in Uganda following a 
luncheon at his home. The Brit- VANCOUVER (CP) — Frank
ish and Indian high commls- Kennedy, president of the Van- 
sioners, the Pakistan ambassa- couver local of the Longshore- 
dor and Asian leaders in men’s union, Tuesday night
Uganda attended the luncheon. | predicted dockers will vote 100 
per cent in favor of strike ac-Amin said certain groups of 
non-citizen Asians were exempt 
from the order to go. They in­
cluded professionals — doctors, 
lawyers, architects — as well 
as owners , and managers of in­
dustrial and farm enterprises, 
banks and insurance com­
panies.
As for the rest, Amin said 
that if they were not out of 
Uganda by the deadline, “they 
will be sitting on the fire; they 
will not sit comfortably.”
Amin said he was ordering 
the Asians to go for economic 
reasons arid not for racial rea­
sons.
a
prime-time television unity 
show, the Democrats have 
handed their vice-presidential 
nomination to Sargent Shriver 
and cheered the ticket’s open­
ing swings at President Nixon 
and Vice-President Spiro T. Ag­
new.
“I’m not embarrassed to be 
George McGovern’s seventh 
choice for vice-president," 
Shriver said Tuesday night 
after the Democratic national 
committee added him to the 
ticket. “We Democrats may be 
short of money, We’re not short 
of talent. Think of the com­
parison and then you can pity 
poor Mr. Nixon—his first and 
only choice was Spiro Agnew."
The Democrats loved it.
“If we have used valuable 
time in the selection of a vice- 
presidential nominee," 
McGovern said, “the nation 
must wish the Republicans had 




AUCKLAND (AP) - The 
missing New Zealand protest 
trawler Boy Roel was sightec 
today near Pago Pago, Ameri­
can Samoa, the Royal New 
Zealand Air Force reported.
Two long-range Orion alrcraf: 
have searched hundreds of 
thousands of square miles of 
the Pacific for the trawler 
which left New Zealand July 2 
on a protest voyage to the 








The air force said the Boy 
Roel, which had a crew of six, 
had engine trouble and la under 
tow to Pago Pago.
tion in balloting Thursday and : 
Friday.
Mr. Kennedy said dockers 
who attended a meeting earlier ' 
in the day gave the negotiating 
committee of the International 
Longshoremen’s and Ware­
housemen’s Union a unanimous 
vote of confidence in their con­
tract dispute with employers.
The dispute already has 
slowed port activity to a near 
standstill as the union and the 
Maritime Employers’ Associ­
ation remain deadlocked over 
hiring hall practices.
The employers’ association 
refuses to hire what it calls 
“untrained" workers for spe­
cialized jobs through the union 
hall, and the union refuses to 
make Its members available 
for work unless all members 
are given “equal opportunity.”
Of the 1,800 dockers, about 
600 normally report to regular 
jobs on the docks while the rest 
are hired from the hall. About 
400 of the regulars "resigned" 
Saturday to back the union’s 
demand that the specialized 
jobs involving operation of ma­
chinery be spread around.
The union fears future spe­
cialization will cut the hiring 
hall men out of the work force. 
The employers say the union Is 
fearful of losing the control > it 
can exercise through the hiring 
hall.
Although Vancouver has been 
the centre of action up until 
now, the dispute and contrac 
negotiations involve a total o 
3,209 longshoremen hero and in 
New Westminster, Victoria, Na­
naimo, Port Alberni and Prines 
Rupert.
Members of Local 508, which 
represents about 900 men, were 
off the job at central Van­
couver Island ports Tuesday to 
attend an information meeting 
at Ladysmith. It was one of 
five such meetings being held 
on the island this week.
However, shipping activity 
was light at island centres and 
there were no major dis­
ruptions.
Contract negotiations between 
the union and the employers’
association—representing 58 
companies—were adjourned 
Monday on the agreement of 
both sides. The old contract ex­
pired July 31 and the union has 
been legally free to strike since 
Monday.
Waiting In the hackground Is 
a federal conciliation board 
which stepped aside two weeks 
ago to allow direct negotiations. 
Both sides gave a commitment 
to the board that no strike or 
lockout would occur before they 
returned to the board with out­
standing issues.
Nagasaki Plea 1 
Made On Aug. 9
NAGASAKI (Reuter) - Sur­
vivors of the Nagasaki atomic 
bomb explosion 27 years ago 
renewed their appeal for world 
peace Wednesday at rites for 
the souls of the dead.
The bell of t’he Uragami 
Cathedral, destroyed in the 
blast, tolled and sirens walled 
across the city at 11:02 a.m., 
the moment when the world’s 
second atom bomb exploded, 
Hiroshima, the first atom 
bombed city, marked Its anni­
versary last Sunday.
STEALS LIMELIGHT
Bennett Plays Hide And Seek
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
premier W, A. C. Bennett, 
who has been playing hide-and- 
seek with the press throughout 
the two-week-old British Colum­
bia election campaign, man­
aged to steal tlie limelight Tues­
day by not appearing at a 
scheduled news conference.
The premier's aides had sold 
Mr, Bennett would be on hand 
at a Vancouver hotel when 
Toronto's Tcck Corporation an­
nounced it was moving its head­
quarters to Vancouver.
About 30 rcpoHers turned up 
Io catch the premier, who lias 
refused to release his campaign 
Itinerary since Conservative 
Leader Derrll Warren inadver­
tently gate-crashed a July 24 
news conference at which the
premier announced the Aug. 30
mob of political columnists from 
the. lobby, detoured away and 
sent a telegram Into the meeting 
room to welcome Teck io beauti­
ful B.C. An aide to the premier 
said Inter Mr. Bennett did not 
want to detract from the Teck 
announcement by turning the 
news conference into n political 
bear-pit.
Mr. Bennett and his aides 
came in for quite a bit of flack 
from the disgruntled reporters, 
and Liberal Leader David An­
derson said later the premier 
had failed to show because his 
recent campaign forays had 
shown that "the more he’s ex­
posed to public view the more 
popularity Die Social Credit 
movement loses.”
The premier later Journeyed 
to Hope, where he told r rally
election. \ lot 250 Social Credltern he would
I »pend hl> undisclosed
campaign funds in an effort to 
get hla government re-elected 
for the eighth time since 1952.
Ho also reiterated a theme 
which was familiar to the lent 
campaign, In 1969, telling his 
audience that if the New Demo­
cratic Parly should' win the 
election personal Income taxes 
would be Increased,
Mr. Bennett also charged that 
“socialists” In the executive of 
the B.C, Teachers’ Federation, 
which has formed a political 
action committee to battle So­
cial Credit, “fried to steer the 
good teachers along a more 
radical line,"
Meantime, Dave Borrett, 
whose NDP contingent forms 
the official opposition, charged 
that the Socreds are jeopardiz­
ing the province'swildlife re­
sources, \
“The. Social Credit govern-
Sent In spending lens ontha |i and wildlife branch than the 
branch receives in revenues 
from the sale of such tilings an 
hunting licences,” he sold In a 
ntatement released shortly be­
fore a campaign pncetlng In 
Kimberley, ,
He said the branch's revenues 
are "not enough to adequately 
protect fish and wildlife” and 
that branch budget funds di- 
verted to general revenue haa 
been used by the government 
to promote “vote - catching proj. 
ccts,"
Conservative Leader Warren 
spent Tuesday meeting with 
campaign organizers in Vancou­
ver end Campaigning In his 
home riding of North Vancouver 
Seymour..lie then headed north 
for n tw‘»’dny tour of northern 
ridings.
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NAMES IN NEWS
S. Vietnamese Militia Units Charter Fraud Goes Unchecked
U.S. Eases .22 Gun Regulations
In Washington the Senate 
voted Tuesday to ease United 
States gun-contrbl legislation by 
exempting ' gun dealers from 
keeping records oL sales of .22- 
calibre ammunition. The move 
was immediately attacked by 
Senator Edward Kennedy 
(Dem.-Mass.),- who had two 
brothers assassinated including 
then-Senator Robert Kennedy, 
with a ,22-calibre pistol. He 
charged that 42 per cent of all 
gun murders committed in the 
United States last year were 
with .22-calibre ammunition, 
which apart from use in sport­
ing guns is fired by the so-call­
ed “Saturday night specials”— 
cheap handguns used in some 
robberies and in many shoot­
ings.
Five black American hijack­
ers asked Tuesday that Presi­
dent Houari Boumedienne give 
them back the Sl-million ransom 
they brought to Algeria last 
week—whether they are allow­
ed to stay or not. “We request 
that if the Algerian government 
will not give us back our $1 mil­
lion and allow us to remain in 
Algeria, then give us back our 
$1 million and we will go some­
where else,” they told the presi­
dent in a letter.
HOUARI BOUMEDIENNE 
. . . holds a million
She died after a two-month ill 
ness.
In Cleveland, Tenn., a private 
plane that crashed near hen 
killed all five men aboard—at 
least two of them executives o. 
Jericho, Inc., of Lexington, Ky., 
the owner of Jerry’s Restaur­
ants. Witnesses said the twin­
engine Cessna 421, which had 
just taken off from Cleveland 
Municipal Airport, had engine 
trouble when it crashed just 
outside the Cleveland city lim­
its Monday.
he outdoors, had no broadcast 
•xperience when he joined the 
program. However, the pro­
gram’s theme of preservation 
of Canada's natural beauties 
and wildlife were synonomous 
with his beliefs.
nist troops badly mauled two
Johannes Kick, 77, died Tues­
day in a Vancouver. hospital af­
ter suffering smoke inhalation 
in an apartment fire on Sun­
day. Police said he apparently 
became confused while trying 
to escape the flames.
Ford Motor Co. announced 
Tuesday in Detroit it has sign­
ed an agreement with N. V. 
Philips, a giant Dutch manufac­
turer, to develop “hot-air” en­
gines for automotive, industrial 
and marine use. The ‘hot air’ 
engine—properly called a Ster­
ling cycle engine—uses alter­
nately heated and cooled gases 
to push pistons back and forth. 
The engine uses an external
Chief . fire warden George 
Birnie said in Vancouver Mon­
day that faulty wiring in a sec­
ond-floor office probably caus­
ed a $1.25 million tire in a three 
storey brick warehouse in the 
Gastown district last week. Six 
persons were injured in the five- 
hour blaze.
South Vietnamese militia com­
panies only 15 miles from Sai­
gon in the closest fighting to 
the capital since the North 
Vietnamese offensive began 
nearly five months ago.
The mixed North Vietnamese- 
Viet Cong force attacked a mi­
litia camp east of Saigon Tues­
day, killing 34 government 
troops and wounding 45 others, 
a South Vietnamese military 
spokesman announced today.
Communist casualties in the 
fighting were reported to be 17 
men killed.
In the north of the country 
government marines around 
Quang Tri City made little 
headway clearing North Viet­




miles west of Saigon, drove
back a North Vietnamese tank 
and infantry assault after with­
standing a 500-round rocket and 
mortar barrage, the Cambodhn 
command said.
The Cambodians are being 
supported by U.S. bombers. 
U.S. and Cambodian officials 
have claimed 24 Soviet tanks 
knocked out since Sunday in 
the battle for Kompong Trabek.
The Cambodian command 
also reported that one of its 
helicopters loaded with refu­
gees was shot down Tuesday 
near Komgpong Trabek by a 
Strela missile, a hand-fired, 
heat-seeking missile that the 
North .Vietnamese are using for 
the first time in their current
TORONTO (CP) — Ontario’s 
consumer protection bureau 
has not yet acted, against 
fraudulent air charter services 
because there is no law under 
which it can act, Alvin R. 
Walker, registrar of the bu­
reau, said Tuesday night.
There will be legislation as 
soon as Ottawa and the prov 
inces “get It sorted out as to 
who will do it,” he told a panel 
discussion on consumer law.
Law teacher Jacob S. Ziegler 
said that if the weaknesses in
consumer, protection law had 
been found in the field of big 
business they would have been 
corrected a long time ago.
The real obstacle to-passing 
adequate laws to protect the 
Ontario consumer “is the lack 
of will and conviction on the 
part of the government.” said 
the professor from York Uni­
versity's Osgoode Hall law 
school.
In Cambodia, Cambodian 
forces still holding part of the I
offensive. The four-man crew 
and 10 to 15 refugees from the 
besieged provincial capital of 




NEW DELHI (Reuter) — 
More than 70 per cent of In­
dia’s population are illiterate, a 
national census disclosed. Of its 
560-million population, 386 mil­
lion cannot read or write.
The United Fishermen and 
Allied Workers Union in Van­
couver has sent a letter of pro­
test to the federal minister of 
transport about the lack of air­
sea rescue aircraft. UFAWU 
president Homer Stevens has 
called for a full investigation by
the minister as well as quick 
action to correct the current 
state of the marine rescue fa­
cilities. The action by the 
UFAWU was prompted by the 
sinking of a 28-foot vessel with 
four persons aboard Monday 
between Kelsey Bay and Port 
Neville on the northeastern 
coast of Vancouver Island.
Princess Astasia, 75, an aunt 
of King Constantine of Greece 
and mother of ex-Queen Alexan­
dra of Yugoslavia, died Monday 
in Venice. Princess Astasia liv­
ed in Venice for many years.
burner to heat a contained gas. 
As the'gas is heated, it expands 
and pushes against a piston. Af- 
completing the stroke the 






funeral service is to be
held in Uxbridge, Ont., for E. 
Jon Hopkins, 47-year-old host of 
the CBC television program 
This Land, who died Sunday of 
a heart attack while cutting 
trees to build a log cabin in 
the Kawartha Lakes area. Mr. 
Hopkins, who pursued several 
careers in Canada’s north and
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd. 
1654 Ellis SL
v TORONTO (CP) — The To­
ronto stock market entered its 
eighth consecutive winning ses­
sion, posting strong gains in ac­
tive mid-morning trading to- 
riay.
: The industrial index was up 
'.69 to 212.70, base metals .37 to 
94.50 and western oils .70 to 
249.50. Golds were off 1.16 to 
;213.16.
, Volume by 11 a.m. was 717,. 
Q00, down from 832,000 at the 
same time Tuesday.
Advances held a wide margin 
over declines, 150 to 90, with 
205 issues unchanged.
Thomson Nes. 
Tor. Dom. Bank 
Trans. Can. Pipe 















Western Broadc’g. 15% 




David Patrick Small, 14, of 
Landis, Sask., drowned Monday 
night in a lake 10 miles north 
of Quesnel. He was visiting rela­
tives in the area with his par­
ents. '
Environment Minister Jack 
Davis told an aerospace sympo­
sium in. Vancouver Tuesday 
that there is no substantial 
proof that supersonic airliners 
would damage the environment. 
But Mr. Davis said his depart­
ment will continue to take a 
hard line on these aircraft- 
one of which is the Anglo- 
French Concorde — because 
there is some doubt about how 
large numbers of them would 
affect atmospheric conditions.
Rain And Floods Across P.Q
Damage Farms And Townships
VANDALS AT WORK
ST. JOHN’S, Nfld, (CP) - 
Vandalism plagues city-owned 
property here. The latest inci­
dent was the destruction of 28- 
dozen flowers -at three different 
locations in the city. City coun­
cil says a list of damage caused 
by vandals is being compiled.
Now serving 
Luncheons 
Monday through Friday 
From 11:30 a.m. to 
1:30 p.m. 
$1.35 and up 
CABARET TUESDAY 
TO SATURDAY 
9 P.M. TO 2 A.M. 
SUNDAY DINING
5 TO 9 P.M,
OPENING STOCKS
•. VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
-were higher in extremely slow 
trading today as the Vancouver 
Stock Exchange reported first- 
hour volume of 85,490 shares.
, In the industrials, Massey- 
Ferguson jumped .25 to $16.25 
on 2,000 shares.
Williams Creek Gold paced 
the oils, unchanged at .48 on a 
turnover of 2,000 shares.
‘ In the mines, Darkhawk 




■; (Today’s Opening Prices)
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41% Barrier Reef 1.11 1.15
35% Bathurst Norse. .72 .74
46% Brameda Res. 1.25 1.35
24 Brenda Mines 4.75 4.90
11% Brenmac .36 .45
47% Bullion Mtn. .61 .65
14 Celtic Minerals .73 .75
14% Calico .19 .24
28% Conoco .27 .29
15% Darkhawk 2.29 2.31
13% Davenport .45 .46
29% Davis Keays .70 .72
Equatorial .23 .25
' 19% Falaise .12
4.00 Gibraltar 9.60 10.00
17V4 Golden Gate .26 .29
32% Granite Mtn. .39 .41
75% Great Nor. Pete. .61 .62
9.80 Henrietta .21 .23
5.00 Highland Lode .15 -15%
3.55 Highmont 1.90
20% Joy Mining .93 .97
33% Jericho .11 .12
48% Kelver .09 .11
29 Kopan .27 .30
44 Laronge .21
90 Largo .15
14% Leemac .45 .47













North Pacific .41 .44
Northwest Ven. .60 .62
Oro Mines ,25 .28
Rocket .11 .13














Valley Copper 8.85 8.90
Western Mines 3.25 3.35
White River .23 .24%
Williams Creek .47 .49
Zenith Mines .26% .30
6.00 OILS
10% Albany Oil .80 .82
6.15 Allied Roxanna .50 .63
Ballindevry 1.25 1.30
Lockheed Aircraft Corp., saved 
from bankruptcy by a govern­
ment-guaranteed loan, reported 
in Burbank, Calif., its sixth 
straight profitable quarter Tues­
day. Second-quarter net earn­
ings ’ were $7.4 million or 65 
cents a share, the firm said. 
Lockheed faced bankruptcy 1% 
years ago after Rolls-Royce 
Ltd., British builder of engines 
for the TriStar, went into re­
ceivership.
About 129,000 persons visited 
the Long Beach area of Pacific 
Rim National Park, near Tofino, 
between May 1 and July 31, 
park superintendent George 
Trachuk said Tuesday. An aver­
age of more than 500 units 
camped on the beach each night 
of July, compared with an av­
erage 350 in July last year.
Mayor Frank Ney was nomin­
ated by acclamation Tuesday to 
represent the Social Credit 
party in the riding of Nanaimo 
in the Aug. 30 election cam­
paign. Mr. Ney is the incum­
bent ML A for the constituency.
RICHMOND, Que. (CP) - 
Floods that hit most of the 
Eastern Townships region of 
Quebec Tuesday have raised 
fears that farmers, already suf­
fering because of rain and cool 
weather, have been given a 
knockout punch.
The Quebec cabinet, already 
scheduled to meet today to dis­
cuss possible aid to farmers, 
will also look into the flood 
crisis, Premier Robert Bou­
rassa said Tuesday.
Towns in the area, where 
storm sewers were broken and 
many basements flooded, were 
cleaning up the mess Tuesday 
night.
Joseph Badger, 48, owner of 
a farm near this town about 75 
miles east of Montreal, said the 
season’s rain had already hurt 
farming.
"We were counting on a 
warm fall with a long Indian 
Summer so maybe we could get 
another crop of hay for our ani­
mals.
WILL HAVE TO SELL
"Now we’ll probably have to 
sell them.”
Tuesday afternoon Joseph 
and his brothers surveyed the 
damage.
“Fences, they’re gone—and 
where they were we’ve got gul­
lies and cuts 50 feet deep,” he 
said.
Damage was not confined to 
the Eastern Townships.
In the Beauce area, about 40 
miles south of Quebec City, 
hundreds of acres of hay and 
corn were flooded by the swol­
len Chaudiere River.
A light rain is expected to 
fall until the early afternoon to­
day and scattered showers will 
follow. Sunny weather was pre­
dicted for Thursday.
FOUR INCHES FELL
In Richmond, a town of 4,250 
residents, roads and streets 
were washed out, railway 
tracks were mangled and water 
and electricity were cut off fol­
lowing the storm.
Almost four inches, of water 
were dumped on the town and 
much of the main street was 
washed away.
A few miles away in Acton 
Vale, dead bodies of animals 
were floating in rivers and ly­
ing in flooded fields, 23 cottages 
had been washed away, trees 
were ripped from the ground, 
farm fields were covered by al­




Show Time — 8 p.m. 1
WARNING—Fictitious story of a best seller, 
contains brutality and offensive language, 
j* McDonald, B.C. Director.
All Passes and Golden Age Cards Suspended
Serving Kelowna — 
Every Day at






Balco Forest Prod. 11%
















































































1. Induxtrial and commercial 
2. Hotels and molela
X Buy exlatlng mortgagea
4. Finance new aubdkblona 
Funds are available for ex- 
Utlng and new bualneasca. 
For competltlvo rate* and 
fait confidential service con­
tact Hany Elias at Inland 
Realty, 501 Main St., Pen­
ticton. B.C. or phone 492- 
5808 or evening# 492-8746,
“This is the worst I've seen 
since 1927,” said Henri Dubois, 
66, who has lived in the area 
for most of his life.
Police Chief Gerard Clement 
said his men, assisted by fire­
men and Civil Protection work­





A Canadian police office serv­
ing with the Hong Kong police 
force has been awarded the Co­
lonial Police Medal for gallan­
try. The award was given by 
the Queen to Inspector R. J. P. 
Burton, 27,* of Vancouver, for 
his courage in rescuing five per­
sons trapped in a burning car 
last April.
Indian Affairs Minister Jean 
Chretien Tuesday pledged in Ed­
monton the department will 
work with Indians to develop 
programs that recognize Indian 
cultural values. Mr. Chretien 
told the general assembly of the 
National Indian Brotherhood 
that when Indian parents ask 
for recognition of their cultural 
values and customs in school 
programs "they are not asking 




VANCOUVER (CP) — Mac­
Millan Bloedel Ltd. Wednesday 
reported net earnings of $20,949,- 
962 or $1 a share for the first 
six months of 1972, compared to 
net earnings of $9,073,024 or 43 
cents a share for the same 
periods last year.
In a report to shareholders, 
chairman J. V. Clyne attributed 
the gains to “buoyant markets” 
for wood products, but warned 
that the recovery from last 
year’s slump may not carry into 
the third and fourth quarters of 
1972.
“Significant loss of production 
has occurred since the end of 
the second quarter as a result of 
legal and illegal strike action,” 
the report states. "Furthermore, 
the recent industry settlement 
with the .International Wood­
workers of America will add 








Peace River Pete. .16 .17
Ponderay 1,82 1.85
Rand Res. .75 .80
Stampede Int’l. .81 .82





Coast Int. .51 .55
Eagle Bay .53 .55
Gary Mines .15 .20
Geostar 1.18 1.20
Nlsson 1.35
Rackla River .16 .25
Richwood 1.80 1.90




Invest. Growth 12.85 14.05
Invest. Int. 7.73 8.16






United Accum, 5.72 6,29
United American 2.28 2.5(1
United Horizon 3.72 4,09
United Venture 4.56 , 5.01
The U.S. Senate has sent back 
to committee a bill to establish 
a national system of no-fault 
automobile instance, apparent­
ly killing any chance of congres­
sional action this year. "Every­
body knows what this motion is 
all about,” Senator Warren 
Magnuson (Dem. Wash.), man­
ager of the bill, told the Sen­
ate. "It buries the bill, simple 
as that.” By a vote of 49 to 46 
Tuesday night, the Senate ap­
proved a motion by Senator 
Roman Hruska (Rep. Neb.) to 
send the commerce committee 
measure to the judiciary com­
mittee for further study. "This 
Is a real blow at the American 
consumer," Magnuson said.
Many Maneaters 
End Up In Nets
BRISBANE (Reuter) — 
Shark netting strung along the 
Queensland coast hauled in. !,- 
280 potential man-eaters In the 
last 12 months, the state gov­
ernment announced.
he added. "Those 23 cottages 
are nowhere in sight. They just 
floated dow the river and dis­
appeared.”
Georges Asselin, 35, worked 
for hours in a rowboat, dressed 
only in a bathing suit, rescuing 
people trapped in their homes. 
HOUSES FLOATED BY
He was credited with saving 
an elderly couple who jumped 
from the balcony of their sink­
ing home onto another house 
floating by.
He and other rescuers woke 
up many people who were una­
ware that the White River was 
rising rapidly.
, “Many of thern were still 
sleeping although the water 
was rising around their beds,” 
he said.
Granby, a town of 34,000, was 
also flooded.
Sections of the town were un­
der water but electricity and 
water services were still oper­
ating Tuesday.
Leopold Menard, a 20-year 
resident, stood on a bank of the 
Yamaska River and watched as 
the waters engulfed a pup tent 
in a nearby yard.
"I can remember a lot of bad 
summer storms with lots of 
rain ... but nothing ever like 
this,” he said.
GIVES AID
CANBERRA (AP) - Aus­
tralia will give $18 million in old 
to the Sv it'i Pacific region In 
the next !. • vpars, I'orelgn 
Ml1 li ter ’ r.en told the 
Hou;। i ’ Repre tati'"'1’.
STARTS THURSDAY 








Wall & Redekop 2.50
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ENDS TONIGHT
"FOOLS PARADE"






Profit conscious businessmen 
stay at the city's 
economical and convenient % 




Reserve through your travel agent or direct: 
1040 W. Georgia St., Vancouver (604) 685-8311
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Brownie Kriislien, General 
Sides Manager of Victory 
Motors Ltd, Is pleased to 
announce the appointment of 
Torn Llpkovlts as sales rep­
resentative. Tom has been a 
resident of this community 
for the past 27 years, He Is 
married, has 4 children and 
|s very active In auinmcr 
and winter nporls. Trtm ex­
tends a cordial invitation to 
nil his friends and customers 







1675 Pandoiy St. 
Phone 762-3207
The orchard-fresh flavor of
B.C. TREE FRUITS
Tho orchard vntloyo ol British Columbia on]oy a long and 
productive growing season which yields a rich variety of 
tree-ripened fruit. Juicy rod cherries,,. golden poaches . 
and apricots,,, succulent poara end plums.., plus 
several varieties of apples, Including worloMamous D.C, 
McIntosh and Delicious, Those choice frcnh\ffults mnko 
nourishing and popular snacks - so keep enough on 
hand for your family's dally use, B.C, tree fruits nro also 
delightful in a wldo variety of dessert dishes . , . and 
they're Ideal lor homo canning, For a collodion of appe­
tizing jocipoa using B,C, tree fruits, write:
B.C. FOOD INFORMATION
• GOVERNMENT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
WV a Parliament Buildings, Victoria, B.C.
RESIDENTS REAP THE FRUIT OF THEIR EFFORTSKELOWNA
Dedicated green thumbs 
spent many hours caring for 
and nurturing crops which
thrive in the sunny Okanagan 
and for many of them, this 
year has been a good one. In
the photo at left, Mrs. Joe huge cabbage which has as he holds up 30 pounds of Avenue. At right, organic
Wickenheiser, of 943 Fuller reached maturity. In the mid- onions harvested from his gardener Lionel North, of 1006
Avenue, proudly displays a die photo, Sam Arndt beams garden at 1026 Cawston_____ __
Food Price Increase
Expected To Slacken
Retail food prices likely will 
rise much less rapidly during 
the remainder of 1972 than dur­
ing the past several ■ lonths.
According to the Canada De­
partment of Agriculture’s sum­
mer outlook, prices will be fair­
ly stable for livestock and live­
stock products. Prices for fresh 
produces will depend largely on 
growing conditions this year.
Food prices in retail stores 
rose quite rapidly in the last 
half of 1971, and prices con­
tinued to advance in the first 
four months of 1972.
IN COURT
Local 1370 of the Brother­
hood of Carpenters and Join­
ers was remanded to Oct. 2 in 
provincial court today before 
Judge R. J. S. Moir. The local 
is charged with failing to not­
ify members of a government 
back to work order and with 
counselling members to strike.
A charge of assault against 
Matt Turk of Rutland, was re­
manded to Aug. 16 without plea.
Mark Alexander Baird of 
Whonnock, B.C., was placed on 
one-year probation on condi­
tional discharge on a plea of 
guilty to a charge of possession 
of cannibus resin. A similar 
sentence was meted out to 
Gordon Allan Jackson of Kel­
owna, who pleaded guilty to 
possession of cannibus resin 
and cannibus marijuana.
Higher prices for all meats, | 
dairy products, fresh vegeta­
bles and for sugar at both farm 
and wholesale levels accounts i 
for a large part of the rise of 
retail prices of recent months. 
Pork prices recovered from the 
depressed levels of earlier 
months.
Rising costs pressure through­
out the food processing and 
merchandising industries also 
contributed to the advance of 
food prices, and these pressures 
show no signs of slackening in 
1972.
Prices of livestock and live­
stock products are expected to 
remain relatively stable because 
of adequate supplies in relation 
to market requirements.
Supplies of processed fruit 
and vegetables also are ade­
quate, but future supplies and 
prices of fresh produce depends 
largely on 1972 growing condi­
tions throughout North America.
Prices of tropical imports 
such as sugar, coffee, tea and 
bananas are not expected to 
change much in coming months.
The adverse effects of rising 
food prices have been complete­
ly offset by a more rapid rise 
in the level of disposable in- 
'comes of most families in Can­
ada. In 1972, Canadian food ex-
' Charged with failing to com­
ply with a probation order, 
Hal Derek Laird of Kelowna, 
was remanded to Thursday for 
sentence on a plea of guilty.
Jerry Allan Famenoff of Kel­
owna, was remanded to Sept. 
13 for trial on a plea of not 
guilty to a charge of refusing 
to take a breathalyzer test.
Continuation of the trial of 
Ferdinand Zoun, of Rutland, 
charged with printing of ob­
scene material for the pur­




Funeral service will be held 
from Day’s Chapel of Remcm- 
brance, Thursday at 10:30 a.m. 
for Mrs. Alice Natalie Reimer, 
76, of 2383 Abbott St., who died 
Monday,
Surviving Mrs. Reimer arc 
her husband, Albert Henning; 
three daughters, Mrs. A. M. 
(Margaret Jean) Campbell of 
Kelowna; Mrs. H. L. (Natalie 
Ruth) Baughman, Orlando, Flor­
ida; Betty Rae Reimer, Seattle, 
Wash.; one son, Robert Douglas 
of Seattle; 12 grandchildren; 
two great grandchildren, and 
three sisters in California.
. Rev. John Davidson' will of­
ficiate with cremation to follow.
Sunny
penditures will continue to ex-
II
Continuing sunny Thursday, 
marred by a few cloudy periods, 
Highs will be In the upper 80s, 
High and low In the city Tues­
day was 89 atul 62 degrees with 
no precipitation, compared to 
n warmer 95 dcgieea with a low 
of 58 degrees nnd no precipita­
tion recorded for the snipe day 
at the ai'rjxirl Overnight lows 




SOLD OUT . . .
FOR SALE; Elght-Wcck- 
old Maltese puppies. It wns 
just a small classified nd In 
tuc Courier, but It got fast re­
sults. According to the Indy 
who placed it, "W® sold all 
the puppies and have taken or­
ders for the next batch." An­
other 'fast action' Courier 
classified nd |iad done its job.
IS
Wilson Avenue, is more than 
just a little proud of his
bountiful supply of ripening 
tomatoes.—(Courier Photo).
CITY PAGE Sewage Lagoon Odor
Wednesday, August 9,1972 Page 3
pand by about six to seven per 
cent. It will account for a 
slightly smaller percentage of 
consumer spending than in 1971 
when consumers spent about 17 
per cent of their disposable in­
comes on food for use at home 
and away from home.
While retail food prices in 
Canada rose by about 35 per 
cent between 1961 and 1972, 
prices received by Canadian 
farmers in 1972 were up by an 
average of only 21 per cent over 
the past decade. Higher farm 
product prices have been con­
fined largely to livestock, milk 
and fresh produce. Because of 
these circumstances, many 
farm families have been hard 
pressed to maintain or improve 
their living standards.
Farmers have been attempt­
ing to keep up to the rising in­
come levels of urban families. 
They have been expanding farm 
production at a fairly fast pace 
— in 1971, the index of farm 
production was 45 per cent high­
er than in 1961, although popu­
lation advanced by only 19 per 
cent.
This higher production occur­
red on 366,000 farms in 1971 
compared with 481.000 in 1961, 
a reduction of 24 per cent.
Major Renovation Planned Has Residents Upset
As Hotel Changes Owners
A major face-lifting job is in । throughout the province, but 
the works for the Willow Inn ownership of the Willow Inn was 
Hotel, sold last month to a pair their first major venture.
of Prince George men.
Ken Noble, who, along with 
Louis Bandicci, took over oper­
ation of the hotel from Jerry 
Notenbomer, of Kelowna, July 
17, said today the renovation 
would involve the lower floor of 
the two-storey, 53-room struc­
ture on Queensway Avenue.
Mr. Noble wouldn’t divulge 
the purchase price in the deal, 
but said work to be done would 
likely cost about $100,000 and 
include a new restaurant, crea 
tion of a small banquet room 
and improvements to the cock­
tail lounge and lobby areas. The 
beer parlor, he said, would like­
ly remain the same.
Exact details of the project, 
Mr. Noble indicated, would be 
made available when cost esti­
mates had been finalized, “pro­
bably in about 10 days—then 
we’ll put plans in the window.”
Both men, he said, have been 
involved in the hotel business
Calona Wines has done just i goons and nutrient is being I unable to sleep because of ths 
about all it can do to stop the added. smell, and they will keep after
odor from sewage being dump- “This is about all we can do I the regional district for action, 
ed at Reid’s Corner, it was stat- at present,” Mr. Finlay said. They have also sent a petition
‘‘We knew when we made the 
deal we’d be doing considerable , 
renovating and one of our major 
concerns right now is air con­
ditioning.”
The Willow Inn is presently 
the only hotel operating with 
full facilities in the downtown 
area. The main portion of the’ 
Royal Anne Hotel was destroy­
ed in a spectacular fire in De­
cember of last year.
Vern Boehlke, co-owner of the 
Royal Anne, said today he and 
co-owner Vern Hougen will 
make an announcement “within 
a few weeks” on the future of 
the hotel.
There has beep considerable 
speculation during the past few 
months on what that future 
would be, but thus far, both 
men have remained silent.
“The time is not far away 
when we’ll make a definite an­
nouncement on what our plans 
are,” said Mr. Boehlke.
ed today by William Finlay, ' 
company general manager.
The company is hauling I 
waste from its Richter Street 
distillery to Reid’s Corner and 
dumping it in sewage lagoons. 
This will continue until the 
Brent’s Creek trade waste treat­
ment plant is ready in Keicwna, 
expected toward the end of rhe 
year.
Meanwhile, the odor has an­
noyed residents. The Regional 
District of Central Okanagan 
has brought the matter to the 
attention of the B.C. Pollution 
Control Branch in Vernon, and 
the South Okanagan Union 
Board of Health may discuss 
the matter a‘. their next meet­
ing.
Mr. Finlay said two dry la­
goons have been filled Mach­
ines are mixing air with waste 
material in the other two la-
•It takes time to drastically to Premier W. A. C. Bennett.
improve the situation, there is a 
high biological load, eventually ( 
it will digest into carbon dioxide ] 
and water.” <
“We are checking it regular- ; 
ly, officials from the Pollution 
Control Board have been here, 
and are satisfied we are doing 
the right thing,” he said.
But residents are still con­
cerned about the situation com­
pounded by hot weather.
Mrs. Henry Splett, of the Old 
Vernon Road, reported threats 
to barricade the Reid’s Corner 
site to prevent further dumping 
and even to blow it up.
"1 can’t ste why some people 
should get stek to their stomachs 
so others can have wine,” she 
said, pointing out her daughter, 
■ Dianna, got sick because of the 
• smell.












JOE HATTORI, TOM KENNEDY AND LANCE TURLOCK... YOUNG LEGAL TEAM
I h
THREE IN KELOWNA UNDER YOUTH GRANT
Summer Student Legal Advice
The sunny Okanagan has 
been known to draw tourists by 
the thousands each summer to 
take advantage of the beauti­
ful climate. This summer thn 
sunshine and frolics of the Val­
ley also drew three outstand­
ing young men who set up a 
student legal aid office with 
Ihe help of the federal govern­
ment's Opportunities fpr Youth 
program.
One of the student-lawyers Is 
a Kelowna native, Ihe other 
two lire from Vancouver where 
they all attend the University 
of British Columbia luw school. 
Joe Hattori, a third year law 
student, graduated from UBC 
with a Rachelor of Biological 
Science before going Into law 
and Lance Turlock earner} a 
Masters Degree in Electrical 
Engineering from the Univer­
sity of Alberta Ixdore starting, 
at UBC.
The three young men arc 
rather unique in the province 
because theirs is the only stu­
dent law office which Is run 
completely by themselves. Oth­
er similar offices In the pro­
vince are run through estab­
lished law firms where the stu­
dents act only In an advisory 
capacity.
Mr. Hattori said the three 
have received tremendous help 
nnd advice from the members 
of the Kelowna legal profession 
in their stay here. They have 
been operating m (ho office nt 
287 Bernard Ave,, since June 
Land will finish up Aug, 30.
"The majority of the cases 
we handle arc of a criminal 
matter hut only summary con­
victions because an students we 
cannot handle indictable offen­
ces." said Mr. Kennedy. \
Although Kelowna Is their 
' home base, the students have
For classified assistance,-call- also working -on--aw
The only Kelowna native of I travelled the length of thh Ok- 
the team, Tom Kennedy is a anagan, handling legal aid 
second year law student who is' cases, Mr. Hattori has handled
the team has also been greatly 
helped by the regular legal aid 
office here, as well as the one 
in Penticton.
He said it was interesting 
work and he learned that not 
many people In the Kelowna 
area know too much about the 
Landlord and Tenant Act of 
the province, as they have 
handled several complaints con­
cerning it.
The office wns originally 
planned by the Kolrtwna bar 
scvcrijl years ago and the 
position posted nt the Inw 
school al UBC.
All three agreed' the work 
here was of tremendous value 
ns far ns practical experience 
in the legal profession was con­
cerned.
“The law we are taught nt 
the university Is of great help, 
theoretically, but the work here
gave us a look at practical 
law,” MrAllaltorl said
commerce degree,
Chain Store Prices Attacked 
By Liberal Candidate Tait
Food prices in supermarkets modern marketing firms, 
in the Okanagan “seem to be added, the Weston comi
based on what they think they 
can get, instead of real com­
petition,” South Okanagan Lib- 
eral candidate, Roger Tait, told 
a campaign meeting Tuesday.
He said prices in local super­
markets "gyrate wildly from 
day to day and week to week 
with no apparent reference io 
supply and demand." The can­
didate added he had observed 
"very high weekend prices" in 
larger chain stoies "while nor­
mal prices prevail at smaller 
independent grocers."
"What seems to happen in 
the Okanagan is that one major 
chain receives its weekly price 
list from Vancouver, and the 
others rush lo copy it,” Mr. 
Tait declared, adding when re­
tailers "are as organized as 
this, how can an individual con­
sumer protect herself?”
The speaker went on to stress 
that to him, "strong govern­
ment interest in restoring real 
competition may well be the 
answer."
Drawing a humorous parallel, 
Mr, Tait said "next time any­
one asks which enme first, the 
chicken or the egg, refer him to 
George Weston, ’ Like so many
you have a much wider field of 
law to work In.” Mr. Ildttorl, 
along with Mr. Kennedy, plan 
to article In Vancouver upon 
completion of courses nt UBC, 
and Mr. Turlock hopes to go 
back east for his articling, 
Maybe Ottawa, lie said.
Cases the young students 
have handled here In Kelowna 
have concerned civil matters 
as well as criminal. They all 
have had experience working 
on cases In,the family court 
here. They said they have had 
the complete co-operation of 
the probation service in the city 
nnd (hose people they said de­
served much credit for their 
work.
The cases they handled were 
all free of charge and dealt 
mostly with people who could 
not afford h lawyer. They also 
did screening for Ihe regular 
legal aid office to see who de-
jx'ivcd tree legal aid and whow, nn.\nnnori sam. , .........—......
............. Each of the three plan law । did not. , 
honors ; several cases tn Summerland {careers tn the efty because ns I in about another month nil 
ins well ns Penticton, He soldi Mr. Hattori said, Vin .the city | three will be back in school.
Another resident said the 
odor was "as strong as ever Iasi 
night.” She said the odoj 
stretches as far down as Holly­
wood Dell.
Several neighbors gathered al 
her home to discuss the matte) 
and M. W. Marshall, represents- 
tive for Rutland on the regional 
board was also present.
A letter from the South Oka­
nagan Health Unit written U 
the regional board July 21, said 
the Reid’s Corner >'.ie is not i. 
breeding ground for mosquitoei 
or houseflies, but could breed 
fruit flies.
However, these are not con 
sidered to carry disease caus- 
, ing organisms. The Pollutioi 
: Control Board issued a permit 
for use of the site March 21.
• 1967.
Dr. D. A. Clarke, South Oka- 
nagan medical health officer
he
pany
“controls the supply of poultry 
products from the growing of 
feed right through to your kit-, 
chen."
"If anybody knows which 
came first, it must be a cor­
porate giant like the Weston 
group,” Mr. Tait said, describ­
ing the operation as an "effi­
cient, modern way to organize 
the food business” which he 
found no fault with.
"What I’m going to argue 
with is the results of such total 
control over the whole process. 
How can you, o> any consumer, 
know what the cost of the end 
product should be?"
Mr. Tait emphasized when 
competition is removed from 
the free enterprise system 
“however logical it is in terms 
of efficiency, to remove that 
competition, how can you know 
whether you’re getting a bar­
gain or getting stuck.”
The candidate concluded with 
the reminder: "In line with our 
stated policy of ensuring full 
employment and use of ‘minis­
ters without portfolio’ an Ander­
son Liberal government would 
create a Minister of Consumer 
Affairs,"
said in the letter “considerinj 
the vile nature of the waste ma­
terial involved, the problem, will 
be presented to the secretary ol 
the Union Board of Health foi 
possible consideration at its nex: 
meeting. Possibly some action 
will be taken shoiud they con­
sider the odor an offensive trade 
as defined in the health act."
He said the health unit had 




Accounting Couses Available 
Through Local College Scheme
Housing
Residential housing construc­
tion, starts and completions in 
the city are third highest among 
19 centres in the province with 
populations of 10,000 and over.
Provincial housing statistics 
gives Kelowna 807 housing 
starts, 671 completions and 956 
units under construction for the 
January to June period. The 
figures nre part of 23,134 dwel­
lings under construction, 11,921 
starts and 13,170 completions in 
the' province for the comparison 
period.
Lending the list of construc­
tion, stnrts and completions is 
Vancouver with 7,006, 6,515 nnd 
12,205 respectively, trailed hy 
Victoria with 1,822 starts, 1,669 
completions' nnd 1,952 units 
under construction.
Arrangements have been es­
tablished for business graduat­
es of Oknnitgun College to ob­
tain certification in the field of 
accounting,
Through continuing their edu­
cation In the program of Cer­
tified General Accountants As­
sociation of B.C. oy Society of 
Industrial Accountants, stu­
dents can obtain the profes­
sional designation of Certified 
General Accountant (CGA) or
Break-In
Reported
Police nre Investigating the
breaking and entering of Cross­
roads Supplies Ltd., Reid's Cor­
ner, from which about $1,200 
was reported stolen. The theft 
wns reported nt 8 a.m. today.
Mrs. Edmund Radke, of Kel­
owna, and Daniel II. Shields of 
Kinnaird, escaped Injury in nn 
accident on Highway 97 nt-Ben- 
vonlin Rond, Tuesday around 
3:15 p,tn; Damage was esti­
mated nt about $650.
Registered Industrial Account­
ant (RIA).
Graduates In businesp from 
the college can normally trans­
fer with sufficient credits to 
achieve third-year standing In 
either of these five year pro­
fessional accounting programs.
RIAs usually participate In 
management ns controllers, 
cost analysts, financial mana­
gers, chief accountants or ad- 
imlnlstratlve managers. Those 
with CGA status may hold sim­
ilar positions or establish them­
selves In Ihe public practice of 
accounting ns auditors or con­
sultants.'
Adults wanting to train spec­
ifically for either of these two 
accounting designations may 
enrol only for those courses 
which carry transfer credits,
Courses carrying credits to­
ward the college diploma ant’ 
CGA/RIA are offered both day 
and evening. Admission poli­
cies enable both recent high 
school graduates and mature 
adults without full high school 
completion to be admitted.
\Indlvlduals wanting to discuss 
their career nnd education 
goals mny counsel with busl-
Housing starts in the province 
for the comparison period In 
urban nnd • non-urbnn areas 
totalled 15,126 ns agnlnst 14,230 
for the same period Inst yenr, 
or representing nn Increase of 
about six per cent (almost nfno 
per cent for singles but only 
three per cent for multiples).
SEEN and 
HEARD
Top honors were bestowed 
upon the city of Kelowna flout 
this week as It, adorned the 
Nelson Jubilee Parade. Accom*. 
panylng the prize winning float. 
In the parade was Lady of the 
Lake Lindsay Ritchie and 
princess Donna Mao Hamilton,
ncssXfaciilty throughout August
Thing* probably aren't nil 
that quiet In downtown Kel­
owna even In the pont-Rcgntta 
lull ... but there wad one 
little critter oblivious to thn 
street traffic, Rush hour shop­
pers wore amused to see a 
mouse scurrying along the curb
\facii  outside a department ntorn a* 
at thV college's campus on If It knew exactly where i| was 
KIX) Road. 'going.
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Short Takes
The books are closed on another 
Regatta with park attendance re­
cords broken and what appears to be 
a financial success. Only one serious 
mishap marred the Regatta and that 
was the hydroplane driver who was 
injured in a freak accident. Ambulan­
ces were kept busy with the usual run 
of motor vehicle accidents, but the fire 
department was relatively quiet. The 
committees worked hard in all hon­
esty to make the Regatta a success, 
but they were literally taken in by the 
‘professional’ night show that was. 
definitely a flop. The Regal Tahitians 
are not even good amateurs. Their 
brief appearance was even too long. 
The Seoul Kittens sang three or four 
numbers that no one could understand 
due to the bad sound equipment or 
the operation of same. It seems foolish 
to bring a group from Korea to 
America to sing American songs. 
There are thousands of North 
American singers that can do justice • 
to our own songs. The comedy diving 
act was only fair and again it like the 
other acts was abbreviated. The MC 
told a couple of funny jokes. But 
everyone seemed to like Kelowna’s 
own band, directed by Harry Kirk, 
the Norwegian and Santa Clara swim­
ming display, but here again they 
should have done several numbers 
not just the one. The log birling was 
well accepted and there should be 
more of it on future night shows. The 
entire show lasted 90 minutes and it 
was billed for two hours all for the 
price of $3. The Regatta committee 
should seriously consider our local 
swimmers for the night show in the 
future. The years they put on their 
paddle board act was a joy to sec. 
How about featuring this at the night 
show next year? There will be no pro­
blem packing the stands.
I' We would like to join Wally Smith 
of the Osoyoos Times in congratulat­
ing Don Sommerville of the Oliver 
Chronicle for an editorial comment 
. recently concerning failure to per­
suade the government that the South
Okanagan should be intluded in the 
special area region, eligible to receive 
federal aid in establishing new indus­
tries. Like Wally said it is a reason­
able, sensible approach to the subject 
when Don said, “Surely we in the 
. Okanagan would be better advised to 
acknowledge the worth of our two 
basic industries—fruit growing and 
tourism—and to realize that even 
though they too are subject to good 
years and bad years they’re the two 
most desirable industries we could 
have.” Mr. Sommerville went on to 
say that, “through some future incen­
tive program or otherwise, we may be 
successful in attracting further indus­
tries into the Valley, but there’s no 
assurance that such industries will be 
any more regular or successful than 
our present industries. In fact the re­
verse is true—new industries will be 
far more susceptible to failure than 
fruit growing or tourism.” Well put 
Don Sommerville.
Did you know that B.C.’s labor 
force in June numbered 974,000, 21,- 
000 more than the previous month, 
and 41,000 greater than a year ago. 
And that the number of employed 
persons increased 22,000 over the 
previous month, and rose 32,000 over 
the June 1971 total. Unemployment 
accounted for 7.7 per cent of the labor 
force (unadjusted basis) dropping 
1,000 from the previous month but 
9,000 higher than in the same month 
of last year.
The Montreal Star in a story says 
the circus has had its superlatives 
snipped—by the Federal Combines 
Act. Garden Brothers’ three-ring cir­
cus has been charged in Halifax with 
five counts of false advertising after 
failing to produce the world’s small­
est midget, the tallest giant and the 
largest herd of performing baby ele­
phants. When P. T. Barnum boasted 
there was one born every minute, his 
crystal ball readers obviously didn’t 
foresee a cloud named ‘Basford.’
Policy Open
It may be good politics, with an 
election in the offing, for Commun­
ications Minister Robert Stanbury to 
go to bat for ethnic and community 
groups. But whether the multicultur­
alism he and other ministers are try­
ing to promote is good government 
policy is open to considerable doubt, 
says the Vancouver Province.
He says his department is studying 
ways to make the most effective use 
of cable, video-tape and film in ethnic 
and community-oriented broadcast­
ing. These groups are, in his opinion, 
being shut out too much now.
State Secretary Gerard Pelletier has 
said that in isolation many of the 
smaller groups would dwindle and die 
and their value would be lost. Prime 
Minister Trudeau said last October it
To Doubt
may tend to raise walls around them. 
It may emphasize their separateness 
and lessen their contact with Canadian 
society as a whole. Their value would 
well and truly be lost.
It also suggests, to some degree, 
that the origins of the people who 
come here have more to offer than the 
development of a frankly Canadian 
culture. How much of Canada’s well- 
known inferiority complex comes 
from the absence of a home-grown 
culture, stunted by an over-indulged 
interest in preserving those of other 
lands?
There are solid historical grounds 
for bicultural and bilingual policies 
since the French and English were the 
founding communities. But there’s 
much less justification for extending 
that principle to cover other racial 
communities that have taken root
would be government policy “to rec­
ognize that ‘Canada is a multicultural 
nat*?n' , .. ’ , . since those early times.
Theres no question the. ethnic 
groups add richness to Canadian cul­
ture. If they arc strong enough and .
their influence valuable enough they 
will continue to exist whether they are 
supported by government policy or 
not. The question is whether public 
money should be spent in helping 
them.
If the answer is yes, Mr. Stanbury 
has a formidable job to satisfy the 
hopes of all the ethnic groups.
But one of the dangers is that it
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the editor must 
be signed by and bear the 
address of the writer. A pen 
name may be used. The 
Courier may edit letters for 
brevity, clarity, legality or 
taste. Letters must not be 
more than 500 words. Reject­
ed letters will not be returned.
RE: DOWNTOWN MALL 
Sir:
I must admit that when I 
first heard that the Kelowna 
Downtown Businessmen’s Asso­
ciation, had received permission 
from city council to form a mall 
on Bernard Avenue during Re­
gatta, I was pleased at the pros­
pect and contemplated witness­
ing an enjoyable sight.
I have travelled extensively 
across Canada over the years
and have seen malls in places 
like Ottawa, Montreal, Toronto, 
Calgary 2nd Kitchener, to men­
tion a few. In every instance I 
found that the malls were des­
igned with the public in mind 
... a haven for pedestrians in 
an otherwise bustling city. 
There were potted trees, shrubs 
and flowers . . . benches for 
relaxing . . . sidewalk cafes 
and boutiques and many other 
eye-pleasing sights to entice the 
shopper and otherwise create 
an atmosphere for the average 
pedestrian.
I had the unfortunate exper­
ience of viewing Kelowna’s ex­
cuse for a mall and the sight 
almost made me sick. Instead 
of a mall designed with the 
public in mind, I found the 
area cluttered with trucks,
Modernization A New Name






It has been said that the Brit­
ish lose every battle except the 
last. This was nearly the case in
the conquest of Canada. They 
were defeated by Montcalm nt
1«
’1Rprlsoners, including women and 
children, for themselves and 
killed about 50 meh.
Montcalm and his . officers 
tried to restore order and ii-
• >*»
____ _ ________ nally Montcalm shouted: “Kill 
Oswego in 1756, Fort William me, but spare the English who
----- - — • — are un(jer my protection.” ThisHenry in 1757, and Fort Ticon-
had some effect but only 1,400deroga in. 1758. The British suf- —
fered heavy losses in men and of the marchers arrived at Fort 
materials in all those battles, Edward.
but then the tide turned at 
Louisburg and Quebec.
There was a dreadful after­
math to the capture of Fort Wil­
liam Henry, Lake George, on 
Aug. 9, 1757. More than 2,000 
soldiers, men, women and chil­
dren were in the fort and Mont­
calm arranged for them to be 
evacuated to Fort Edward on 
the Hudson River, 18 miles to 
the south.
Montcalm warned the British 
to destroy all supplies of liquor, 
but they disregarded his advice. 
Montcalm’s Indians got drunk 
and swarmed into the hospital 
where they scalped the patients. 
Some of them were suffering 
from smallpox and this plague 
swept through the Indian camps 
—killing many of them.
There was another disaster on 
the march to Fort Edward. 
Many of the British carried liq­
uor in their water flasks and 
kept giving drinks to the Indi­
ans along the way. When the In­
dians got drunk they took 600
rm
OTHER AUGUST 9 EVENTS
1656—Cromwell granted Aca­
dia to Charles La Tour.
1759—British artillery de­
stroyed Lower Town, Que.
1778—Capt. Cook arrived at 
Bering Strait while exploring 
Pacific coast.
1836—Chippewas ceded 
1,500,000 acres now parts of 
Bruce, Grey, Huron and Wel­
lington counties of Ontario.
1842—Ashburton-Webster 
treaty settled New Brunswick- 
Maine’border.
1878—British Columbia legisla­
ture voted to secede from Can­
ada.
1881—Work began on New- 
foundland’s first railway from 
St. John’s to Hall Bay.
1914—Severe frost damaged 
Saskatchewan crops.
1930—Percy Williams estab­
lished world record of 10.3 sec­
onds for 100 metres at Toronto.
1941—Churchill and Roosevelt 
met at Argentia, Newfoundland 
to make war plans.
His Blood Of American Whalers Now 
Stirred Up Against Tough Behemoth
The government, of course, hasn’t 
yet announced a concrete policy on 
multiculturalism and the ethnic groups 
may be right in withholding judgment 
until they’re convinced the statements 
of cabinet ministers aren’t an attempt 
“to buy votes with our own money.”
But multiculturalism should not be 
promoted as an easy catch phrase.. 
It would not be an unmixed blessing 
for a Canada striving to stand on its 
own feet in a world of giants.
OTTAWA (CP) — It may not 
be a household word yet, but 
Modernization is the name of 
Canada’s newest official politi­
cal party.
Never heard of it?
Neither have most voters, 
which seems to be the way this 
unique party likes it.
“I hate to say what we plan 
to do,” said leader Glenn 
Pylypa of Edmonton. “If and 
when we do it, we’ll make a 
formal statement."
Meanwhile, Mr. Pylypa and 
28 other Edmontonians have 
registered Modernization as a 
party with the chief electoral 
officer.
That’s the first step to getting 
the party label on the ballot in 
the next election. On the ballot, 
the party would appear as Mod 
in English, Mode in French.
Jack Dewis, assistant chief 
electoral officer, sayr his staff 
knows nothing of the party ex­
cept the names of its 29 of I i-
cers.
The application “came out of 
the blue" last month, he says.
How big Is the party? 
“Offhand I can’t say,’ Mr.
Pylypa said in an interview, re­
fusing even to estimate.
He did reveal that the parly 
put itself together in 1967, but 
declined to say why it didn’t 
jump into the 1068 election.
“We had a few setbacks fi­
nancially, politically. , . . You 
know how it Is."
Mod faces a few more hur­
dles before it wins a place for 
its name on election ballots.
Under 1970 law providing for
party members on ballots for 
the first time, any registered 
party without representation in 
Parliament must field at least 
50 candidates to get its name 
on the ballot.
Mr. Pylpa declined to predict 
how many candidates the Mod 
party will nominate. In all, 264 
Commons seats , will be at 
stdke
POLICY DOUBTFUL
He wasn’t sure, either, what 
direction the party would take 
politically.”
“I am the leader of the 
party. That’s all that matters 
at this time.”
He would not even hint about 
the party’s platform.
Asked his occupation, he re­
plied: “We all have a job in 
one way or another.”
With 29 officers listed, Mod 
had nearly as many executives
tractors, boats and campers 
and various other items of 
commercial exploitation. In­
stead of being a pedestrian 
mall, the area had been turn­
ed into an ugly, unsightly com­
mercial junk pile.
At this point, I wonder if city 
council was fully aware of the 
plans to install this pile of junk 
when they approved the KDBA’s 
request for the mall. As a hard­
working, cash-spending, tax­
paying citizen of this city, I 
strongly object I find it hard to 
believe that city council would 
allow a public road to be closed 
off and turned into a commer­
cial bazaar. If they were aware, 
that is not the type of city gov­
ernment I would vote for come 
election time.
Like many other Kelowna res­
idents, I was pleased to see the 
beautification program recently 
undertaken; it trade shopping 
downtown much more pleasant. 
However, this present exploita­
tion by the KDBA completely 
erases any favorable image 
which the beautification pro­
gram created, and you can rest 
assured that my family and I 
will spend our shopping dollars 
elsewhere in the future. Your 
excuse for a mall may create 
some fast bucks over a short 
period, but you sacrifice the
future.
Instead of doing something 
for the people and investing for 
the future, the KDBA is doing 
something for themselves with 
a fast buck in mind. The aver­
age Kelowna resident with a 
normal amount of intelligence 
will see right through this sham 
and the negative mind-image 
created will have long-range 
lasting reaction.
Yours very truly, 
PHILIP L. GUNHOUSE 
Kelowna.
on its registration form as the
Progressive Conservatives or 
Liberals, and more than Social 
Credit or New Dempcrats.
Mod’s officers also out­
number the two other officially- 
registered parties—Action Can­
ada and the Western Canada 
Party. Both of those now are 
doubtful starters, Action Can­
ada because founder Paul Hel- 




10 YEARS AGO 
August 1962 
There are eight candidates for the 
honor of being this year's Lady of the 
Lake. They are Elaine August (Miss 
Kiwnnls); Gail Cook (Miss Lions); Ruth 
Gillespie (Miss Teen Town); Shirley 
Holilzkl (Miss Gyro); Anne Holland 
(Miss Rotary); Ardlth Jessop (Miss 
Legion); Ann Pntro (Miss Rutland); 
Marilyn Wlgnall (Miss Aquatic Auxil­
iary). >' ■
elected president; J. W. “Mac" Clarke, 
Keremeos is vice-president and C. E. 
Sladen, Kelowna, secretary-treasurer.
30 YEARS AGO 
August 1942 
Winfield Notes—Two hundred and
servatlves and Western Canada 
because of Inside differences, 
Unfortunately for Mod, the 
number of officers in any party 
has no bearing on the number 
of card-carrying members, still 
less with voter eupport.
Irish Tourism
DUBLIN (AP) - Northern 
Ireland's bombings and shoot­
ings have shattered the tourist 
Industry in the Irish republic to 
the south, and there is no glim­
mer of hope for the foreseeable 
' future.
Hotels throughout the Emer­
ald Isle are virtually empty as 
foreign visitors generally pass 
Ireland by.
Many hotels keep a skeleton
staff on to cater to the chaqce 
guest, In remote regions several 
will have to close Aug. 31, once
Blueberries Of Newfoundland 
May Not Go Up Much In Price
20 YEARS AGO 
August 1952 
The annual meeting of the Association 
of B.C. Irrigation Districts held In 
Penticton will seek wider application 
of the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Act 
so that it will apply to the B.C. Dry 
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fifty soldiers from the Vernon Camp 
were blvounced at Petrie's Corner, mid 
the entire place was under military 
guard. The soldier boys enjoyed the 
swimming after their long trek from 
Vernon. Four trucks, camouflaged with 
tree branches, accompanied them.
40 YEARS AGO 
August 1932
The Blackwell Challenge Cup for the 
highest aggregate points nt the Regatta 
was won by Jninqs Burns, Wcriatchcq 
aquatic star, who was awarded 90 
points. Harry Andison, last'year’s win­
ner, was second with 66 points., The 
Nichol Cup for diving was won by Fred 
Burr, Kelowna’s premier diver. Colin 
Maclaren was second,
.10 YEARS AGO 
August 1922 
The long distance hinge event 
Regatta wo? won bV J, F, Burnc 




Foster was second With 53 feet, 7 inches. 
The winners were veterans In this spe­
cial branch of aquatic sports,
\ CO YEARS AGO
' August 1912
GIcnmore Notes-Tlie last Irrigation 
h about finished and there is a lull in 
the.work. but the harvest will soon be 
here A few cherries, the first fruit of 
GIcnmore, have beta taken from some 
two jycar old trees.
ST. JOHN'S, Nfld. (CP) - 
Buyers In the United States and 
Canada probably will be able to 
obtain Newfoundland blue­
berries this fall at prices only 
slightly higher than last year 
despite an enlarged demand 
created by a crop failure In
Paul Hendrickson of the agri­
culture department says this 
year's crop may be closer to 
the 1070 level.
Most blueberries are picked 
on Crown Land on New-
Michigan, North America's
largest supplier. , land.
An agriculture spokesman I-
foundland’a East Coast, A 
•small portion of the total crop 
comes from privately-owned
and some processors sa|d It Is 
unlikely the price to regular 
customers will Increase alg- 
niflcnntly, ,
Tliey said any attempt to 
tnkemnanclal advantage ot the 
flltiiallon could turn buyers 
away from Newfoundland as a 
source for the wild fruit.
Mr. Hendrickson said New­
foundland could export 10 mil­
lion ixninds annually if the 
province’s full blueberry poten­
tial was developed.
■ v In addition to berries picked 
for export; nn undetermined
amount—perhaps five million 
pounds—Is taken every year by 
Newfoundlanders for home con­
Michigan, which normally sumption.
produces * about 35 million ' Residents may pick berries 
IMHinds annually, Is expected Io anywhere on Crown land. All 
provide only five million 
pounds ihls year. June weather 
destroyed most of the crop.
but 10 per cent of, New­
foundland and Labrador Is
BERIII FA STUNTED
Iwist year, 1,5 million pounds 
of Newfoundland blueberries 
were available to the U.S, and 
Canadian markets. Poor grow­
ing conditions stunted the fruit 
|n some areas and a temporary 
U.S. surcharge on imports dis­
couraged processora here.
The export value was $510,000 
of which 60 per cent was paid 
to pickers, collector,1 and pioc- 
cssing-plant employees.
In 1970. Newfoundland ex- 




bhielMMTies ro to market un­
touched by any spray or pest. 
The blueberry ningRot, which 
Infeiita berries In some parts of 
Canada, docs not occur In New­
foundland.
About eight fish plants freeze 
berries for export.
They employ about IM collec­
tors who purchase berries from 
1,500 full-time nickers during 
the Into August to mid-Septom- 
bcr season. Hundreds of part- 
tim* pickers. Including family 
«rcupa,elso afill to 1ho plants.
TUKTOYAKTUK, N .W .T. 
(CP) — John Steen, an Es­
kimo with the blood of Ameri­
can whalers in his ancestry, is 
out for game more formidable 
than any he has ever stalked 
around the Mackenzie River 
Delta.
His intended prey is a behe­
moth trade-named the Rolli- 
gon and its attendant crew of 
exploring oilmen with their 
electronic seismic gear and 
explosives.
Backing up the fat-wheeled 
Rolligon and a project to send 
it around the game-rich Bath­
urst Peninsula near here this 
summer is French-owned Elf 
Oil Canada Ltd. and some fed­
eral government officials who 
want to see how it works.
The Rolligon is a vehicle 
propelled on hugely-elongated 
rubber tires in which the air 
pressure may be varied by a 
switch in the driver’s cab.
Ironically, in view of the 
conservation-minded enmity
of John Steen and other local 
Eskimos, the machine was de- 
vised as a weight-distributing 
vehicle that would treat Arc- 
• tic lands more gently than the 
tracked or heavily-wheeled
the peak of the season.
'"The tourist season this year 
is just a non-event,” one hotel 
operator complained, “We can 
blame it entirely on the north­
ern trouble s. Many people 
abroad just don't realize that 
the republic is ponocful,”
The Irish tourist board esti­
mated that perhaps one million 
visitors have been lost. It said 
there are 31 per cent fewer vis­
itors from Britain this year, and 
18 per cent less over-nil.
SPORTS EVENTS CUT
Several big sporfs events 
scheduled for Dublin Were can­
celled after n mob burned the 
British embassy last February.
The magazine Irish Hotelier 
mid Caterer reports that es­
corted tours to Ireland have 
dropped by ns much ns 50 per 
cent this year.
Last year Acr Lingua, fho ra­
tional airline, had nn operating 
loss of nearly 10 million after 12 
years of profits. Chairman Pat­
rick Lynch predicted another 
loss this year.
LETTER TO EDITOR.
It has been the policy of 
the Dally Courier for many 
years that when a public 
election has been announced 
letters to the editor concern- 
Ins the election or candidates 
running for public office will 
not bo published. Premier W. 
A. C. Bennett has called an 
election in B.C. Aug. 20 and 
In accordance with the news­
paper's policy any letters 
eoncernlng the elections Will 
no* be $abllshod«
vehicles normally used.' 
FIGHTS ON FEARS , 
But Mr. Steen, chairman of 
the local council, has been
Bay oilfields of neighboring 
Alaska.
The land use committee had 
earlier banned seismic work 
in summer, when the land is 
vulnerable, but approved the 
Elf project as “an ecological 
experiment.”
The dispute illustrates In 
miniature a running battle be- , 
tween conservationists and 
developers in the North. The 
battle has grown since the 
Arctic became a boom scene 
with the Prudhoe Bay discov­
eries four years ago and rev- 
eral oil and gas finds since 21 
then in the Mackenzie Delta. J
The arguments on both " 
sides are replete with appar- , 
ent exaggerations and, to vis­
iting outsiders, actions often , 
seem to contradict the words. 
SHORE LITTERED .
In apparently-conservation- 
ist Tuktoyaktuk, for example, ; 
the shoreline is littered with 
bottles, tin cans and assorted
junk.
Companies such as Panarc- 
tic Oils Ltd. point with pride 
to costly cleanup jobs around 
abandoned wells, but garbage 
is buried in holes drilled ex-
pensively into frozen ground 
that will preserve it.
One side says arctic biology
is tremulously vulnerable to
__ ____ ______ __ man’s incursions, the other 
fighting on the basis of fears says plant and animal life is
that in the summer it would hardy and resilient.
disrupt an area rich in wild­
fowl, Arctic fox, hares and 
caribou.
He and fellow councillors 
have recorded their opposition 
at three successive meetings. 
. They renewed them here re­
cently in a meeting with Jean 
Chretien, minister of Indian 
affairs and northern develop­
ment.
Bill Armstrong, the federal 
department’s regional direc­
tor, says the protests may 
prompt withdrawal of permis­
sion for the summertime pro­
ject, although the govern­
ment’s new land use commit­
tee had been eager to see 
whether the Rolligon would 
be as gentle as indicated by 
its first use on the Prudhoe
There is evidence to support 
both. The scars of-seismic ex­
plosions and tracked vehicles 
are visible for miles. Re­
search officials at Inuvik say 
vegetation has regenerated it­
self quickly in truck ruts and 
recovered within three years 
of controlled oilspill experi­
ments.
In the case of the Sachs 
Harbour trappers versus Elf 
Oil on Banks Island earlier 
this year, a southern Cana­
dian lawyer negotiated an 
agreement to restrict the 
company's movements. An oil 
official observes wryly that 
only one oilwcll and just 35 
trappers were sharing an 1s- 
land of more than 23,000 
square miles.
TODAY in HISTORY
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Aug. 9, 1972 ...
The Ashburton-Webster 
Treaty was signed at Wash­
ington 130 years ago today 
—In 1842—to settle outstand­
ing difference between Can­
ada and the United States. 
The treaty was negotiated 
by Lord Ashburton and Dan­
iel Webster and settled, 
among other things, dis­
putes on boundaries be­
tween the two neighbors. Al­
though the treaty was not 
popular In Canada, the U.S. 
or Britain, It served as a 
compromise.
1958—A Central African 
Airlines Viscount plane
crashed near Benghazi, 
Libya, with the loss of 35 
lives.
19*15—I,lout. Robert If. Gray, 
Royal Canadian Naval Vol­
unteer Reserve, earned the 
Victoria Cross at Tokyo 
Bay.
1912 — Rioting In India 
was heightened by the ar­
rest'of Mohandas Gandhi, 
Pandit Nehru and other 
lenders.
1898—Spain a c c c p I c d
' President McKinley's pcaco 
terms,
1796—Admiral Nelson cap­
tured the Mediterranean Is­
land of Elba for Britain.




PRISON IN CANADA 
difficult to hold 
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LONDON (Reuter) — Hopes 
■re fading for an end this week 
Of Britain’s national dock 
■trike, now in its 13th day.
A committee representing 
port unions and employers met 
•gain Tuesday to consider the 
main issue in the strike—job 
guarantees in the face o' rapid 
modernization of cargo-han­
dling techniques—but broke up 
just before midnight without 
[making a statement. .
I It was to meet again today in 
I a bid to find a solution that 
[would persuade the 42,000 dock- 
|ers to go back to work. * 
[ Any proposals from the com- 
[mittee must be accepted by a 
[dock union delegates’ confer- 
|ence, and such a conference 
[would take 48 hours to convene. I 
[ A new urgency was added to 
[the situation with a warning by 
la major producer of chickens 
[that two million birds would 
Ihave to be gassed Monday un- 
lless imported feeds, now block- 
laded by the strike, are allowed 
Ifo.
I The lack of high-protein feeds 
Ils becoming increasingly crit­
ical for the entire livestock in- 
Idustry. The minister of agricul- 
Iture, James Prior, is to meet 
■representatives of the National 
I Farmers Union today to discuss 
■the problem.
I The House of Commons, 
■which leaves today for its sum- 
■mer recess, approved Tuesday 
■the government’s proclamation 
■last week of a state of emer- 
Bgency.
■ It provides among other 
■things for the requisitioning of 
■transport and use of troops to 
■ensure the movement of vital 
■supplies.
■ The government is free to re- 
Hsort to these emergency powers 
■when it thinks they are neces- 
■ >ary, but is expected to hold off 
Has long as possible to avoid in- 
■curring the anger of militant 
■ dockers and upsetting the 
■j chances of conciliation.
K Violence broke out .or the 
■gecond day at a private wharf 
■ near Scunthorpe, central Eng- 
Bland, where non-union workers 




LONDON (AP) — The British 
government is launching a new
campaign against cigarettes 
[with the chief target the 
I smoker who can’t kick the 
habit.
The secretary for social serv­
ices, Sir Keith Joseph, said 
Tuesday the government will 
publish tables twice a year 
grading cigarette brands ac-| 
cording to their tar and nico- 
[tine content.
I The campaign, which will 
[start next year represents a| 
[slight tactical change in the 
[government’s battle against to- 
Ibacco addiction. Up to now, the | 
[main idea has been to stop! 
■people from starting to smoke.
I Television advertising of 
■ cigarettes already has been 
[banned, and all brands of Brit- 
llsh cigarettes carry the printed 
[warning that ‘‘smoking can 
[damage your health.” So do all 
I newspaper and magazine ad- 
jvertisements for cigarettes.
I Joseph told the House of 
■ Commons a scientific team had 
■found that while tar was the !n- 
I gradient in cigarettes most 
■ likely to do harm, nicotine was 




VANCOUVER (CP) - The I 
British Columbia Energy Board 
Tuesday completed two days of 
[study on a power development! 
report by a Montreal engi- 
sneering firm and will meet], 
sagain Aug. 16, board chairman 
iDr. Gordon Shrum said., , 
i He said the board Is drafting 
nits own report based on 
[the engineering recommenda­
tions for power developments In 
MB.C. until 1990 prepared by Jack 
RSexton of Montreal Engineering! 
[Co., consultants to the board.
Dr. Shrum said it would be 
Impossible to distribute the en­
tire report to the public so the
Aboard Is drafting a summary of 
kthe two volumes of recomnwn- 
f datlons and 10 volumes of sup-1 
porting material.
I The provincial government 
[ has been criticized for the late- 
| ncss of the energy report, which 
I was due to be completed this 
I spring but was delayed when 
J board members could not get 
I together to study rccommcndn- 





- NORTHGATE - 
695 Windsor Rd.
Next to Joe’s Trading Post 
1 Block Off Highway 07
SPECIALIZING IN . . .
• Body Work • Welding 
• Painting • Auto Glass 
• Windshields • Largo
Truck Repairs , • Steam 
Cleaning 1
\ Your Hosts 









2-Pce LOUNGE and CHAIR ’148
*98





GREAT BUYS ON McCLARY FREEZERS!
SHOPS CAPRI
7-Piece DINETTE 
60” Walnut top table, 6 chairs
HfflWOOD 12"
5-Piece DINETTE M V A
with Pecan inlay table top, 4 gold swivel 9 V jw Stt 
chairs ......... .................. ... ■ Rr ■S
5-piece Dinette Suite 
30”x48”, Walnut-top Table 
with 4 Chairs
$64




BIG 22 CU. FT. MODEL $*>*30
Holds 77$\b». of froirn f?od. 3 bsskch, 2 dividers, signal light JB 
Ulterior llgbl, lock and key, A remarkable Bale Spcclri at jnst .... Jfta gf
,,, 3-Piece BEDROOMSt»jT 
Includes Dregscr, Chiffonier,
■nd full-size lied. “TH KidWl
GREAT VALUE AT ONLY ■ W
17*9 cu. fl1. ffl
Holds 625 lbs. of * B | Wj
Frozen Foods. B— H Jg
On Sale for........ ■■■ ■ gsf
14 w. ft.
Holds 495 lbs. of * | 
Frozen Fopds. H 7g
On Sale for Only 0 ,«r Ar
. ONE-OF-A-KINDS, FLOOR SAMPLES, and every­
thing accumulated over the years, MUST. BE CLEARED to make room for new models, new styles, 







1 "X w ' 'Vs s
& GREAT ItC/l
@ 22" COLOR TV
On smooth rolling, easy-moving base & 
such features as • EXCLUSIVE RCA 
and SOUND • RCA’s 5-YEAR PRO-




• DELUXE POWER TRANSFORMER 
CHASSIS
• HI-LITE PICTURE TUBE
• SOLID STATE COLOR 
DEMODULATOR
• AUTOMATIC CHROMA-CONTROL 
• SOLID COPPER CIRCUITRY
...... ... .. ..
ItCJl 
COLOR TV
The Set That Has Everything!
• Contemporary Walnut drain 
Finish Console
0 Big 26” Accucolor
• RCA’s Improved Black Matrix 
26” Screen
• Straight Line Picture Re* 
production
• Automatic Scene Control
• Automatic Fine Tuning
• Automatic Chroma Control
• RCA Power Grid VHP Tuner
® Solid Stale UIIF Tuner
Tone Control for Treble to Bass
Q Slfiy Set Volume Control
• Transformer Powered Chassis
• Slide-out Chassis Design
with your trade, toy only ..
» n
FULL PRICE AT WOSK'S


























Complete with rotisserie 
*268”
M=CLARY
McClary 13 cu. ft. 
Automatic Defrost - 
Refrigerator FREEZER 
with your trade ONLY 
*277
Modem 4 Sealer 
Sofa and Chair 
$228
7*piece Spanish Oak 
Dinette Suite







NEW McCLARY 12.6 cu, rf.
FROST-FREE 
REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER 
with these great features:
• All porcelain Interiors.
• Fully adjustable shelves
• Separate freezer section 
■ • lainc door storage 
space
ON SALE AT 
WOSK'S 
with your 
trade (or only ,..
• Cheese & butter 
sections
0 Twin crispers
0 12.6 cu. ft. net capacity
• Handsome In appear- 




OPEH TOURS. & FRI 
NIGHTS to 9 P.M.
Lovely 2-Piece
Sale Price, Only *278
Sectional Suite





SALE PRICE SB? Ol
ONLY ............... ..









1131 Bernard Ave. 762-3010McIntosh of Kelowna
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added color to the bride s table.
Other tables were centred with
roses in milk glass vases.

















During the smorgasbord din­






She returned to England on 
Wednesday.
























Church for the 7 p.m. ceremony
fromand themesccssional
SELF-MADE
line to the hem, of the ensemble 
made by the bride.





Maureen Das is, daughter of
Mr, and Mt
t winners from this
PAGE C
either behind the ear, ip the eyeglass temples, or 
in the ear at
on August 10th, 1972
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seven boys pictured
above are a few of the many
boys and girls who have cn
joyed an entirely new expert
ence this summer—hiking and
exploring nature in the Oka 
nagan Valley, The day camp
A NEW EXPERIENCE
Trailer Club
Enjoys Park KELOWNA "
HITHER and YON
Recent guests at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Ray McHarg,
Chute Lake Road, were Mr.
ie, Alta., Mrs. Thelma Dimmer,
Calgary and Mr. and Mrs.
Gerry Lewall, Vancouver.
Mr. and Mrs. William Pro­
holiday here. They visited with
friends. Mr. and Mrs. Pau
Nessman ■ and family of Rich­
mond Street and were also
guests at Sweet Adelines’ pic
phet of Winnipeg are guests of
Mrs. Prophet’s sister, Mrs. Don
White, Lakeshore Road.
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Dolman
swimming goldpari- tre. The boys in this picture, and went on up to Grizzly 
.* ' «-----* where theyfishing, . ..................................................— ----- .ning, bonfires, nature studies left to right, front, Terry j Hills Forest, — —
and the girls have also includ- Swanson, David Scott and i camped overnight. Other boys 
- “ . ............................ . and girls interested in takingcd baking and making Indian Lance Nichols and back row, 
Ricky Dawson, Brian Aird,Volunteer leaders; costumes.
who have accompanied the
young people have
Bruce Kief, Paul Noel and
Kelowna Boys' Club has a Bob Bennett, all from the 
including Community Resources Cen-
program sponsored by the
itinerary
James Ridsdale and Todd
Warman were joined at Win­
field by Egan Sargent, Berne
part in such an adventure 
may call Pat Heffernan of the 
Boys’ Club at 2-8008 or Bob




The OKVoggins* Trailer Club
enjoyed a perfect weekend of 
camping at the Shuswap Lake 
Provincial Park. Hosted by Ray
and Mona Barber there were
13 members and two guests in
Numerous activities included
nature hikes, evening lectures 
including slides and movies 
which were presented by the 
parks branch. Swimming and
games were also enjoyed.
Following a very satisfactory 
pot luck supper on Saturday 
evening, a campfire and sing­
song ended a very pleasant
outing.
nic supper at the home of
president, Mrs. Murray Stew
entertained on Saturday at
their 10th annual Regatta party
About 40 guests enjoyed a lov
ely Chinese smorgasbord made
the hostess.
ver is visiting at the
Mr. and Mrs. E. R.
of Kelowna is back
GROUP EXPANDS
Stewart, Abbott
TORONTO (CP) — Aarons
Here from Unity, Sask., are
Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Brown,
who are spending a month here.
They are guests with Mr. and
and Ackley, a jazz, folk and 
rock-writing duo, has expanded 
to Include a rhythm section con­
sisting of drummer and guitar­
ist. Jim Ackley and Chuck 
Aarons, former Americans who 
have been living and perform
Mrs. Elmer Toovey of Toovey
Road, Rutland, who also have
another guest from the prairies
arriving, Lawrence Bavle of
McTaggart. The latter actually 
spends most of his time here 
and commutes from the Okan­
ing in Canada for two years, 
have previously recorded two 
albums, one called Aarona and 
Ackley, the other You and I 
The addition of drummer Bob 
McLaren and guitarist Dennis 
Melton will enable the duo "to
Collinson
from at-
tending the graduation of her
foster daughter, Elaine Roth,
who received the Hospital Wo­
men's Auxiliary award for aca­
demic proficiency at the St.
Paul’s Hospital School of Nurs­




ing graduation. Miss Roth who
grew up here, took all her
schooling in Kelowna before en­
rolling in nursing. She resides 
in Vancouver
A recent visitor from Staf
Attention clubs and orgamz
ations. The Courier seeks your
co-operation in presenting up- 
to-date accounts of your ac­
tivities. Reports of meetings 
and other activities should be















expand its music-scope, 
spokesman said.
Downtown




• Gravel and Fill
• Culverts




Phone 763-4109 or 763-2538
B ride' s S i st er s A11 e n d
Nuptials
The bride’s only attendants 
were her sisters when Lesley
Kay Hilton of Kelowna and
Douglas James McIntosh, also 
of Kelowna, were united in mar­
riage on July 29. The bride is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Clifford Hilton of Alta
Vista, Kelowna, and the groom 
is the son of Dr. and Mrs. Alan
Douglas McIntosh, also of Kel­
owna. Joan Hilton of Vancou­
ver served as maid of honor!
and Lynn Hilton of Kelowna,
was bridesmaid.
Deep red chrysanthemums,
snapdragons, yellow dahhas 
and marigolds from the garden 
of the bride’s parents adorned
the altar of St. Paul’s United
on July 29. Rev. David Stewart
of St. David’s Presbyterian 
Church officiated, with organist,
Mrs. Gail Reusse of Kelowna at
the organ. Selections included
the Love Story during the pro-
Romeo and Juliet were played
during the signing of the regis­
ter with the traditional Men­
delssohn’s wedding music.
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, chose a white
polyester crepe with white bows 
accenting the empire waisted
gown. Pink and white lace trim­
med the neckline and the cuffs
of the long sleeves and also 
trimmed the skirt from waist­
and pink netting held her shoul­
der-length veil and she carried
a cascade Ixniquct of pink rose­
buds and white daisy 'mums,
Her two sisters were clad n
identical dresses of yellow poly­
ester crepe*. Yellow and white
daisy trim accented the neck­
line and the empire waists of
the floor-length gowns, which
completed
sleeves. Yellow flowers of the
formed their
and they carried
MR. AND MRS. DOUGLAS MCINTOSH
and groomsmen were
Frctwell, also of Kelowna.
Receiving the guests at the
reception at the Kelowna Golf 
and Country Club, Mrs. Hilton
wore a long blue gown of poly­
ester crepe complemented with
corsage of pink rosebuds. A cor­
sage of orange rosebudft har­
monized with the creamy lemon
yellow cotton crepe full length
gown chosen by the groom's
ner the toast to the bride was
proposed by Dr. Jim Dukclow
Neighbors Present
fordshire, England, was Mrs
W. Clow who enjoyed a three The same rule applies for
TV Tables For
Newlyweds7 Gifts
Twelve friends and neighbors
of Mrs. Les Dempsey met at the
home of Mrs. Charles Webster
recently to honor Sylvia Gorrig
sen of Calgary, whose marriage 
to Tom Dempsey took place 
Aug. 5 in Calgary; Because the 
bride-elect was unable to at
tend, a rose corsage was pre­
sented to the groom’s mother
on her arrival.
week holiday with her daugh 
ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
John Carruthers. While here she
took in the Rockies and enjoy­
ed the ferry trip from Anacor­
tes to tour Vancouver Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Hank Verry
and daughter Melissa of Win 
nipeg fell in love with the Okan 
agan during their week-long
The living room was decorat-
with wedding bells and
streamers and tall pink candles,
adorned the dining room table.
Fun games were played, prizes
were awarded to the winners
and a jolly sing-song was enjoy
Mrs. Rose Condy spoke a few
well chosen words to Mrs.
Dempsey and presented her
with a bouquet of gladioli and ||
pair of doves. White candles in
crystal holders flanked the
asked her to accept a set of TV
tables for the bride and groom.
Mrs. Dempsey graciously ac­
cepted the gifts and thanked
those present for the kindly ges­
The evening was concluded
with refreshments served by the
hostess, Mrs. Condy and Mrs.
TORONTO (CP) — The
Young People’s Theatre, an ex­
perimental group, will travel] 
across Ontario throughout Au­
gust visiting 23 small communi­
ties to perform Bottom’s
Dream, a musical fantasy 
adapted from Shakespeare’s A
cake. The bride’s bouquet and Midsummer N i g h t’s Dream.
those of her attendants also
bridesmaids. A two-licred wed­
ding cake was topped with a
Two Kelowna 4-H Members
Win Provincial Scholarships
Two Kelowna area girls were
among the four 4-11 members
who received scholarships ad­
ministered by the British Col­
umbia Dopiirtment of Agricul­
ture's division, Fifteen
members from all parts of the 
province were in l|ie list np 
noiinccd by the Honorable Cyril 
M. Shelford, B.C, Minister of
Agriculture, who will receive
the seliohirships worth' n total of
more than $3,000.
menilM'r of the
\, Is, Davis, is a
.............. ........ Kelowna 4-H 
Home Arts Club and Susanna
de Boer, dimghler of Mr, and
Mrs. Simon <le Boer, is a mem-
her of the Kclownn 4-H Dairy 
y Chib, Olhc 
1 kWk MMMM
The bride donned a grey ano
maroon pant outfit for her go­
ng away outfit. White accessor-
es completed her costume. Af­
ter a honeymoon at Vancouver
the couple will make their home
nt Green Bay, Westbank,
Out-of-town guests were: Mr
and Mrs. O. S. Haggkvist, Luu
rie Bennie of Vernon: Mr. and
Mrs. I. W. Olson, Kamloops
Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Olson, Rich 
mond: Mr. and Mrs. Richard
McIntosh, Mr. and Mrs. Free
Smith. Coquitlam: Mr, ano
Mrs. Garry McIntosh, Burnaby
the groom’s grandparents, Mr
region were Slmryn Andruski ol
Salmon Arm mid Dianne Young
of Luipby,
Maureen plims to apply hoi 
scholarship at the Okanagan 
Regional College, Home econ­
omics Is her future career and
Miss de Boer is enrolling In 
Notre Dame University nt Nel­
Sho has just completed 
week nt Vancouver where she 
attended (ho provincial 4-H
clul) week.
weddings. Forms supplied by 
the Courier may be completed 
prior to the wedding and sub­
mitted Immediately following
the ceremony. Wedding write­
ups submitted more than 
seven days later will not be 
published.
If a picture is submitted with 
a write-up it must be black 
and white. Color pictures will 
not be accepted
Dominion Concrete Products Ltd
Specialists in • Retaining Walls and Cappings • Patio
Blocks • Curbing • Septic Tanks • Picnic Tables
• Root Cellars and other products on request. All
products are reinforced and steam cured for added
strength.
Located on Steven Rd., Westbank Industrial Park
■ Evenings 769-4671
SIMPSONS-SEARS
The 25 actors, musicians and] 
production ci-ew in the company 
are supported by a federal gov-1 
ernment local initiatives grant
and Mrs. Roland McIntosh of
Vancouver and Jack Maxey
Mr. and Mrs. J. H, Campbell
and Mrs. Beth Thompson, all of 
Winfield: Mr. and Mrs, JacA
Coghlan, Lynn and Scott, Sas
katoon, Sask,; Maric Robson, 
Vancouver; Bob Klatkin, New
Jersey; Mr, and Mrs. Robert
Doble and Peg Wickett, of Pen­
ticton; Bob Maxey and Joanne
Fulks and Judy , Maxey of 
Peachland; Vince IlatcUffc, Na-
nniino; Mr, and Mrs. George








uargest selection of fabrics
In the valley. Custom made
swags and covered valances.
1461 Sutherland Avenue
Maureen han also won an ad 
dlllonul honor, She Is among 
delegates cluwen to attend the 
Western Provinces' 4-H semi­
nar at Camp Raynor. Saskat-1 
rhewan, In August, 1.97:),




1054 Fills St., Kelowna
Lighting Fixtures'









Local 3 J I
now offers hearing aids as low as $50.00 
Other hearing aids include the newly improved re­
chargeable types that will never give you, battery I 
expense. .
These aici$ can be recharged every night while 
then be used for the full dayyou are asleep and 
until you go to bed again. A coll that can be re­
charged for about two years will be exchanged 
when required free of charge by Eaton's for the 
life of the hedring aid, 
See all the amazing new aids that can be worn
EATON'S KELOWNA
AND WITHOPT OBLIGATION
Hey, all you beach bugs, here's a great' clearance
, , that lets you tote wild new towels yet pay way
below regular price. So choose your style from 
our big bold selection and be the brightest wafer





HlmpKoMM^eura: Towel# (90) Phone Enquiries 703-5811
Park Free While You Shop Simpsons-Seors, Orchard Park. Kelowna,
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Garden Reception At Home ANN LANDERS
Wedding
A garden reception followed 
« double-ring ceremony unit- 
< fa marriage Jillian Eliza- 
th Neid, daughter of Mr. and 
rs. Joseph James Neid, East 
ilowna and Bryan Henry 
uekley of Coquitlam. The 
room is the son of Mr. and 
-Jrs. Lloyd Hall Buckley, Co­
quitlam.
Rev. Donald Kidd officiated 
for the July 29 wedding in St. 
Mary’s Anglican Church, East 
Kelowna, where bouquets and 
a tall standard of summer flow­
ers added ;o the summery 
theme; Organist David Duncan 
of Westbank played O Perfect 
Love, We've Only Just Begun, 
and the theme from Romeo and 
Juliet.
HOODED GOWN
Given in marriage by her 
father, the bride was charming 
in a door length gown of white 
peau de chrome. A feminine 
frill edged the self-hood and the 
cuffs of the long sleeves of the 
princess lined dress. She carried 
a bpuquet of all white philan-' 
opsis orchids and stephanof
The maid of honor, Myrna 
Buckley, the groom’s sister, 
Coquitlam and bridesmaid, Ken­
dra Scott, Pritchard Drive, 
Westbank wore identical gowns 
of schooner blue Swiss dotted 
cotton.
। White organza frills trimmed 
the deep rounded necklines of 
the floor length princess lined 
•leevess dresses. Long white 
gloves and matching blue san­
dals completed their ensembles
fl
MR. AND MRS. BRYAN BUCKLEY
and they carried nosegays of 
summer flowers with blue pre­
dominating.
John Mclvor of Kamloops was 
best man and groomsman was
B.C. Quality Vegetables The Best 
Now Is The Time For Sweet Corn
! Vegetable growing is a major 
Industry in British Columbia, 
which last year returned $17.7 
million to B.C. farmers.
I But then British Columbians 
eat a lot of vegetables—well 
oyer a half pound of vegetables 
per person in a day.
Because of the province’s 
। mild climate and ideal growing 
conditions, a wide selection of 
fresh locally produced vegetab­
les is available throughout 
much of the year. And when 
B.C.-grown vegetables are “in 
season,” according to the ex­
perts, they are the best you can 
i buy.
Fresh B.C. sweet corn now 
available is one of the favorite 
vegetables at this time of year. 
Some pointers on preparation 
may help preserve the good­
ness of this delectable treat.
TO BOIL
Remove husks and silk.
drain. Bury in hot coals for 10 
to 12 minutes. Remove husks 
and serve with butter, salt and 
pepper. Or spread kernels of 
ear with softened butter and 
wrap in aluminum foil. Place 




6 large ripe tomatoes 
3-4 ears corn, cooked 
2 tbsp, finely chopped onion 
2 tbsp, finely chopped green 
pepper
1 tbsp, butter
2 tbsp, cream 
Seasoned salt to taste 
Lemon pepper to taste 
Grated cheese
Cut tops off stem end 
tomatoes. Scoop out pulp.
Plunge into a large kettle of 
rapidly boiling water with a 
little sugar. Do not salt water. 
Coyer and cook over high heat 
for 6 to 8 minutes. Drain and 
serve with butter, salt and 
pepper. Simple, easy and quick 
and perhaps the nicest way to 
eat our fresh com in season.
TO BARBECUE
Pull back husks from com 
ears and remove silk. Replace 
husks and tie in place. Soak in 
salted water for 5 minutes,
Roles Reversed In
Cheating Heart
Dear Ann Landers: Three 
years ago I wrote to you be­
cause my husband was having 
an affair. I took your advice 
and let it wear itself out. He 
came back on his knees. You 
made a big difference in my 
life. I am ashamed to tell you 
what I am writing about this 
time.
Ten months ago I became in­
volved with my best friend’s 
husband. We had known each 
other for 12 years and it never 
entered my head that tb’s man 
could set me on fire. I don’t 
know to this day how it hap­
pened, but it did.
Three weeks ago I decided I 
didn't want to see him anymore, 
but he won’t let me alone. The 
idiot wants to marry me. I told 
h’m it is out of the question. 
There are six children involved. 
He keens threatening to tell my 
husband, thinking I'll get 
thrown out, and then I’ll have to 
marry him. I don’t believe my 
husband would actually do it, 
but I'm not sure.
I am going crazy, Ann. Tell 
me what to do. And no lectures, 
please. I have already called 
mvself every name in the book. 
Disgusted With Me.
(Hans Giesen Photo)
Greg Neid, brother of the bride, ’ 
of Nanaimo. <
Mrs. Neid chose a floor length 
Batiste printed dress of aqua 
and pink with matching pink 
sandals, enchanced with cor­
sage of pink roses. Assisting 
her in receiving the guests at 
the reception at the Neid home 
in East Kelowna was the 
groom’s mother who wore a 
floor length chiffon in shades of 
pink and gold on a black back­
ground. Her corsage of gold 
roses matched her gold acces­
sories.
Francis Thornloe was master 
of ceremonies and J. W. Mac­
pherson proposed the toast to 
the bride.
For a honeymoon at Shuswap
of 
Re­
serve pulp to chop for sand­
wiches. Turn upside down to 
drain. Cut off kernels of com 
and scrape out pulp with back 
of knife. Cook onion and green 
pepper in butter till tender. 
Add cream and seasonings. 






■with com mixture, 
shallow baking dish, 
with grated cheese. 
400 degrees F for 15
they ride mankind.’’
There are no easy answers for 
small business. One solution is 
cash on the barrelhead. This 
would undoubtedly mean fewer 
sales, but whatever was sold 
would be paid for. Another way 
is to make a connection with 
one of the bank credit card 
plans. They pay you cash (for a 
fee, of coufse) and take over 
the problems of collecting from 
the deadbeats.
Dear Dis: Your ex-lover Is 
blackmailing you. This leaves 
only one alternative. Tell your 
husband about the affair at 
once. Now it’s his turn to for­
give. I’m betting he will. Write 
and let me know if I’m right.
Lake the bride donned a blue 
and green halter-top dress with 
white accessories.
The couple will make their 
home at 702-Sth Ave., Kimber­
ley, where the groom, a gradu­
ate of the British Columbia In-
Bicycling Is Family Sport 
Weight And Size Important 
t '
You don’t need to be a kid 
to have fun on a bike these 
days. More and more Cana­
dians of all ages are finding 
that bicycling is fast becoming 
one of the more popular family 
summer recreations.
Bicycles can range in price 
from a low of' approximately 
$40.00 for a partially assembled 
standard model to over $500 for
Dear Ann Landers: I read > 
once in your space of a father 
who was upset when he came 
home and found his little girl’s 
hands tied to the high chair be­
cause she had been sucking her 
thumb. You told him that the 
child should be allowed to suck 
her thumb—that it represented 
security.
How long should this go on, 
Ann? I am fourteen and still 
find comfort in thumb-sucking. 
Of course if anyone knew about 
it I would die. But I hate my­
self. I feel so babyish. I even 
bought the bitter and peppery 
tasting stuff for sale 'n the drug 
store, but it didn’t help. I also 
tried putting a great big band­
age on my thumb at night be­
fore going to bed, but I must 
take it off in my sleep because 
in the morning I wake up with 
my thumb in my mouth.
Dear Ann Landers: I have 
never read anything anywhere 
about people who charge mer­
chandise at small, family-owned 
stores and take their own sweet 
time paying for it. We own a 
modest retail establishment. 
Some of our overdue accounts 
go as far back as four months. 
We don’t dare refuse credit for 
fear the customers will step 
trading with us and then we’d 
never get paid.
Why don’t people understand 
that storekeepers must pay for 
their merchandise and the 
money had better be on the line 
by the 10th of the month. If it’s 
late we get slapped with a serv­
ice fee. Many larger businesses
the specialized multi-geared 
machines used for racing. It’s 
up to you to decide how often 
and for what purpose you plan 
to use your bike and to spend 
accordingly.
Buying a bike to “fit” is im­
portant. Don't get one with a 
frame too big for you—you 
should be able to stand while 
straddling the bike. A rule of 
thumb for assessing the proper 
frame size is your inside leg 
measurement from crotch to 
ground minus 10 inches.
According to a release from 
the Consumers’ Association of 
Canada, weight is an Important 
consideration for bicvcles as 
well. There are middleweight, 
lightweight and recreational 
bikes.
The middleweights with a
When I deprive myself of my 
thumb I get physically sick. I 
can’t eat or sleep. Of course I 
don’t do it in public, only when 1 
am alone in my room, usually 
when I’m scared, lonely, un­
happy, or excited. My thumb 
seems to calm me.
Please don’t say I’ll outgrow 
it, Ann.. Fourteen is pretty 
grown up. What should I do? - 
Hooked In Lansing
i NO WAIT
MONTREAL (CP) — Andre 
Fabien, chief sessions court 
judge, announced a magistrate 
will be made available until 
midnight nightly to deal with 
bail requests. Persons arrested 
late in the day would not have 
to spend a night In jail waiting 
for a judge to decide on a re­
lease request.
LOSES TREES
FREDERICTON (CP) — A 
street improvement program in 
this New Brunswick capital city 
isn’t doing much for the city’s 
reputation as the City of Elms. 
At least 26 elms have been 
chopped down on one downtown 
street and four more were 
scheduled to come down before 
work is completed.
stitute of Technology in mining, 
is employed by a mining com­
pany. The bride is a registered 
nurse and was on operating 
room duty at St. Paul’s hospital 
in Vancouver up to the time of 
her marriage.
Out of town guests were: T. 
A. Neid, Los Angeles, Calif.; 
Mrs. Magel, Miss H. Neid, Mr, 
and Mrs. L. Boechter and Bar­
bie, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Mac­
pherson, Sandy MacPherson, 
Jan Quelch, Sue McKenzie, 
Alex Richardson and John 
Scott, Jim Lohmes and Vai 
Hall, all of Vancouver; Mrs. J. 
H. Gregg, Mr. and Mrs. J. 'C. 
Bowes, Mr. and Mrs. T. Gregg 
from Saskatchewan; Mr. and 
Mrs. A. S. Bowes, Clearwater, 
B.C.; Mr. V. Matheson, Chase, 
B.C.
BREEDING FIGURES
QUEBEC (CP) — The use of 
artificial insemination for 
Quebec livestock increased by 
34.85 per cent in the 1971-72 fis­
cal year, rising from 234,852 to 
316,690 injections, the depart 











the “sports” models of the bi­
cycle world and may have five 
to 18 gears. Like a sports car, 
these bikes require practice and 
skill to handle. Weight in a rac­
ing machine is a real guide to 
quality. A lot of research and 
experience goes into producing 
lighter parts, but lightweight 
bikes have to be well cared for 
and may not be what you are 
looking for. The touring or rec­
reational machines are general­
ly slightly heavier than the rac­
ing machine with the extra 
weight in the components mak­
ing them more robust.
heavy frame and coaster 
brakes are sturdy and depend­
able for children’s bikes. Rec­
reational bikes, with a number 
of gear speeds are popular with 
adults. They are much lighter 
than the middleweights but 
they are also more expensive.
■Dien there are the light­
weights. These could be called
Dear Hooked: When you are 
ready to give up your thumb, 
you will. Granted, it’s an infan­
tile habit, but it won’t hurt you. 
If you haven’t considered coun-| 
elling, I recommend it Your 
need for this kind of “comfort­
ing” indicates you might have 
some problems that need to be 
talked out.
tack on a carrying charge for; 
bills not paid within 30 days. 
Small merchants must rely on \ 
the integrity of their customers. >
I wish I knew what makes I 
people behave in such an irres-1 
ponsible manner. Please ex-, 
plain it, when and if you nrintl 
my letter. Small Town Mer­
chant.
Dear S.T.M.: It's an old story 
—beer income and champagne 
appetite, the desire for status . . 





Fnll Time Cosmetician 
Wigs—including the 






The Canadian Family Store
Men's and Young Men's




Huge selection of patterns, stripes, novelties and 
plains In wide assortment of styles and colors and jfWt
Nov'r press fabrics. Mostly boot or flare logs. Sixes 28 O
j to 34 in group. jF ® © J J




Fantastic selection of Fortrel/cotton, polyostor/cotton, terry and cotton, etc. 
Machine washable. Style* include tank tops, sip neck, skinny rib, V-neck, and 
mock turtle in plains, strifies and cartoon looks. WWe variety of colors. 
Sixes S.M.LXL '
Reg. Io $7. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Canada states “They are strict­
ly a plaything that is unsafe for 
use on public roads because the 
position of the rider on tha 
machine is such that balance 
and steering are adversely af­
fected.”
The multi-speed lightweight 
bikes are fine for an adult rider, 
but they aren’t recommended 
for most youngsters. Few 
youngsters under 12 or 13 have 
the strength and coordination 
to properly operate a multi­
speed model, arid besides the 
lightweights just can’t take the 
type of rougher treatment and 
heavy knocks most young peo­
ple give their bikes.
Buying a bike for a child can 
be difficult. It is better to buy 
a standard machine for a begin­
ner although the “high rise” 
machines are best sellers and 
more attractive to the child be­
cause of the gimmicks. Don’t let 
the fad designs fool you. The 
design encourages stunting and 
riding double and that is not 
only unsafe but against the law 
, as well. A recent warning from 


















Sea otters crack open clams 
by breaking them on rocks the 
animals lay on their chests 
while swimming on their backs.
IMPORTED
TEAK FURNITURE
Living Room e Dining Room 
• Wall Components 
NORDAN IMPORT
282 Bernard Ave. 763-3810
ROLLS ROYCE 
CITROEN 
BMW - RENAULT 
Test Drive Them at 
PARTHENON MOTORS 
(KELOWNA) LTD.






All Summer Sandals, Dress, and Casual Shoes and Handbags.
Buy 1 Pair at the regular price and receive another up to the same value FREE
• BRING A FRIEND AND SAVE • SALE EFFECTIVE AUGUST 7-12 •
________
BOU RN E Please"MF 'W' W m Kelowna B.C.
410 Main St., Penticton Thompson Park, Kamloops





PANT or SKIRT SUITS
English crimp, cotton boucle, Colara knits etc. Sixes 
; . " 0.88.«19.88 
to 29.95 .... < ■ >
DRESSES and HOT PANT DRESSES
Long and reg. lengths in many styles and fabrics.
Sixes 10 to 20, W/i to 24’/a.







Long and regular lengths in variety of styles, 
colors and fabrics. Sixes 2-3X, 4-6X, 7-14. All dras­
tically reduced,
Originally 2.98 UUf fO / • 77 
to 9.98 ..... ..........  " " * "
GIRLS' and CHILDREN'S T-SHIRTS
I 1 ’
Nylon and cotton, short sleeve in assorted plains, 
patterns and cartoon looks. Girls* 
4-6X, 7-14, Boys' 4.6X, Toddlers \i *// 
2-3X. Reg. to 2.49.......... ................ . H
GIRLS' SWIMWEAR and SPORTSWEAR
’/a PRICE
By famous ranker ... clearance of stretch terry 
jumpsuits, shorts^ bathing suits, stretch denim 
flares and T-Shirts.
A 72 PRICE
and 7-14.................... , *
PAGES KELOWNA DAILY COUBIEB. WED., ABO. »,




HOME GROWN - B.C. QUALITY
Green Onions 7;OQr
or Bunch Radishes. For salads .......... R Jfa a w
Bulk Carrots 2 ?19c
Corn on the Cob
Okanagan 39c Green Cabbage Canada No. 1 Grade. Try Coleslaw ..... lb. 9c
Cragmont Brand Pee Wee Size
Soft Drinks S’ Eggs
Assorted Popular 
Flavors. 28 fl. os. 
bottle with twist 




2Va doz. shrink A 4* O/1 I QQ
pack . . . GradefV Vfl Igai, pail . . . |« gg
Red Haven Peaches
TTO,
Okanagan grown . jfa S w B w
Taste Tells Brand 
Beans with Pork 




Choice Quality. Serve hot or cold.
4P1.00
No ] I Town House Brand
White Sugar Mushroom Soup I Serve with Busy Baker Soda Crackers.
Granulated $*>70 A 0 M Afi 
25 lb. bag .... &*Lig 10 fl. oz. tin. R l«W
Five Roses
All Purpose Flour
201b. bag . ’1.39
Manor House Brand
Meat Pies
Frozen. Beef, Chicken or Turkey. Just heat and serve.
Dalewood or West Brand
Margarine
4P1.00






1 lb. print . 5P1.00 L. 4s$1.00 u1 lb. bag 69c8 oz. pkg.
Manor House Frozen Whole
Fryers
Try one barbecued. Grade
Au>.49c
Rump Roast
Beef Boneless. Canada Choice, Canada Good . . .
Rib Roast
Standing. Cut from top quality Alberta grain-fed Beef, 
Canada Choice, Canada Good ........ . . .
Side Bacon
Sliced No. 2 Grade. Government Inspected. 1 lb. pkg.
Cod Fillets
Smoked. From Pacific Waters. Frozen.






★ Potato Salad ★ Coleslaw ★ Curried Club.






Serve coated with Henson- 
ing. Government Inspected. Mk 0L0| 40 
- — -------------|b» ^0^ Jr W
Prices Effective August 9th to 12th.
In Your Downtown and Orchard Park Store
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTI1 IES
SAFEWAY.
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, >ED„ AUG. •, 1173 PAGE •Newspaper Articles On RCMPI 
Results In Probe At Trail












have been asked for tenders to 
build the liners which will be
provinces should Have a say in 
communications policy and pro­
gramming, including television.
•'I don’Fknow what they’re so 
uptight about," he said, “the 
articles, as I understand it, 
William Hare, were very fair and helpful."
Cunard Orders Luxury Liner
AIR
Deluxe 23" ConsoleCONDITIONERS QUEEN SIZE
Demos - 6000 B.T.U Black and White
WESTINGHOUSE WESTINGHOUSEMl FLOOR STOCK
REFRIGERATOR CHESTERFIELDS MICRO-WAVE OVEN
Deluxe 10 cu. fl. Demo
CHAIRS Demonstrator$188°° $444'00MATTRESS UNITS
BEDROOM SUITESHOOVER
25% COLOR TV
OFFPower DriveRegular >488°o84.40 149.00
5 OnlyWESTINGHOUSE REFRIGERATOR
DINING ROOM
12 CU. FT25" COLOR TV SUITES
’248-00*488°° ’/3 OFF
PHILCO 25"
NELSON, B.C. (CP) —Super­
intendent Bob Wall of the Nelson < 
district RCMP detachment said 
Tuesday the investigation into 
the source of two newspaoer 
articles on the day-today ac­
tivities of members .of the 
RCMP detachment at Trail has 
been concluded.
; However, he did not say what 
the outcome of the investiga­
tion would be.
Superintendent Wall said the 
investigation was commissioned 
to ensure that there is no further 
‘'unauthorized informa­
tion, given to the news media. 
! Randy Midzain, reporter for 
the Trail Times, said he was 
asked by Nelson RCMP to sign 
« statement saying information 
for the articles came from the 
Trail detachment. He refused, 
and also refused to give the 
names of policemen he had 
accompanied on their rounds 
while he gathered material for
RCMP officer in charge of all 
detachments in the Kootenays, 
said the series of articles 
should never have been printed 
as they dealt with matters that 
bad “nothing to do with anyone 
else but the RCMP.”
Superintendent Wall said: 
“We’re also concerned as to 
whether or not sensitive in­
formation was disclosed."
He said he could take no 
exception to the articles that had 
already appeared in The Times 
but added that there were more 
to come.
However, Mr. Midzain said the I 
two-part series was finished.
In Victoria, Ross Pilkey, chief 
superintendent of administration 
to assistant RCMP commis­
sioner Gordon Cunningham, said 
the issue was “strictly a local 
affair." ■_________ _
LONDON (AP) — The Cu­
nard Steam-Ship Co. is ordering 
• new £10 million ($24 million) 
luxury cruise liner for the Ca­
ribbean and has taken an op­
tion on a second.
The vessels will be part of a 
five-ship fleet to be constructed 
for Cunard and an international 
group which a Cunard spokes­
man declined to identify Tues­
day.
The Financial Times, how- 
,ever, said the foreign stakehol­
der would be the American film 
company Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer. Cunard will tak- up its 
•econd option when MGM an­
nounces a firm commitment.
Cunard's plans were dis­
closed Monday night by Victor 
Matthews, managing director 
of the company’s new owner, 
• Trafalgar House.
• A Cunard spokesman said 
I shipyards in Denmark, Italy, 
Japan, Holland and Britain
identical.
PRICES FIXED
All five will be built in the 
same yards on fixed price con­
tracts, which Cunard said prob- 
Jbly would rule out a British 
uilder.
They will be stretched ver­
sions of Cunard’s two latest 
cruise liners—the 14,880-ton Ad­
venturer and Ambassador—the 
second of which is being com­
pleted by Dutch builders.
The second-generation vessels 
probably will have a dis­
placement of between 16,000 
and 17,000 tons and will carry 
900 passengers. That *’ 100 
more than either the Adven­
turer or Ambassador at full ca­
pacity.
Cunard plans to have the first 
stretched ship in operation for 
the 1974-75 winter and spring 
cruise season in the Caribbean.
llnfer-Provincial Relations 
I Reach New Level Of Accord
I! HALIFAX (CP) — A new 
i record in Canadian inter­
provincial relations with de­
centralization as the theme ap- 
, peared to have been forged at 
.the two-day Canadian premiers
I conference which was held 
i here.
If "A significant turning point,” 
said conference chairman Pre­
mier Gerald Regan of Nova 
Scotia. Other premiers, in­
cluding Robert Bourassa of 
Quebec, who had observed 
prior to fixe conference that it 
could constitute a "last 
chance" for his province in in­
terprovincial affairs, expressed
1 satisfaction.
1 ‘‘It’s evident that more de­
centralization will exist in Can­
ada," Premier Bourassa said. 
‘‘It seems obvious that with a 
new generation of premiers 
there will be more decentraliza­
tion and this will be good for 
.all regions of Canada."
)’ He noted that all provinces 
had agreed on a number of 
"key questions for the future of 
Canada" after plowing through 
an agenda which many thought 
could not be covered in time, 
p Among issues agreed upon 
Iwas an immediate start on ne­
gotiations with Ottawa on fi­
nancing of higher education. 
.The present program of federal 
{ grants to universities expires In
' 11974. .
11 There also was agreement on 
I tan appeal to Ottawa for early 
' consultations with the provinces 
I ’ regarding a program to over- 
H , come winter unemployment, 
I H The premiers unanimously 
j 'adopted a resolution, initiated 




• Agents for Pfaffs, 
Husqvarna
• 'New, Used machines
• Service to all mach­
ines
• Free pick-up, delivery 
• Prices to fit your bud­
get
135 Belgo Rd. 765-8759
BERNARD
MEN’S WEAR
“Custom Care In 
Ready to Wear” 
1474 St. Paul St.
Phone 763-7631
Let Briscoe's 25 Years 
of Experience and Fair 








penalizing in Home Food 
Freezer Plans
BRISCOE’S MARKETS LTD 




□ Food and Freezer
DARCANGELO'S
Gigantic Parking Lot
THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY, AUG. 10 -11 -12







DEMONSTRATORS and FLOOR MODELS
CLEARANCE of MANY 1 of a KIND SPECIALS
OPEN THURSDAY & FRIDAY NIGHT TO 9 P.M
No Down Payment - No Payments 'till October 1 . : . I
DARCANGELO'S FURNITURE


















VaGE It KELOWNA DAILT COtnUDBB. WED.. ATO. ». im
shop SUPER-VALU
You can always depend on keeping your shopping cart higher for less when you
shop SUPER-VALU check our big displays and see for yourself how much more you
YORK RECONSTITUTED
CLEANING ounH£B
APPLE JUICE 48 oz
ZOOM-A-LON
Dust Mop
£or general all A
purpose cleaning.
Squeeze Mop
Spring Handle. ja aa
















16 oz. pkg 89c
KAM
Luncheon
12 oz. tin .. 53c
Skim Milk
Evaporated





I lb. print 5 1.00




WINSTON HOUSE - PURE
WHITE VINEGAR
SUPER-VALU CHOICE ASSORTED
HF AC CHELSEA CUT 
rt A J OR GREEN BEANS
SUNNIEST FROZEN
t ins
128 oz. tug . . 69‘
14 oz. tins.
Mix'n Match .
LEMONADE Pink or Plain . . . 6 oz. tins
FRESH
3 "T A DATE STAMPFOREMOST — FRESH CHURNED FLAVOR
2 39c BUTTERM LK Ot. ctn.
SUPER-VALU Features:
WHOLE ROAST
COFFEE ib pm 89c 21MkB1.75
INSTANT COFFEE
12 oz. iar , 1.39






from Nicaragua . .
★ CAULIFLOWER Local. No. 1 GradeSnowy White
★ MEDIUM ONIONS Local No. 1 Grade.Add Zest to your Burgers . I 11 1
COMPLETE VARIETY OF PICKLING SUPPLIES AT SUPER VALU
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER. WED., AUG. », 1M1 P3R3HT
and cart away bigger savings
Grown in B.C.
• GOV'T. INSPECTED ‘ "WILTSHIRE"
WHOLE FRYING
CHICKEN
Please the family with 
a plump, tasty chicken 
from SUPER VALU 
this week-end. Qf 3(|® 
• GROWN IN B.C. * GOV'T. INSPECTED
FRYING CHICKEN
* GROWN IN B.C. * GOV'T. INSPECTED
FRESH YOUNG TURKEYS.^
•GOV'T.INSPECTED •CANADACHOICE 'CANADAGOOD









Cut up or Halves.
SLICED SIDE “BREAKFASTDELIGHT’’
BACONS.  99c _ 89c





1st PRIZE <<• I
$25,000.00 IN SILVER OVER I
NOW 2 AREAS
• Howe Sound — English Bay, Vancouver . |
• Cowlchan Bay — Saanich Inlet, Vancouver Island, ▼ I
REGISTRATION FEE-410.00 PER PERSON
SALMON DERBY TICKETS AVAILABLE AT 
SUPER-VALU STORES TILL 9 P.M- FRIDAY
*ON SATURDAY 
TICKETS CAN BEOBTAINED AT — |
• B.C. Salmon Derby Headquarters—340S Denman Place Inn, 
1733 Comox St., Van.
• Captain’s Cove Marina — Ladner 
, • Fisherman’s Covq — West Vancouver
• Sewell’s Marina — Horseshoe Bay
• Smitty’s Marina — Gibsons 
O Sunset Marina — Squamlah Highway
VANCOUVER ISLAND LOCATIONS 
• Angler’s Anchorage Marina — Brentwood Bay 




• Potato • Club 
or Coleslaw. 16 ok. pkgg.
MIX N’MATCH
2f°r99c
• GOV’T. INSPECTED “WILTSHIRE”
Sliced Cooked Meats








• BY THE PIECE
LING COD ib. 39c
• BAR-B-QUE





FRIES * ft. pkg ...................................99c
AUNT HANNAH’S FROZEN WHITE OR BROWN
Volumes 
No. 24 and 25.. Each 199
Stock Up and Save
SUPER SOFT BONUS BUY
BATHROOM TISSUE 4 roii pkg. 53c
WEST
★ IMPORTANT
RESERVE NOW FOR YOUR
INDEX and 
BIBLIOGRAPHY
VEGETABLE OIL 24 w.
C.1I.B. MEXICAN













FEATURED IN VOLUME 24
The INDEX Includes the Information In the 
encyclopedia and makes It more readily avail- 
। । able to you. the BIBLIOGRAPHY gives you 
additional sources for background material on 
all basic subjects.
VOLUMES IN PREPARATION 
NOW - READY BY NOV., 1971
KRAFT
SANDWICH SPREAD >6 oz iar 55c
KRAFT CHEESE
PIZZA PIE MIX jo oz pk8 95c
BOSTON
CORNED BEEF LOAF 59c
ARTIC POWER
COLD WATER SOAP 5X1.89
FRENCH MAID
ACRYLIC fLOOR FINISH 32 oz 1.19
Items Youll Need
NABOB STEWED
TOMATOES l4 or ,i„. - 2 59c
KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP BONUS BUY
SALAD DRESSING J2«jar 69c
TANG ORANGE
FLAVOR CRYSTALS 2 85c
MAXWELL HOUSE
INSTANT COFFEE.. «. k 1.89
Health and Beauty Aids
BROMO
CriTTCH Bonus Buy.□tLIZtKsoz bti..................
SCHICK CHROME DOUBLE EDOE




ANTI PERSPIRANT K0”' 1.19
COLGATE - ADULT OR CHILD (
TOOTH BRUSH 2 49c
TAME
CREME RINSE <6 ,z 1.59
KOTEX - REGULAR OR BUPER
FEMININE NAPKINS „iK 49c
BREAD DOUGH 2.
RUPERT FROZEN 
nr Dm in Golden Batter. 
rCKin 16 OT. pkg............
POLAR FROZEN FANCY
PEAS .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .
29c
69c









Raisin Bread I. 39c
ALL PRICES EFFECTIVE! 
WED., THURS„ FRI. and SAT. 
Aug. 9th, lOlh, 11th and 12th at /i 
DOWN I OWN AND ORCHARD PARK
WI RESF.RVE T1 IF RIGI IT TO 
I.IMU QUAN HUES
SUPER-VALU I
BUY BETTER - SAVE MORE ! '
i?
FASTBAIL PLAYOFFS RESERVE CLAUSE UPHELD IN U.S.COURT!
Rovers Come Out Hitting NHL Draws First Blood Against WHA
® By THE CANADIAN PRESS (The ruling was academic / im the NHL’s clause "an invalid are set in take action Frida\
Lead Final Series 2-0
By THE CANADIAN PRESS [The ruling wu academic ini the NHL’s clause "an invalid 
A Boston, lawyer warned that Flett had since returned to and illegal restraint on trade, 
Tuesday night that the National! Philadelphia dub and signed al as well as a violation of the in­
Hockey League appears to be | three-year contract, | dividual rights of hockey play­
ers.”
are set to take action Friday
Rutland Rovers exploded tor 
five runs in the first inning and 
went on to defeat Budget Boys 
7-3 in Kelowna and - District 
Senior Men's Softball League 
finals Tuesday.
The win gives the Rovers a 
2-0 lead in the best-of-seven
final series with the third game 
to be played Thursday.
Loser Don Schmidt wad in 
trouble from the beginning as 
he gave up three walks and 
was tagged for three consecu­
tive hits before giving way to 
reliever Gib Loseth in the first 
inning. Don Schneider, Joe 
Uyeyama and Dave Kroschin- 
sky were given free passes to 
load the bases for the Rovers. 
Don Kroschinsky and Tim 
Reiger then hit back to back 
singles to score three runs and 
were then driven in by Jim 
Robertson’s double, giving the 
Rutland squad a commanding 
5-0 lead in the early stages.
Budget Boys never did re­
cuperate from the first inning 
outburst as they picked up their 
only runs on two home runs by 
left-fielder Norbert Korthals.
Arnie Rath pitched a steady 
game in going the distance for 
the Rovers and registering the 
win. Rath gave up only one 
walk, four hits and hurled eight 
strikeouts.
The combination of Schmidt
and Loseth gave up tour walks, 
eight hits and caught four Rov­
er batters on strikes.
Leading the Rovers at the 
plate was shortstop Reiger 
with a single and double, while 
two of the Kroschinsky broth­
ers. Mickey and Dave, rapped
a pair of singles each.
Aside from Korthal’s two 
circuit clouts, Ed Sehn and 
Angus were the only other 
Budgies able to collect a hit 
off Rath.
The Rutland squad Is not 
usually known for their power 
hitting, but rather for their 
excellent defensive play. Al­
though they have one proven 
power hitter in Dave Kroschin­
sky, the Rovers’ usual game 
plan is to play tight defensive 
ball and wait for the breaks. 
But ever since the beginning of 
the semi-finals they haven’t 
been waiting, as their hitting
strength has come alive and is 
the main reason for their suc­
cess in the playoffs thus far.
Of the two games in the final 
series the Rovers have rapped 
15 hits off the Budget Boys 
hurlers. On the other hand the 
Budgies, who are noted for 
their power at the plate, have 
been limited to only eight hits 
by the Rover pitching staff.
The most noticeable is Bud­
get Boys’ shortstop Ed Sehn, 
who has been in a bad slump 
throughout the series. Sehn, 
the league’s triple crown win­
ner, has managed only one hit 
in the first two games of the 
final series.
The two clubs will go at it 
again Thursday in King’s Sta­
dium at 8 p.m. with the fourth 
game on Sunday.
preparing for a full-scale on­
slaught to recover players lost 
to the rival World Hockey Asso­
ciation and the resulting back­
lash could hurt hockey in gen­
eral.
Bob Woolf, who includes 
among his clients three NHL 
players who jumped to the 
WHA for next season, said the 
two leagues “seem to be lining 
up and preparing for war."
Gilbert Stein, a lawyer for
the NHL team, said the ruling 
gave the NHL team grounds to 
take similar action against five 
other Philadelphia players who 
have signed with WHA teams— 
Dave Schultz, Mike Parizeau, 
Ed Joyal, Bob Kelly and Brent 
Hughes.
But WHA president Gary Da­
vidson, in a statement issued 
from the league headquarters
Neither Clarence Campbell, 
NHL president, nor Alan Eagle- 
son, NHL Player** Association 
executive-director, could be
“They appear to be loading in Santa Anita, Calif., said the
up their ammunition and pre- ruling had no bearing on the 
paring to fire, and that is not validity of the NHL’s reserve 
clause which binds a player to 
the team that owns him. 
NO DEFENCE
Davidson said that to his 
knowledge no WHA club or rep­
resentative was served in tile 
Flett case and the player did 
not defend the suit.
“Therefore, no defence was 
presented on behalf of the WHA 
position that the NHL reserve 
clause is invalid." He called
good for hockey,” said Woolf, 
commenting on a preliminary 
injunction issued in Phila­
delphia last June restraining 
Bill Flett of the Flyers from 
joining the WHA’s New York 
Raiders.
It became final Tuesday.
Judge Ned L. Hirsch of Phila­
delphia’s common pleas court 
ruled that Flett cannot play for 
any other club than the Flyers.
reached for comment.
But Harold Ballard, president 
of Toronto Maple Leafs who 
have lost several players to the 
WHA, hailed the injunction rul­
ing as “heartening" although it 
will have no legal status in 
Canada.
He added, however, that 
Leafs plan to take legal ac­
tion—"within 10 days to two 
weeks"—against four Toronto 
players who have signed to 
WHA clubs—defencemen Brad 
Seiwood (subsequently picked 
up by Montreal Canadiens in 
the NHL draft) and Rick Ley 
with New England Whalers, 
goaltender Bernie Parent with 
Philadelphia and centre Jim 
Harrison with Alberta Oilers.
And Boston Bruin lawyers
against one of Woolfs clients, 
centre Derek Sanderson who 
signed a five-year contract esti­
mated to be worth $2.6 million 
with Philadelphia last week, 
MONEY IN BANK
Woolf said the contracts en­
tered into by his three NHL 
players with WHA clubs “have
REMEMBER WHEN .. .
Canada lost to Australia 
in the Davis Cup inter-zone 
semi-final 23 years ago to­
day—in 1947—when the dou­
bles team of Jack Brom­
wich and Colin Long won an 
easy victory over Gordon 
MacNeil and Edgar Lan- 
thier at Montreal, in less 
than an hour. The Austral­
ians earlier had won th* 
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Last Minute Heroics Give
provided for every contingency, 
and no matter what happens 
they will get their money.”
Of the pending legal war be­
tween the NHL and WHA, the 
Boston lawyer was despondent 
that such a confrontation 
should take place.
"I saw what happened to bas­
ketball and I would not want to 
see it happen in hockey.”
He was referring to the bitter 
inter-league signings and legal 
entanglements that have devel­
oped in recent years between 
the established National Bas­
ketball Association and the 
American Basketball Associ­
ation.
WHA clubs, meanwhile, con­
tinued to sign players from the 
NHL. Cleveland Crusaders an­
nounced Tuesday signing Paul 
Andrea and Joe Hardy and am­
ateur Jim McMasters from Cal­
gary Centennials of the West­
ern Canada Hockey League.
The three joined former 
NHLers Gerry Cheevers, Paul 
Shmyr and Gerry Pinder on 







Yankees Get Into Act
Associated Press Sports Writer
Managers of the contending 
teams in the American League 
East Division are almost as 
confusing as the race itself.
“This has to be the best for 
us since 1964," said New York’s 
Ralph Houk after the third- 
place Yankees beat pace-set­
ting Detroit Tigers 4-2 Tuesday 
and climbed within three 
games of the top.
“We’ll beat them the next 
.three games and they’ll be 
right back where they belong,” 
snapped Detroit’s Billy Martin. 
“As far as I’m concerned it’s 
between Baltimore, Boston and 
us—and Baltimore is the one 
we have to worry about.”
“We have the best pitching 
day in and day out,” said Balti-. 
| more’s Earl Weaver after the 
Orioles downed Milwaukee 
Brewers 4-2.
Meanwhile, Oakland Athletics 
sank slowly in the West and 
had their lead chopped to two 
games over Chicago White Sox 
following a 4-3 loss to Kansas
have done the same thing and 
it would have been a little tap 
to the pitcher."
WILLIAMS SOURED
Oakland manager Dick Wil­
liams was in a sour mood after 
Kansas City’s Fred Patek deliv­
ered a tie-breaking two-out 
single in the ninth inning.
“No interviews,” he snarled 
at one writer. “I’ve got nothing 
to say. Get out. I saw what you 
wrote today.”
The writer replied: “Do you 
want to see it again tomor­
row?” Williams cooled off long 
enough to warn: “I pity the 
club we come out of it 
against.”
The White Sox scored two 
decisive tallies against Califor­
nia in a weird eighth inning on 
an apparent inning-ending 
double play.
With the bases loaded, Carlos




flipped to Leo Cardenas. The 
shortstop completed the relay 
to first baseman Bob Oliver. 
But umpire Merle Anthony 
ruled that Cardenas missed 
second base and Buddy Brad­
ford scored on the play. Pat 
Kelly then streaked home from, 
second base when Oliver rolled 
the ball back to the mound, 
thinking the side had been re-
the last play of the game gave 
British Columbia Lions a stun­
ning 19-17 victory over Ham­
ilton Tiger Cats in a Canadian 
Football League game before 
26,488 fans Tuesday night.
B.C. charged back with the 
field goal after completing a 
100-yard drive from their own 
10-yard line with only 2:02 re­
maining in the contest.
Quarterback Dbn Moorhead 
engineered the drive, hitting 
split-end Jim Young, running 
back Ted Gerela and another 
back, Monroe Eley, with clutch 
passes.
Eley moved the ball to within
tired.
Bob Griffin’s tie-breaking 
single triggered a three-run 
rally in the eighth inning that 
carried Boston over Cleveland 
behind Marty Pattin’s five-hit 
pitching.
Pinch hitler Dan Monzon’s 
bases-loaded two-out single in 
the 10th lifted the Twins past 
Texas and to within six games 
of Oakland in., the AL West.
Denny Gives Eddie Good Night
Bombers
Crush
Then rookie sensation Johnny 
Musso broke up the middle to 
set up Gerela’s winning field 
goal.
Hamilton quarterback Chuck 
Ealey almost became the Tiger 
Cat her? as he came off the 
bench in the last half to over­
come a 16-3 B.C. lead—until 
Gerela stole the glory.
Stamps
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
WINNIPEG — Running-back 
Mack Herron exploded for 
three touchdowns Tuesday to 
lead Winnipeg Blue Bombers to 
a 41-14 triumph over Calgary 
Stampeders and vault to the 





Mike Belkin of Toronto defeat­
ed Jun Kuki of Japan 6-0, 2-6, 
6-3 Tuesday in the first round 
of the U.S. clay court open ten­
nis championships.
Unseeded Jeff Simpson of 
New Zealand upset 1968 cham­
pion Clark Graebner of New 
York 6-4, 2-6, 64 in another 
first-round match.
Two of the top-seeded women 
players, Chris Evert of Fort 
Lauderdale, Fla., and Evonne 
Goolagong of Australia, won 
first-round matches without be­
ing seriously pressed.
No. 1 seed Miss Goolagong 
beat France’s Natalie Fuchs £ 
3, 6-0. Miss Evert, the women’s 
No. 2 seed, easily whipped Lani 
Kaligis of Indonesia 6-0, 6-0.
Ian Sunter gave Hamilton a 
3-0 lead early in the first quar­
ter on a 45-yard field goal be­
fore Eley brought the crowd to 
its feet with a 75-yard run from 
scrimmage on the next play. 
Gerela converted and B.C. led 
7-3 at the end of the quarter.
Moorhead hit Young on an 11- 
yarder with Gerela converting 
and Hamilton conceded a 
safety touch late in the second 
quarter to give B.C. a 16-3 lead 
at the half.
However, Ealey came out 
scampering and throwing in the 
last two quarters to pick up two 
converted touchdowns—one by 
Dave Buchanan and another 
himself—to put the Ti-cats into 
the lead.
B.C. took advantage of Ti-cat 
errors in the first half—inter­
cepting three passes and grabb­
ing a fumble—to ’control the 
contest.
quired recently from Calgary 
interests?
And Houston Aeros, despite 
the action by Philadelphia, 
dipped into the Flyer ranks for 
goaltender Don McLeod.
TRAVEL BY CANOE
. MOOSONEE, Ont. (CP) — 
Thirty-five young Ontario musi­
cians travelled by war canoe to 
perform for the 700 residents of 
Moose Factory, a nearby island 
in James Bay. The group was 
one of two presenting all-Cana- 
dian concerts in Northern On­
tario communities this summer 
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Complete line of . . .
GLASS SERVICING
PATTERN GLASS, , STOCK AND CUSTOM MIRRORS 
Your most complete glass and window-department 
Experienced staff to handle all installation needs.
KELOWNA BUILDERS SUPPLY
1054 Ellis St. Phone 762-2016
JERRY'S MUFFLERS
Windsor Rd. — Just off Hwy. 97 Phone 763-7733
Exhaust Systems for Any Car, Truck or Tractpr 
Shocks and Headers
FREE INSTALLATION ON ALL WALKER 
TOP LINE MUFFLERS. LIFETIME GUARANTEE.
Custom Tube Bending Machine 
Any Exhaust System . . .
City Royals.
ATHLETICS FADING
His club has lost three in a ; 
row and six ot its last seven : 
starts.
Elsewhere, the White Sox 
held off California Angels 4-3, 
Boston Red Sox defeated Cleve­
land Indians 4-1 and Minnesota 
Twins nosed out Texas Rangers 
6-5 in 10 innings.
Detroit’s Mickey Lolich failed 
I for the second time to become 
baseball’s first 19-game winner 
when the Yankees broke a 2-2 
tie with two unearned runs in 
the eighth inning.
Celerino Sanchez drove in the 
go-ahead run with a bases- 
’loaded sacrifice fly and White, 
who homered in the fourth, 
I scored on Ron Swoboda's sec- 
I ond run-scoring single.
I Boog Powell drove in all Bal- 
I timore’s runs with a single and 
| a threc-run homer and Pat 
I Dobson blanked the Brewers 
I until the eighth when Dave 
I May lashed a two-run single. 
I Powell, who has raised his bat- 
I ting average from .159 on June 
I 28 to .233, had a perfect 4-for-4 
I game.
| On his run-scoring bloop 
I single in the first inning, Pow- 
I ell said Jim Colborn "fooled me 
I on the pitch."
| , “It was a good breaking ball 
| and I just stuck my bat out 




By BRUCE LOWITT 
Associated Press Sports Writer I
"I had the old at ’em pitch ] 
tonight,” Denny McLain grin- ; 
ned. And because of it, Eddie 
Matthews had his best night as 
manager of Atlanta Braves.
“That at ’em pitch—it’s the 
best pitch in baseball. All you 
do is throw it at ’em and let 
’em hit it ‘cause it’s the quick­
est out."
For seven innings, Denny had 
’em baffled at the plate, giving 
Houston one measly hit. Then 
the Astros caught up with 
McLain, putting together six 
more hits for four runs in the 
final two innings.
But it was much too late. At­
lanta had scored five runs in 
the first inning alone and 
breezed to an 8-4 triumph that 
gave Mathews his first victory 
at the helm—and in his home 
debut at that.
In other National League 
games, Cincinnati Reds out­
lasted Los Angeles Dodgers 2-1 
in 19 innings—the longest game 
In the league this season, Pitts­
burgh Pirates defeated Phila- 
, delphia Phillies 4-2. Chicago 
Cubs nipped Montreal Expos 6- 
। 5, St. Louis Cardinals edged 
. New York Mcts 6-5 and San 
l Francisco Giants swept a twin- 
ight doublchcadcr from San
I Diego Padres, 15-4 and 7-3.
Tuesday night's triumph for 
। Mathews was quite a switch 
■ from Monday night, when the
Braves were clobbered 9-1 in 
Cincinnati only hours after he’d 
replaced the fired Luman Har­
ris.
ALL ‘RELAXED*
"This big difference," Eddie 
explained, "was that everybody 
on the team was n little more
Although the Reds struck out 
22 times to tie the league 
record for an extra-inning 
game, they got the hits when 
they needed them in the 19th 
inning—Denis Menke’s double 
and Joe Hague’s pinch-single 
for the winning run.
Willie Stargell crashed his 
27th homer of the season and 
fifth in four games, a three-run 
shot that raised his league-lead­
ing runs-batted-in total to 89. 
But he shrugged off his sudden 
splurge.
NO BUC LONERS
“We don’t have the type of 
ball club that has to depend on 
any one individual,” Willie 
said. “You have to give a lot of 
credit to tlie guys who bat in 
the leadoff spots."
Two-run homers by Jim Hick­
man and Billy Williams led the 
Cubs’ attack against Montreal, 
Ferguson Jenkins also kicked
in with a solo 








off reliever Ray Sadecki, to 
catapult the Cardinals past the 
Mcts, who dropped O’Zt games 
back of the Pirates in the East.
Tlie Giants had their biggest 
one-game run splurge of the 
season and their biggest Inning 
in their opener against the 
Padres, pouring across eight 
runs in the fourth inning to
race.
Herron has a total of 24 
points, four more than Cal­
gary placekicker Larry Robin­
son who managed only two con­
verts in the game. -
Bombers opened the scoring 
with little more than three min­
utes elapsed, when defensive 
back Doug Strong snared a 
Jerry Keeling pass and ran 30 
yards for a touchdown.
Herron followed with his 
first touchdown of the night, 
after a 73-yard pass-and-run 
combination from Don Jonas to 
Bob LaRose brought Bombers 
within plunging distance.
Jonas capped the quarter 
with a 50-yard scoring pass to 
Paul Williams, booted the third 
of his five converts and added 
a 32-yard field goal for good 
measure.
Calgary never recovered 
from the opening quarter.
Larry Robinson converted 
both the short touchdown cat­
ches by Jerry Shaw, in the sec­
ond and fourth quarters.
Bombers’ kicking specialist 
Walt McKee, in addition to his 
consistent hefty punts, contri­
buted a 39-yard field goal early 
in the fourth quarter to round 
out the Winnipeg scoring.
wipe out a 4-4,116.
They made it a sweep with a 
four-run fifth1 inning In the 
nightcap, Ed Goodson capping 
the rally with a threc-run 
homer.
Sport
Club will be holding the|r first 
annual Ogopogo Regional Sla­
lom this Sunday at the Safe­
way parking lot nt Orchard 
Park.
In order to avoid the heat, 
registration opeps al 8 a,in. 
with the drivers' meeting at 
8:45 a.m. and the first run nt 
D im Entry fee is $3,50 with 
trophies to be awarded In all
relaxed and feeling a little bet­
ter.,! know 1 was.”
Ix)ii Angeles manager Walter 
Alston was stoical after his 
marathon loss to the Reds that 
dumped the Dodgers, third in 
the West, a full 10 games back 
of Cincinnati.
"By simple deduction," he 
said, “we have to win 10 more 
than them to tie them and one 
more than that If we're gonna 
boat 'em out."
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
REMEMBER WHEN . . .
Eddie Gerard, fomous 
hockey player and coach, 
died at his Ottawa home 35 
years ago today—in 1937, 
He retired from the Ottawa 
Senators learn In 1923 and 
coached Montreal Maroons 
to the National Hockey 
League championship and / 
the Stanley Cup three years 
later,
PROFIT ON TV
TORONTO (CP) - Mel Pro­
fit, former member of the 
Toronto Argonauts football 
club, has accepted a job with 
CITY-TV as sports director.
The 31-year-old professional 
athlete said in a recent inter­
view he plans a new type of 
sports coverage which will not 
only include professionals.
"Most people; think sport is 
spending $6.50 to see the Leafs 
(Toronto Maple Leafs) or the 
Argos," Profit said. “I don't 
agree. The meaning of the 
word has been. prostituted.’*
DATSUN 510
VW
■h ■■ ■Rally champ 
exposed!
. What’s behind Datsun’s long list of 
Canadian rally champlonshlpsi A long list 
ot no-cost extras. 62 engineering and 
convontenco features Ihatadd up Io more 




les in the Interior Division of 
the Canadian Auto S|X)rt Club 
for qualifying in the B.C. Sla­
lom championships on Sept. 10 
In Vancouver,
, classes.
The slalom is open to 
motorsport enthusiasts 




Style, , . , Vocational .". . 
Varigroy . . . Photosun . . . 
made for your own proscrip­
tion. For genuine comfort 
and safety,
Open All Day Monday through Bat. NoonVOLVO
SALES & SERVICE
Vi»ii Keiownn'ii 
, f; »clOualei , 
REID S CORNER 
‘InwtRtfTiih Lid











Gas and Electric 
SALES - SERVICE 
- PART’S 
FACTORY AUTHORIZED 
Toro, Briggs Stratton, Te­
cumseh. Emison power pro­
duets. Lombard chain snw- 
Eskn, OBM, Little Wonder 
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• 5 main-bearing overhead cam engine, 
• 4-spoed, all synchromosh transmission. 
•Solf-onorglzlog front disc brakes.
, • Fully reclining bucket seals.
• Electric roar window defroster and 
warning light control.
•Whitewall tiros.
• Deluxe stainloss stool whodl covens.
• Pleated vinyl upholstery.
• 2-spoed electric Windshield wipers.
• Electric windshield washord.
• Non-glaro padtiod dash.
• Stainless stool cocker panel moulding,'
• Safety collapsible steering column. 
•Glove compartment.
• 3-spoed, high-capacity hoator/dolrosfer.
* mi,0/5 yoac warranty emission
control system.
• Cigarette lighter. ,
•Ashtrays front and back.
• Handbrake warning fight,
• Doorslop sill moulding. ,
• Easy-caro vinyl Interior..
• Front 3-polnf retractable coalbolls witfl 
shoulder harness.
• Aluminum drip moulding trim.
• Directional llow-through ventilation
• Tinted safely glass all around.
• Impact-absorbing safely unit body 
construction.
• 60 ampere-hour battery,
• Safety dual circuit braking system
• 600-watl alternator.
• Wraparound bumpers.
• nolracta bio roar seal bet W.
• Fully independent roar suspension.
• 13,1 cubic loot trunk. \ ... ■
• Easily removable vinyl trunk mat.
• 1 win safety paddod visors'
763-541.5 Kelowna, B.C.
• Quad headlights.
• 4-way safety warning Hashers.
•Backup lights.
Nilrogon/oil Idled double <ig(io(i Utock 
absorboro. •
• W<?H to wall floor carpeting.
• Singlo strut front suspension.
• Locking fuel cap.
• Automatic door courtesy 3-way light. '
• Dual barrel carburetor.
• Adjustable front headrests.
• Front arm rests.
• Safely bolt warning light and buzzer.
• Automatic choke.
• Full traction split roar axTqu
• Anti-sway ride siabllfzor.
• Interior hood latch release.
• Recessed spare tiro, ' , ,
• Single reversible key,
• Rubber bumporollos.
• Completely sealed fuel system.
• I root and roar side marker lamps. , 
•I-rent bumper skirt.
• Driver's rubber protector mat.
• Non-glaro outsicwoar view mirror.
• Pop out front windshield,
• I- oily opening roar side windows.
AND MOREI Ono nocost extra fhnt no other car can offer you,at nnyprico, 
A filriog of rally vfcioyjea that Is unmatched in Canada. Road-test Iho rally champ at 
your Dotsun dealer a now.




There are more than 1200 Datsun dealers across Canada and the United States.
-I
।
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HOOESIA IS IN
ICH (AP) — AveryGives B.C. Teamj j^age, president©! thejn- 1
More Records Tumble
Willingdon Cup
CALGARY (CP) - Steady 
golf and the ability to handle 
touchy greens gave British Co­
lumbia the Willingdon Cup 
Tuesday. -
The team had just two sub­
par rounds but its worst 18 
holes were completed in only 
three strokes over the regu­
lation 71.
Other teams in the inter­
provincial amateur champion­
ship had better individual 
rounds but invariably .. some 
member crept into the high 70s.
The win was the second con­
secutive for the West Coast 
squad and three of the mem­
bers—John Russell and Doug 
Roxburgh of Vancouver and 
Dave Mick bf Victoria—were od 
the team last year.
Harry White of Vancouver 
shot 73 each day for a 146 total, 
the same score Roxburgh
mit al
med Tuesday th* 




Summer^cipatton m the 
~ the organiz-
tario at 592, Quebec at 593. 
lova Scotia 601. Saskatchewan' 
503, New Brunswick 607, Prince J 












hat the IOC coru OnOy 
.ision on Rhodesu? *** de­
 
September valid anBf 
nich Organizers m Mu- 
. ______ _ _ it out," spokesman^rry
berg predicted the winners Klein said **
.tarted, 20-time Alberta Will- 
■ngdon competitor Doug Silver-;
would be the best team on the
reached with a 72 followed by a 
74. Russell and Mick had 141s 
with the team aggregate of 574.
Alberta finished second, three 
strokes back, and Manitoba 
was third, eight strokes off the 
pace.





green. . ■ '
After he shot his final-round 
73, two over par, he said that 
was where he ran into trouble.
"I don’t know how many 
outts I took but I sure missed a 
lot.” , ,
Ontario veteran Nick Wcslock 
of Port Credit said he took 40 
strokes on the greens Tuesday 
and three-putted five times.
“There is such a difference 
between the greens on the 
course,” he said. “The grain 
will run in one direction until 
halfway to the hole then it runs 
in the other. You have to be 
Mandrake the magician to fig­
ure out how the ball breaks."
The Earl Grey Golf Ciub, 
which stretches 6.551 yards, is 
the scene of the Canadian ama­
teur championships beginning 
today.
MUST BE CONFIDENT
Weslock said the man who 
wiil win is one who can “read 
greens and has total confidence 
in his stroke."
Jim Doyle of Winnipeg bird­
ied four holes on the final 
round Tuesday to shoot the best
Brundage
and
Fidd Club concluded their ’72 
season over the weekend with 
a good showing in the Junior
spoke
At Olympic Swim Trials
^WINNIPEG (CP) — Brian Canadian Dolphins Swim breaststroke record holder.1
Dau me, Tuesday aftern 
from Chicago.
Highly placed Olympic? 
sources said Brundage’s 
statement clears the way for 
the entry of Rhodesian athle­
tes into West Germany and 
their participation in the Aug. 
26-Sept. 10 Games.
Earlier Tuesday, Black Af­
rica’s supreme sports body 
dispatched a delegation to 
Munich to press arguments 
against Games participation 
of athletes representing the 
white-supremacy government 
of Rhodesia. The delegation 
is scheduled to meet with
single score of the tourna­
ment—a three-under-par 68.
His total of 138 tied him with 
Don Graham of Alberta for low 
medalist. Graham shot 69s each
Western Canadian Champion- . 
ships held in Calgary.
The eight athletes that the ; 
Okanagan club sent brought 
home eight medals from the 
meet, which attracted competi­
tors from various parts of 
western Canada and the Yukon.
Brenda Colvin led the girls 
by picking up a third place 
finish in both the shot put and 
discus events of the midget 
women’s bracket. Julie Mac- 
Kenzie also participated in the 
midget women’s group and had 
a respectable seventh place 
finish in the 400 metre.
In the junior women’s cate­
gory Jane Collingwood placed 
second in the long jump, while 
Melinda Rodger and Iris Mac- 
Kenzie had third place finishes 
in the 400 metre and javelin 
events respectively.
Meanwhile in the junior mens, 
Mark Zimmer earned a gold 
medal by finishing on top in 
the javelin event, while John 
Sherbobitoff came in second in 
the juvenile men’s triple jump, 
and Randy LaRue had a third 
in the midget men’s discus 
throw.
The bantam and peewee sec­
tion of the club had previously 




ing the supreme 
sport in Africa,
day.
Despite Doyle’s performance, 
the Manitoba team was able to
pick up only two strokes on 
British Columbia and that was 
not enough to overcome a 10- 
stroke deficit from the first 
day.
Ted Homenuik of Winnipeg, 
who shot 77-76, said things just 
didn’t work well.
“Yesterday, I wasn’t aggres­
sive enough and today I was 
too aggressive. I three-putted 
three greens on the front nine 
and got into the sand on two 
holes on the back nine.”
COMPLETE RENTAL 
LINE FOR 
CONTRACTORS . . 
“We rent most everything”









B.C. Junior Development 
Championships in Powell River, 
B.C.
Phil Weddell emerged as 
Kelowna’s only medal winner 
by picking up a second place 
In the bantam boys' pole vault. 
In the bantam girls’ division 
Angie Roth placed sixth in the 
long jump, while Heather Mus- 

















• Brenda Lake — Good catches up to IVi lbs. 
Deer Hair Nymph and Grizzly King Fly, Lo­
cated above Peachland.
• Beaver Lake — Fair in late afternoon. Boats, 
motors, camping and cabins,
• Postill Lake — Outlying lakes good late after­
noon. Boats, motors, camping and cabins,
• Bear Lake — Slow. Fair boats available, camp­
ing and cabins,
• Dee Lake — Chain slow, out lakes good, Doreen 
Lake fly fishing only. Boats, motors, cabins and 
camping.
• Raymer Lake — Westside. Limit catches. No 
boats, . .
• Hatheume ... New access road will be open
in about 1 week, Fish up to 21/? lbs,
Special!
FLY ROD, REEL AND LINE
$1995
Open 8 a.m. to 6 p.n^. Except Sunday
TREADGOLDS
ON PAMDOSY
Phillips’ “desperation move” in 
the final 25 metres and smoo­
ther turns throughout the race 
gave the 18-year-old Winnipeg- 
ger a Canadian record in the 
100-metre freestyle Tuesday.
Competing in the Canadian 
swimming championships and 
Olympic trials, Phillips broke 
. away from record holder Bob 
Kasting of Lethbridge, Alta., 
and Bruce Robertson of Van­
couver to win in 53.51 seconds.
Kastings’ previous mark was 
seconds, set last year.
rkwas one of two Canadian 
gr set in the evening pro- 
the '•nd increased to three 
 
the steer established during 






African nations to “reserve 
their stand” on attending the 
games until it completes its 
investigation.
Under pressure from the 
Bonn government, the Games 
organizers said Olympic iden­
tity cards would be withheld 
from Rhodesian athletes un­
til the IOC clears up its 
status in the games.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
REMEMBER WHEN . . .
Sam Snead of Hot 
Springs, Va., won his third 
Canadian open golf champi­
onship 31 years ago today- 
in 1941—with a blazing fin­
ish at Toronto’s Lambton 
links. Winner in 1938 and 
1940, Snead fired a one-un- 
der-par 69 in the final round 
to beat Bob Gray of Toronto 
by two strokes, at an aggre­
gate of 274.
i
Club of Vancouver men’s relay 
team won the 800-metre 
freestyle in 8:10.9, cutting 
nearly eight seconds off the 
8:18.6 standard they set in 1971. 
The Pointe Claire, Que., team 
finished second, nearly three 
seconds slower.
breaststroke record holder.
Marion Stuart, 18. of Pointed 
Claire won the ladies’ 100-metre 
breaststroke in 1:18.12 but she 
set a Canadian standard in the 
morning preliminary heats. She 
won the heat in 1:17.61, low­
ering Sylvia Dockerill’s pre­
vious mark of 1:18.6. Miss 
Dockerill of Vancouver finished 
second in the final with Jane 
Wright of Oakville, Ont., third.
Bill Mahony of Vancouver, 
the Canadian 200-metre
went to a shorter distance and 
won the 100-metre breaststroke 
in 1:08.53. He beat runnerup 
Robert Stoddart of St. Cath­
arines, Ont., and Mike Whita­
ker of Calgary, the current Ca­
nadian record holder for the 
event, who finished third.
Mary Beth Rondeau of Van­
couver won the 100-metre 
freestyle in 1:00.71; David 
Brumwell of Calgary captured 
the 400-metre individual medley 
in 4:49.85; Leslie Cliff of Van­
couver won the ladies 400-metre 
individual medley in 5:11.53; 
and the Canadian Dolphins 
girls won the 800-metre 
freestyle relay in 9:14.56.
Dead Fighter , 
Sleep-Walking?
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - 
Eddie Machen, former heavy­
weight contender but never got 
a shot at the title, may have 
been sleep-walking when he 
tumbled to his death, homicide j 
inspectors say.
Inspector Hobart Nelson said 
Tuesday that Machen had trou­
ble sleeping and frequently 
walked in his sleep after taking 
sleeping pills,
Machen, 40, who had been 
working as a longshoreman 
since his retirement from the' 
jmg in 1967, died early Monday 
m an apparent fall from his 
second-storey apartment.
Nelson said that Sherry
DON’T FEED LIONS
WAJIR. Kenya (AP) - A 
Svernment official in this arid 
strict of Kenya, where lions 
have devoured at least 30 per­
sons this year, said the best 
way to avoid such a fate was to 
quit wandering around outside 
at night.
D. C. (Don) Johnston
With^Befter Tax Deal 
 
Ranger^j^s May ^ove
NEW YORK (AP)X •
York Rangers and New 
Knickerbockers, who haVork
playing to full houses aften
ison Square Garden for 
hinted Tuesday they are c
sidering a possible move '
New Jersey if the city does noti 
grant the dubs tax relief.
A spokesman for Madison 
Square Garden Inc., which 
owns the National Basketball 
Association Knicks and the Na­
tional Hockey League Rangers, 
\aid discussions have been held
Phillips, Canada’s top gwim-i Tomasini, 30, with whom Ma­
rner in the 100-metre freestyle, i chen had lived for the past two
Lenarduzzi 
Sidelined
th city officials “in relation 
•the favored tax postion ben- 
k\g the Jets, Mets and Yan-
menhave a strong commit-
LONDON (Reuter) — A knee time.- weV
we celNew York City and 
can be'y hope the inequities 
man corseted,” the spokes- 
l. “At the same
injury will prevent 17-year-old 
defender Bobby Lenarduzzi 
from playing for Canada against 
the United States and Mexico 
in the forthcoming World Cup 
soccer qualifying matches.
Lenarduzzi, who plays as an 
amateur for Reading of the 
English Fourth Division, must 
undergo an operation on the 
knee he injured in a friendly 
match against Crawley Monday 
night.
He had been scheduled to fly 
to Canada Tuesday.
cussions wih also had dis- 
plan to have’yy Weblin and
said after his victory he has a 
“desperation move” which he 
employs during the final lap. “I 
think I’m losing and 1 tell my­
self I’d better get going.”
Setting the record with the 
previous holder swimming in 
the next lane “makes it feel 
even better," he added.
Phillips credited his turns for 
all but assuring him a berth on 
the Olympic swimming team, 
to be selected at the end of the 
meet.
years, claimed in an interview 
that the ex-boxer once walked 
several blocks from their apart­
ment before being awakened by 
a passing police car.
Don’t let an accident ruin 
your future ... be sure your 











“I’ve always had trouble with 
my turns. But this time it 




•38 LION AVI. KILOWNA.B.C. PHONI783-2808
Weblin. the\s> ’ 
of the football Je'aer owner 
of the New Jerseyhairman 
thority, which planets au- 
sports centre in the\nd a 
sack Meadowlands. Th^cen- 
Giants are already corft»aU 
to a move there and the\d 
kees also considered such,
SERIOUS PROBLEM
MONTREAL (CP) - Citizens 
in suburban Town of Mount 
Royal decided to establish a 
youth clinic for treating and 
counselling drug abusers after a 
survey in the town showed 90 
per cent of the citizens said 
there is a serious drug problem 
in the community.
FILM PLANNED
.. MONTREAL (CP) - A film
Chicago Cubs all-star move before the city Fercuson Jenkins drenovate Yankee S t a d i u - - “rguson Jemuns, a na-






RENTALS — SALES — SERVICE 
everything for the . .. 
Contractor — Industry — Home Owner
2000 Spall Rd. Phone 763-4471
SO YOU'RE G^NG TO
VOTE’
DID YOU KNOW THAT:
F •
The Social .Credit Government has imposed an unjust and discriminatory tax on mobile home ownen li 
mobile home parks.
This in spite of the fact that these HOME OWNERS were already paying an average of 20 times mart tax than a \ 
home of equivalent value down the street without subsidies such as home owners' grant, home acquisition grant, \ 
and the right to vote on many important issues. Also, without supply of services from districts or municipalities 
since the mobile home park owner installs and maintains all his own services, such as, water, sewer, lighting, 
paved roads, laundromats, playgrounds, snowploughing, etc., at not one iota of cost to local authorities.
The mobile home owner, .like any other home owner, pays, in the price of his home, all 
materials However, unlike the conventional home owner, he pays in addition, 5% sales 
amounts to a considerable amount in taxes.
taxes, etc., on building 
tax on his home which
■ l! A
ii) a
his home and receive the benefits given to all other taxpayers.
The mobile home owner is not opposed to paying his fair share of taxes. He wants only 
as every other home owner — to be put on the municipal assessment rolls — pay taxes on the
to be treated the same 
assessed value of
do you do this? 
of Finance? Nona
For this to be done changes must be made to the act governing the home owners' grant. How 
1 By talking to the Minister of Finance under whose jurisdiction this comes. Who Is the Minister
other than Premier W. A, C. Bennett who claims he rep resents all the people of B.C. How car} he make this 
clqim when it is Impossible to see Mr. Bennett? We know, we've been trying for two years with numerous visits 
to Victoria at great expense to ourselves,
Mobile home owners remember these facts' when you mark yopr "X" on August 30, 1972.
Those of you who do not live In mobile homes — remember — It's our plight this time — It may be yours next!!
I'LH*
Western Mobile Home Park Owners Assoc, has been assured of unwavering support from President Ed Sounder* 
of Active Mobile Home Owners Assoc., P.O. Box 4034, Postal Station A, Victoria, B.C,, which represent* tenent* 




This Space Purchased By The Western Mobile Home Park Owners Assoc1615 Pondoay Phone 762-2833
*
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s CROSS RIB RO
3 BARBEQUE S*
I Seven Farms, sliced A LiH
SIDE BACON ........... l lb. pZ 












8 oz. pkg. ... 3 fori .00
i it. pkg. 79c
/n Salad with Cucumber Dressing!
/ittermilk, 2 tbsp, mayonnaise, 2 tbsp, lemon juice, J4 tsp. dill weed, 
B • - •M/salt, Freshly ground pepper, J4 cucumber (about a 4 inch section) finely 
Wa zf, 4 to 6 cups broken pieces crisp lettuce. Shake together all ingredients 
Zcpt lettuce pieces. Pour over lettuce and toss lightly. Makes 4 servings.
West/ I Seven Farms JJ®
MARCARINE I MILK POWDER^ 
AllVeg/ ^llbig P0l>^2 29
ED BACON PICKLING SALT
16 oz. can 99c Sifto. 3 lb. pkg. 2 49c
Dutch Oven
FLOUR
$11920lb.bag . . | g
Nabob Reg. and Fine
COFFEE
89c§
BROKEN SHRIMP STANDARD SALMON




bag - - A Jjlgallon .. UO7
PORK & BEANS DOG FOOD
Better Buy. 14 oz. tins .........  ......... 6 1.001 Rover. 15 oz. tins
WHITE VINEGAR SI'.... 
INSTANT COFFEE ^^2 
COCONUT SNAPS £T’pt6.. .
CERTO CRYSTALS 2>b 
PAROWAX nb. box' 
CALA BLEACH 128 oz, bottle . 

















1 ‘ CARROTS Local, 2 lb. cello






DC A C Mftlk>ns Choice. C l AA
rCAd Asstd. 14 oz. tins...................... 3 for I.UU
FRUIT COCKTAIL u' o" to 3 to, 89c
CATSUP &ttl... . .. . . . .....2for49c
CREAM CORN ^^15^1.00
/( COTTAGE CHEESE ^g. 59c 
1 CANNED POP ........ 8 for 99c






Hubbard lid., Kelowna 






PRICES EFFECTIVE: THURS., AUG. 10 to SAT., AUG. 12
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES 






SHOPS CAPRI - RUTLAND - SOUTH PANDOSY0 ^~***b~*^^ Wn (. rK K rA
I
CROSSWORD PUZZLE TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH
39. Point of
1. Pruriency . outlook 


















i 2L Oxford, 
• e.g.





















































DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here’s how to work it:
AXYDLBAAXR
Is LONGFELLOW
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 
med for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hints. Each day the code letters are different.
CRYPTOQUOTES
XE NFURKUIK UPUXE VI FURZVKE.
V WRAU HGCNWK VK ICOOUIIHCZZB
HGF KWVFKE EURF I.-XRFNBFUK
BPYUFIGP
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: THE ' URSU1T OF PERFECTION, 
THEN, IS THE PURSUIT OF jWEETNESS AND LIGHTA 
MATTHEW ARNOLD
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
Underactive Thyroid 
And Its Effects
By Geonre C. Thoateson. BLD.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I am 
being treated for an underactive 
thyroid and would like to know 
just what the thyroid is for and 
what harm it can do when it is 
underactive. — Dlrs. K.
vague symptoms of tiring 
easily, or picking up infections 
more readily than should be, or
too
The thyroid gland, located In 
the neck, is most directly asso­
ciated with your metabolism. 
Metabolism, to give you as sim­
ple a definition as I can, is the 
(total process of making energy 
available for your body’s needs.
I The gland governs this activ­
ity by producing thyroid hor­
mones. (There are, of course, 
other hormones, for other pur­
poses, produced in other 
glands).
When the thyroid gland is un­
deractive, it means that the 
body itself slows down. The pa­
tient with such trouble is logy, 
slow moving and tires easily. 
The draft on the fire is low, so 
to speak.
For outward signs, too great a 
lack of thyroid will result in dry 
skin, absence of luster in the 
hair, in extreme cases loss of
By Ripley
TRAVELERS 
CROSSING THE TEME RIVER, A MINIATURE CA
BEARING HALF A COCONUT 
IS USED BY MEDICINE MEM OF 
THE BHIL TRIBE OF INDIA 
MO BELIEVE THEY CAN 
CURE A PATIENT LOADING 
fHS ILLNESS W THE COCONUT 
AND TRANSPORTING IT 
TO A DESERT DUMP
-pEORGAN NTHE 
JAKOB! CHURCH,IN SKZECH POLAND, 
CONTAINS THE HEART OF CARL WWE 
WHO ASKED BEFORE HIS DEATH IN ISGfi 
THAT HIS HEART REMAIN 
WITH THE MUSICAL INSTRUMENT 
HE SO DEARLY LOVED AS 
THE CHURCH ORGANIST '
just feeling slowed down.
In. such cases, metabolism 
tests can give an accurate pic­
ture of thyroid activity. Even 
rather slight medication often 
can afford a marked improve­
ment in the way the patient 
feels.
Dear Dr. ThMteson: My wife 
and I are both 74 and have been 
married 51 years. Until two 
years ago we always lived in a 
house. No trouble.
•We bought a mobile home, 
and for the last eight months 
my wife has been getting a ter­
rific headache, mostly at night. 
She has had x-rays and two doc­
tors gave her pain kills which 
don’t help.
I was wondering if the mobile
hair. For another example, 
women with underactive thyroid 
glands may experience great 
difficulty in becoming pregnant.
The above are just some of 
the salient items involved, but 
actually you will have difficulty 
in finding any of the normal ac­
tivities of the human system 
that isn’t affected to some ex­
tent by lack of enough thyroid 
hormone.
Fortunately, it is possible to 
compensate quite effectively 
with medication taken by 
I mouth.
The degree of thyroid activity, 
or lack of it, can vary tremen- 
dously—maybe seriously off, 
maybe only a little. In extreme 
cases it is sometimes possible, 
I just by looking at a patient, to 
suspect strongly that the thyroid 
is at fault.
But in other cases, the patient 
may not feel ill but have some
home could cause it? Last win­
ter we were in California and 
Colorado, and she never had a 
headache. Do you think climate 
could cause it? Or could it be 
our mattress and pillows, al­
though these are the same ones 
we had when we lived in a 
house. Maybe you can suggest 
something. — J.M.M.
The one thing that occurs to 
me is that you may be accumu­
lating traces of carbon monox­
ide, which can cause headaches 
but won’t show on x-ray. ’
Some of these mobile homes 
are more tightly enclosed than 
a house and if you use some 
sort of heater that isn’t thor­
oughly vented, you can get 
some monoxide.
Perhaps when you were in 
California you used the heater 
less, or perhaps had the bed­
room window open more. That 
would fit with what you’ve told 
me.
So check carefully as to 
heater venting and ventiliation 
at night. And let me know if it 
bears any fruit.
CONTRACT BRIDGE































CENTURIES MD TO EDGE 
? W4Y ACROSS A MRff 
CHED 7 FEET ABOVE 







EMPANQHNL South Africa 
(APi A\ sports parachutist 
narrowly missed hitting a tele­
phone pole and landed on a jxii- 
aonous puf (adder, The snake 
struck, but co|ildn’'t,bde through 
the Juiuper'-i !««>(■>, He i,iud It 
• could happen to anyone.'’
; DRINK .MOST
SEVILLE. Spam iAP> —
France leads Weitern Europe i(> 
th.' pre capita ci> iMiin|>t.'.,,n <»i\ 
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=* TOOTSIE, LOOK/ 
TUP8UHTS IS HAVING
U> UI
Consider this deal where 
South won the club lead with 
the king and played a trump to 
the jack. East won and returned 
a club, taken with the ace. 
After another round of trumps, 
South led a spade to the queen, 
losing to the king. The oppon­
ents promptly cashed a club
and diamond to 
down one.
South’s method 
not the best. He
put declarer
of play was 
gave - himself
2
Itl THROW THIS BLANKET WER 
LAP, THEN X'M GOING TO THE 
? LOUNGE AND CHANGE.
JT.LASK DAGWOOD if 
I CAN BUY SOME THINGS.'
THE PUCHES9 INSISTS AIL STUDIO 
SHOTS BE TAKEN HERE, WHERE SHE 
CAH SUPERVISE EVERY DETAIL. AS >011 
knm her. grace HEYER leaver 
THE PREMISES.
^IWBRFroRMS|HASW£/mAffl>S«gC
EVERYTHING GIMME YOUR NAIL 
OKAY? J RIE. X CAN’T SEENL 
TO OPENTHE FLAP OH 
MY ARTIFICIAL LEG.
THE FIRST OF A SERIES OF APS WILL 
PORTRAY )OU AS "AWAKENING*..THE 
SYMBOLISM IS OBVIOUS. /OU SIT UI?
STRETCHING WITH 
DELICIOUS AWPOH
AS YOU POSO, THE MAN PASSES BY. 
HE TOO IS SYMBOLIC OF W THE 
GIRL IS AWAKENING TO-. THE FIRST 




Opening lead—queen of clubs.
If you toss a coin, it is even 
money it will not come down 
heads. If you toss two coins, it 
is 3 to 1 they will not both come 
down heaids. (Toss three coins 
and the odds become 7 to 1.)
While it is certainly not cru­
cial for a player to master such 
probabilities, it is nevertheless 
extremely helpful to under­
stand the principles that per­
tain. Bridge leans heavily on 
probabilities, and the player 
who knows percentages and 
sticks to them will do very well 
in the long run.
only a 50% chance for the con­
tract, since it was even money 
on the location of the king of 
spades. In effect, South staked 
the outcome on the spade fin­
esse.
'But' he could actually have 
raised the odds in his favor to 
3 to 1. All he had to do was 
finesse the queen of spades at 
trick two, instead of later on. 
If the finesse proved successful, 
it would have provided a tenth 
trick.
And if the finesse lost, as in 
the actual case, he would have 
been able to win the club re­
turn, finesse the ten of spades, 
and then discard his club loser 
on the ace of spades.
The suggested method of play 
gives declarer two chances for 
the contract instead of one. It 
combines two even-money shots 
which, as in the case of the 




TMEVU. BE L15HT BLUB 
AFTER YOU. RA! NT THEA\!
YOUR HOROSCOPE
Aries (March 21-April 19): 
Get collaboration on difficult 
chores: fill this routine but busy 
day with good humor. Pursue 
romantic adventure where you 
can.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): 
Your work is there to do even 
though you may not feel much 
like doing it. Younger people 
and pleasure are favored.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): 
Your experience of today will 
be low-key, not very dramatic, 








ate to work a full day for the 
public good. Now Is such a 
time, assuming your progress 
is normal.
Leo (July 23- Aug. 22): Social 
involvement, excitement com­
pete with your work apd com­
mitments. A long-standing con­
nection suddenly is more sig­
nificant.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Di­
vide your time and attention in 
sharply defined periods. Flr^t, 
your work then your emotional
concerns, family and social 
life.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your 
community swarms with fascin­
ating developments. During 
lively, events, find a time for 
confidential arrangements.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): No 
vast achievement in material 
progress is likely, although 
you'll find satisfaction in the 
nuances of what is done.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): 
Handle the day as if it were a 
picnic or h vacation, your work 
being the sport of the times. 
Enjoy what you do. 1 .
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jnn. 19): 
It may seem that not enough is 
getting done—until you realize 
that people's spirits may be 
more important in the long run 
than material output.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): 
Business means mostly main­
tenance, consolidation of achiev­
ed results, final touches. Take 
time out for fun and under­
standings,
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 29): 
Straighten your thinking out to 
fit your qlear feelings; make 
them known where they count. 
It's a day for teamwork.
Canadian Paraplegics Win
Gold Medals At Heidelberg





national cmifereiu'e reported. 
Portugal was next, null nearly 
16 mid Italy third with about 14.
HAMMING IT VI’
MOSCOW (API — Soviet am­
ateur radio operator* made 
330,000 contacts with 220 coun­
tries and teirltorles during a 
lOlblay- p r o J e c t, the news 
agency'T.)ts icporled, calling it 
’The greaU'!*) et«*nt m 'Uit his-
HEIDELBERG, West Ger­
many (CPI — Canadian para­
plegics have captured four gold 
medals with record-shattering 
first-place finishes in events nt 
the 21 st international Wheel­
chair Olympics here.
The Canadian team, com­
peting against 43 other conn- 
Iries, also captured four arc- 
ond-placc silver medals and 
seven third-place bronze and 
was in third place in the over- 
all\ standings at the end of 
w e\e k e ii d competition^ The 
(lames end Thursday.
Eugene Reimer of Abbots* 
ford, H.C., won a gold by i.ks- 
mg the discus 29.91 metres,
gold and breaking the 
record of 23.3 acconds,
Doug IJovco of Edmonton wn.i 
awarded a gold for covering 
the 200-mctro wheelchair ala- 
loin coui'HO In 76.9 seconds (no 
records are kept for the idalom 
since it is run under differing 
conditions each year), -
WON A GOLD
Richard Wasnock of Van­
couver got the Canadians' 
fourth gold by winning the 75- 
metre Individual medley swim 
In 1:42.3 minutes. The winning
time constltues nn official 
: ecord since this was the first 
year for the 75\inetre event.
Hover captured a silver
than 17 quarts a year, an inter- tory bf radio hamming,
breaking the previous iccoid of! mri|al by finishing second'in 
27,36 metres. ' i t|)(. tiO-m^tre wheelchair dash
I)ol> Simpkin of Toronlo car- while Joyce Miirland of While 
eied the 100-mrtrr uhrelcliairiRock. B.u). won her silver by' 
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The Coolest Place in the World to get a Good Buy Courier Want Ads Naturally





CERAMIC & MOSAIC TILE 
QUARRY TILE - GAIL TILE 
CULTURED STONE 






Roof coating, flat roof, asphalt 
shingles, repair. Eavestrough 
and downpipe installations.
M, W, F 16
CONSTRUCTION
BULLDOZING, all types 
TRUCKING, all types-
BACKHOE and LOADER 
Free Estimates.
ROD KING 
. 769-4697 days. 769-4671




General repairs, household, in­
dustrial, etc. Specializing in 
custom woodwork.
Corner WATER & CAWSTON
13
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX. FULL 
basement, stove Included. $160 per 
month. Telephone 7654419 before • pun. 
10
FOUR BEDROOM HOME. WITS GAS 
range. 1241 Rtchter Street. $140 per 
month. Call CliH Wilson at Wilson 
Realty. 7624146.  9
ONLY $150 PER MONTH. TWO BED- 
room home. Clement Ave. Immaculate 
Well landscaped. Telephone 
. :9
FUBNISHED THREE BEDROOM 
house, full basement, large house. $200 
per month. Telephone 762-0971 between
16. APTS. FOR RENT
PARKWOOD TERRACE
Spacious 2 br. units located just 
off lakeshore and city limits.
Inc. range, refrig, air 





17. ROOMS FOR RENT 20. WANTED TO RENT
SLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT CLOSE 
to Orchard Park. Linens provided. No 
cooking facilities. Telephone 762-0069. 
n
WANTED TO RENT: GARAGE FOR 
•mall boat and utility trailer. Prefer 
dosn to lake or downtown area. Tele­
phone 763-8769. U
SLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT. FOR 
working gentleman. Telephone 761-4114.
________________________  _________ tf
TWO OB THREE BEDROOM HOUSE 
or duplex. Kelowna area. Prefer furn­
ished or semi furnished, have two chil­
dren. Telephone 763-464$. tf
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING ROOM, 
gentleman preferred. Telephona 762- 
3712. tf
WANTED: BACHELOR SUITE OR 
basement suite, in Rutland area. Work­
ing gentleman. Telephone 765-7895. 10
tf
Free Estimates — 765-9767 [Telephone towm.
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. FULL 
basement, nicely landscaped. $165 per 
month. Telephone 762-2127, days only. 
9
TWO BEDROOM GLENMORE COT- 
tage on Curtis Road for $85 per month.
u
. . woo ONE BEDROOM DUPLEX. EXCEL- 




SALES & SERVICE 







LARGE FOUR BEDROOM DUPLEX. 
Convenient location. Telephone 762-4946.
day*. u
FOR RENT: PARTLY FURNISHED 
three bedroan mobile home in Shasta 
Trailer Park. Telephone 763-6554. 10
TWO BEDROOM OLDER TYPE HOME 
in Belgo area. Available September 1st 
$135 per month. Telephone 765-7165. 10 
tf NEW. THREE BEDROOM HOME FOR 
— sale or rent on Richmond Street. Tele-
phone 762-3045. 10
TWO BEDROOM HOME, CLOSE TO 
school and shopping. Telephone 762-4696. 
9
DUPLEX FOR RENT IN RUTLAND, 
close to schools and shopping. 765-6141
evenings. 9
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. FOR RENT. 
I in the country. Telephone 762-8496. 9
16. APTS. FOR RENT
I. WANTED TO RENT 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
RESPONSIBLE COUPLE WITH bX&Y 
would like to real two bedroom bouse 
with refrigerator and stove la West­
bank. Peachlaad or Summerland. Gas 
or oil heat only. Reasonable rent. Tele- 
phone 764510X  $
TWO REDROOM OLDER HOUS?.. 
reasonable rent for family of two chil­
dren, Kelowna or Rutland, by Septem-
ber 1. Telephone 763-2313. 10
21. PROPERTY FOR* SALE
LOVELY VIEW LOT:
Located on McKenzie Road. 
Beautiful view of the lake 
and valley with power, gas, 
paved roads, tire protection, 
and good water. Call Dona 
Dunn for further particulars 





Two bedroom suite, Bi baths, 
wall to wall carpet, close to 
schools and shops. Reasonable 
rent. Available September 1st.
1. BIRTHS
FAMILY’S HISTORY - YOUR FAM- 
Ry’s history can bo written with 
clippings of the happy events—Births, 
Engagements, and Weddings from your 
Dally Newspaper. Notices for these 
•vents are as low as 12.50. You may 
bring them to the Classified Counter or 
telephone. The Kelowna Daily Courier 
763-3228, ask for Classified.
2. DEATHS
REIMER __  Passed away on Monday.
August 7. Mrs. Alice Natalie Reimer, 
late of 2383 Abbott St. Surviving Mrs. 
Reimer are her loving husband. Albert 
Henning; three daughters. Margaret 
Jean, Mrs. A. M. Campbell of Kel­
owna, Natalie Ruth. Mrs. H. L. Baugh­
man of Orlando. Florida and Miss 
Betty Rae Reimer of Seattle. Wash; 
one son. Robert Douglas of Seattle; 
12 grandchildren; two great grand­
children and three sisters in California 
also survive. Funeral services for the 
। late Mrs. Reimer will be held from 
i Day’s Chapel of Remembrance on
Thursday. August 10. at 10:30 a.m. 
with Rev. John Davidson officiating. 
Cremation to follow. Day’s Funeral 
Home is in charge of arrangements. 8
15. HOUSES FOR RENT [Centennial House Apartments
COUNTRY ATMOSPHERE, NEW 
three bedroom fourplex, large kitchen, 
balcony and sundeck, basement with 
carport. Children welcome. Large lawn, 
play area. Located close in Glenmore. 
$170 per month. Telephone 762-3713 or
763-4176 evenings. «
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX. 1280
located adjacent to 
Centennial Park, Rutland
NOW RENTING
1 and 2 Bedroom Suites
FLOWERS
Convey your thoughtful 
message in time of sorrow.
KAREN’S FLOWER BASKET
451 Leon Ave. 762-3119 
M, W.Ftf
3. MARRIAGES
PIDWERBESKI-GORDON — Mr. and 
Mrs. Morris Pldwerbeskl of Rutland 
are pleased to announce the forth­
coming marriage of their daughter, 
Barbara Alice to Bruce Gordon, son 
of Mr. and Mrs. WUUam Gordon of 
Rutland. The wedding win take place 
in Rutland, August 25th. 8
4, ENGAGEMENTS
! BARBER-GINGELL — Mr. and Mrs. 
Wesley Elliott Barber, of Rutland are 
pleased to announce the engagement 
i of their daughter. Teresa Anne, to 
Robert GlngelL eldest son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Kenneth GingeU of Oyama. The 
wedding will take place September 2nd 
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Birt Show-
Morgan Road. Rutland. Wall to wall » _ .. _...
carpet, stove, refrigerator, carport. SpaClOUS deluxe Suites 
storage. Washer and dryer hook-up.L .
Water and garbage paid. $155 perr AIT COBultlOtUIlg 
month. Available immediately. Please * — ' . .. -
telephone 765-8966 after 6 p.m. tf ’ Carpet throughout
for rent - September i. lake- * Colored appliances and
shore home — Okanagan Mission, near drapes 
new four bedrooms, three baths, fully
furnished. Excuttve quality throughout. ♦ Free laundry facilities 
$355 per month. Call Don McConachie. ,
Lupton Agencies Ltd. 762-4400. evenings ♦ Cable TV 
768-5995. 8
THREE BEDROOM HOME IN RUT- * Pav®d parking 
land, full basement, washer, dryer L 
hook-up. Close to school. Available * Intercom system
September 1st. Telephone 763-2635 after » Close to all shopping areas. 
5 p.m. tf I
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 1ST, RESERVE YOUR SUITE NOW 
small, newly built three bedroom cot-1 
tage. Eight miles from Kelowna. Beauti-1 TelCDnOne Manager 
ful location. $135 oer month. Telephone | ■ °
_________  12 .765-9133 or 762-0928
FURNISHED THREE BEDROOM If
house near Shops Capri. Available after —--------------- ------------------------- ---------- --------
August 15th. References. Apply 12661 * ■ » tzt? m
Sutherland Avenue. Telephone 762-5402. MAKE YOUR HOME 
________:__________ M AT 
LARGE TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. CAR- ,
pet throughout, fireplace, carport and ( (iDflMATIllM • 
sundeck, washer and dryer. Located WlXVlN/A I I WIN 
near schools and shopping centres in . . _ _
Rutland. 765-7643. tf VILLAGE




AUGUST 1st. ONE BEDROOM APART- 
ment*. ground floor and second floor, 
beautifully landscaped gardens and 
swimming pool. $135 and $140 per 
month. Also two bedroom second floor 
apartment with view $157 per month. 
Includes aU utilities. Retired or pro­
fessional couples preferred. No child­
ren or pets. Apply Mrs. Dunlop No. 1- 
1281 Lawrence Avenue or telephone 762- 
5134.___________ _________________ _!!
CONTINENTAL MANOR. ROWCLIFFE 
Avenue: one, and two bedroom deluxe 
suites available for Immediate occu­
pancy. Wall to waU carpet, cable TV. 
undercover parking, laundry facilities, 
elevator, and a. reduction for tenants 
60 years and over. Adults only. No 
pets. Must be seen. Telephone 763-4209.
tf
MOSAIC CENTRE, 1449 ST. PAUL ST' 
(awarded Park and Tilford trophy. Cer­
tificate of honor. 1971). One • two 
storey townhouse apartment available. 
Two bedrooms. VA baths, two patios, 
air conditioning (individual control), 
washer, dryer, stove, refrigerator. One 
car space. $307 per month. Lease. 
Terms available. Telephone 763-4811. tf 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS IN 
Westbank, refrigerator and stove, car­
peting throughout. Sweeping view of 
Okanagan Lake. $125 per month. Family 
unit also, available September 1st. No
pets. Telephone 768-5875. tf
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 1st ONE 
bedroom fully furnished apartment, wall 
to wall carpet, wood fireplace, dishes, 
linens, etc. supplied. Includes utilities 
except telephone. Beautiful view over­
looking lake and city. 769-4489. tf
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. THREE 
room upstairs downtown suite. $110 
per month, including stove, refrigerator 
and utilities. Suitable for working couple 
with no children. Telephone 769-4347. 
______ tf
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 1ST, TWO 
bedroom basement suite without refrig­
erator or stove. Private entrance, utili­
ties included. $130 per month. 721 
Richter Street or telephone 763-6855 after
5 p.m. 13
2 BEDROOM SUITE. SPACIOUS, 
bright, carpeted, coloured appliances, 
cablevision. Elevator, inter-com, many 
other deluxe features included. Contact 
manager for viewing. Telephone 762-0720.
11
AUGUST 1, RUTLAND, TWO BED- 
room fourplex. $150 per month includ­
ing garbage and water. Call Joe Lim- 
berger at Royal Trust, 762-5200 or 763-
2338. evenings. tf
ler of Rutland. 8
available August 1st. Telephone 763-
2234 or 763-6586. tf KELOWNA
5. IN MEMORIAM
IN MEMORIAM VERSE: * ~~
A collection of suitable verses for use 
in In Memorlams is on band at The 
Kelowna Dally Courier Office. In Mem- 
orlams are accepted until 4:30 p.m. day 
preceding publication. If you wish 
coma to our Classified Counter and 
. make a selection or telephone for a 
' trained Ad-writer to assist you in the 
choice of an appropriate verso and 
in writing the In Memorlam. Tele-
august is, three bedroom dup- Spacious, deluxe 3 bedroom 
lex on Bernard Avenue. Two full baths, family apts. in gardenlike set- 
full basement, carpet. No children, no Hn<r 
pets. $180 per month. Telephone 768- ru,*s’ 
Sina. »| -Wall-to-wall carpets.
brand new duplex, two bed- —Drapes,
rooms, wall to wall carpet, full base- „ , . ,.
ment. References required. Jabs Con-| —Colored appliances, 
struction. 1975 Harvey Avenue. Tele- Avail nhlr* nnw
phone 762-0928. evenings 762-3465. tf , Avanaoie now.
THREE BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT 764-4440.
almost new duplex, near Orchard Park 
Shopping Centre and schools. Children - 
welcome. Available September. 1st. $165 
per month. Telephone 763-2063. tt CUEpU/Anh AAAMHP 
TWO BEDROOM HOME IN RUTLAND. OnLlxVVUUU IVlnlNVIX 
Carpeted living room, gas furnace, no „_____-_j
basement, lawn, trees. Available now. Cotner £1113 Street and
765U5854.l’rcferrOd' No p€‘s• 'We’ho“ Rosemead Ave.
FURNISHED LAKESHORE HOUSE QUIET, ONE
for rent, three bedrooms, fireplace, love- ntrnDnAlvr <2TmTT<?ly location. Possession September 15th. BLDKOUM SUU£S
$300 per nionth. Call Lupton Agencies , , 
Ltd. Telephone 762-4400. tf Intercom, shag rugs,
TWO NEW TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex units in Rutland. Wall to wall 
carpeting; no refrigerator or stove. 
Small pets welcome. Available Septem­
ber 1st. $137 per month. Telephone 
765-8733. tf
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM SUITE. 
Rutland. Available September 1st. Re­
frigerator. stove, heat, water includ­
ed. - Only $145 per month. Telephone
764-7129 or 765-8467. tf
DELUXE SUITES IN KELOWNA’S EX- 
clqsive concrete and steel high rise 
apartment. Maximum safety and quiet­
ness. Breathtaking view. Telephone Roth
Towers. 763-3641. tf
phone 7634228. M. W. F. tf
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
tery hew address: 1790 Hollywood Rd. 
(end) Rutland. Telephone 765-6494. tf
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL
REPAIRS TO LAWN MOWERS. 
Sumps, chain saws, outboard engines.
lelowna Light Industrial. 848 Crowley 
I Avenue, Kelowna. Telephone 763-768L
CANVAS GOODS. VENETIAN BLINDS 
and awnlnge—sales and service. General 
repairs and hardware. Valley Canvas 
•nd Awnings. 390 Highway 33 West, 
Rutland. 765-7469.W, S, tl
ALL TYPES OF MASONRY WORK, 
I fireplaces, retaining walls, flower 
I planters and stonework. Call Sebastian, 
I 762'7782.___________ ■________________ U
I DOYLE ELECTRIC. SMALL JOBS - 
I fast, efficient service. Call anytime. 
I 763-3335.W, tl
12. PERSONALS
I ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
I P.O Box 587. Kelowna. B.C. Telephone 
I 7634315. 763-5037 or 765-6923. tn Winfield 
I 766-2107. I* there • drinking problem 
I tn your homo? Contact Al-Anon at 763- 
I 6675 or 765-6766. tl
’EELECTROLYSIS ~ GENTLE. SAFI
tt
TWO BEDROOM SUITE, GROUND 
floor, wall to wall carpet, colored ap­
pliances, cable television. $150 per 
month, utilities included. Telephone 764-
4966. tf
AVAILABLE AUGUST 15th. SPACIOUS 
three bedroom suite in Fairlane Court. 
Fully modern.--close to Shops Capri and 
People’s. Elderly'"people preferred. No 
children or pets. Telephone 763-2814. tf
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY—LARGE 
two bedroom basement suite, with stove. 
V9 block from Shops Capri. No children 
or pets. $110 a month. Apply 1254 Suth-
erland Avenue. tf
air
three bedroom duplex, full conditioned, electric heat, 
basement, carport, close to schools and Utilities included, covered 
shopping In Rutland. Available August narkinC. No Children Or 
15th. $165 per month. Telephone 765-5721.ii I pets,
RUTLAND FOURPLEX. TWO BED- PHHNP 7A'>.nRf‘;i
rooms and den. $130 per month, re- mviND /OX VOU1
frigerator and atove Included. No pets. tf
One child accepted. Available, immedl- .......................  —. ..... .......
WINFIELD — TWO BEDROOM SUITE 
in near new fourplex, Including refrig­
erator and stove and carport. Available 
September 1st. $115 per month. Call
Winfield, 766-2123. tf
SPACIOUS ONE BEDROOM SUITE, 
carpet, laundry and cable vision includ­
ed. Adults only. Apply at 560 Sutherland
Avenue. tf
ately. Telephone 765-6925. U
DUPLEX FOR RENT IN RUTLAND, 
two bedrooms, wall to wall in living 
room and bedrooms, Carport, storage 
area, $130 per month. Available Im-
mediately. Telephone 765-9131, 
NEW TWO BEDROOM HOUSE.
t!
RE-
frlgcrator, stove, drapes and carpets, 
Middle aged couple with good refer­
ences. No children or nets, Telephone 
765-9133, 10
NEW SPAMSII~~STYLE FOURPLEX, 
Rutland, 119 baths, two bedroom*, large 
living room, all carpeted. Children wel­
come. Available August 1 and 15, Tele-
phono 765-8788. 16
NOW RENTING




Select your suite now 
for immediate occupancy.
NASSAU HOUSE. DELUXE TWO BED- 
room suite, very quiet and close in. 
Adults only. Contact Manager at 1777
Water Street. tf
MARTY MARTIN
Invites you to view this 
roomy 1 yr. old, 3 
Bdrm, house plus 28 
Red Delicious apple 
trees. Delightful inter- 
rior for'the lady of the 
house, nearly Vi acre 
lot for the outdoor man 
and walking distance to 
school for the children. 
Convenient Lake view 
location. You will like 
this one, call 2-2251.
OWN YOUR OWN BUSINESS
An ideal automobile accessory business, 
for those who wish to be on their own. Full 
price of $6,500 includes all equipment 
necessary to operate business including 
truck, battery chargers, etc. Call Bren 
Witt 9-4326 for details. MLS.
NEAR VOCATION SCHOOL 
Benvoulin location offers an immaculate 
2 Bdrm, home on large lot with double car­
port plus matching garage. Home has com­
pleted* basement, mnple panelling and cup­
boards. Price is good, contact George 
Trimble 2-0687. MLS.
A GOOD BUY:
Immediate possession on a 
small comfortable three bed­
room home close to all 
amenities. For further part­
iculars, contact Lois Ham­
mill at' '762-2846; evenings 
769-4254. Exclusive.
$15,000 DOWN
Could buy you this rental property if you qualify for mortgages. Commercial leases, 
minimum of supervision, good location, shows good return. Ernie Zeron 2-5232. MLS. 
APPLE VALLEY REALTY ™ 
1451 Pandosy St. *** SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY *** Office Ph. 3-4144
KELOWNA — 762-3713 RUTLAND — 765-5155
RESIDENTIAL
IBS
MUST BE SOLD! — Beautiful — AIRBRING AN OFFER!----------------------- ~ ,ix,
CONDITIONED — home only half block from Capn. Built-in 
range,, dishwasher, sliding doors to covered patio, 4 bed*- 






532 Bernard Ave. 
Telephone 762-2846
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY - BRIGHT 
new two bedroom house, lull basement, 
sundeck and carpeting, $20450.00. Also 
one three bedroom NHA in construction. 
Price $21400.00. only $1,310.00 down with 
B.C. Government $1,000.00 grant. Brae- 
mar Construction Ltd. Builders in Kel­
owna aince 1962. Office 154 Stetson 
Motel. Telephone 762-0520. Evenings 
762-0956 or 763-2810. tf
KELOWNA REALTY LTD.
243 BERNARD AVE, — KELOWNA 
BLK. MTN. RD,, RUTLAND MAIN ST., WESTBANK
msdicalty approved method, Highly- 
qualified operator with many years ex­
perience. For further Information, tele­
phona Helen Uray. 763-6512. II
TO COURIER SUBSCRlBEnS; WOULD 
the carrier’s name and address and 
the Courier subscribers please make 
sure they have e collection card with 
telephone number en It. It your carrier 
has not left one wllb you. would you 
pletse - contact The Kelowna Dally 
Courlar, telephone 762'4445 ' M. W, F. tl 
13. LOST ANFfOUND”
LOST; IN AICINITV OF LAWIlIWi: 
Avenue and tllcmiKirr Street, black ami 
white female kitten, Finder plcaie telo< 
phone 761-76*9.____ _ J»
LOST - PIONEER GOLD MEDAL 
with Nue end yellow ribbon. Regard. 
Telephone 762-0653. 9
TWO BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT 
In slxplex. Close to Shopper*’ Village 
and school In Rutland. Stove and re­
frigerator available, $150 per month. 
Telephone 765-9038, |3
TWO BEmiOOM.^mWN^TIONED 
homo; semi furnished, seven miles from 
Kelowna. Utilities Included for $200 per 




ONE AND TWO BEDROOM UNITS 
Kitchens, children and pets welcome/ 
very low rates, weekly or monthly. 
Telephone now 769-4511. tf
DELUXE. SPACIOUS. BRIGHT SUITES 
for rent. Knox Manor Apartments. For 
Information telephone 762-7918. Adults. 
_____________________________________If 
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN NEW 
apartment block, close to Capri Shop­
ping Centre. Immediate occupancy. 
Telephone 763-6931,tf
$95 PER MONTH, TWO BEDROOM 
apartment in Rutland. Ilcfrlgerator and 
stove Included. No pets, Telephone 765- 
7233, tf
STREET — This 3 bedroom 
home has a fireplace up and 
down, large covered sundeck 
plus excellent financing. 
Close to schools, shopping 
and churches. Must be sold. 
Asking $22,800. To view 
please call Clare Angus at 
762-4807 evenings. MLS.
DON’T BUY TILL YOU SEE 
THIS! Check these features 
at the price of $22,900. If you 
find a BETTER DEAL tell 
me about it. 2 fireplaces, 
sundeck, carport with out­
side basement entrance — 
W/W shag carpeting — close 
to schools and shopping — 
high quality construction. 
Will accept land or lots as 
trade. Hurry, call me on this 
bargain. Frank Ashmead at 
765-6703 evenings. MLS.
55 CENTS PER MONTH - 
Duplex close to school — 2 
bedrooms up and 2 down — 
bathrooms up and down each 
side — Mortgage payments 
$175.55 per month — rents 
$135.00 each side. Live in one 
side for 55 cents per month. 
Call Fred Kyle at 765-8804 
evenings, MLS.
QUIET COUNTRY LIVING— 
would you believe a new 3 
bedroom rambling ranch 
style home, 1364 sq. ft. qual­
ity built and superbly finish­
ed — 2 fireplaces, finished 
rec room, huge covered sun­
deck — double carport and 
much more, overlooking Kel­
owna and the lake for less 
than $35,000! Seeing is be­
lieving. Call Dave DeLnstadt 
at 763-4894 evenings. EXCL.
VIEW, PINE TREES and
MISSION AREA — well built 
3 bedroom home in a choice 
area, with outstanding fea­
tures, such as sunken living 
room, white rock roof, large 
well landscaped lot and many 
more, to view this large 
home call Frank Hauk at 762- 
4562 evenings. MLS.
PRICE REDUCED $4,500 - 
must sell this 3 bedroom 
basement home. 1% yr. old 
— carpets in living room and 
bedrooms. Ensuite plumbing 
— carport. Nice OK. Mission 
area. Now only $27,000. 
HURRY! Call Bill Campbell 
at 763-6302. MLS.
CHARMING HOME PLUS 2
BEDROOM SUITE im-
maculate 9 yr. old 3 bedroom 
home with 2 bedroom suite in 
basement. Beautiful land­
scaped lot, situated close to 
schools, shopping and hos­
pital. Ideal for large family 
or revenue. Call Andy Runzer 
at 764-4027 evenings. EX­
CLUSIVE,
BUILDING LOT - good lot 
close to schools and shopping. 
Domestic water and gas. 
Full price $3,100. For more 
information call Wilf Ruther­
ford at 763-5343 evenings. 
MLS.
GOLF COURSE AREA - 
spacious family home with 5 
bedrooms, family plus games 
room, built-in range and dish­
washer. Excellent value at 
the asking price of $38,900. 






NEW THREE lllIDHOOM HOME. 
Wall to wall carpet, fireplace, en­
suite. Close Io schools and shopping. 
Available September 1st. Telephone
763 8570. II
DELUXE TWO BEDROOM UNITS IN 
lourplex. Close to school. i\j, hath*, 
Lnriie yard, nhag carpet. Available 
September lat, Telephone 765'OMIO.
__________________ ._______ W. S; 11 
THREE 'BEDROOM HOMeT'iN THE 
Ellison area, Full biiiemcnt, double 
idrnibinx Avnilnlih- S'plemlcr 1..I. $110
One bedroom suites on quiet 
street close to downtown, air 
conditioned, cable TV, laundry 
facilities, elevator, Intercom,
SPACIOUS ONE BEDROOM APART- 
ment, newly decorated, cabin television. 
Centre of town. Telephone 762-11359 alter 
3:30 p.m, tf
one anITtw^bkd^
nished suites, Close to shopping, schools, 
In Rutland. Stove and refrigerator, 
carpeting. Telephone 76.1-7906, tf 
BACHELOR SUITE~FOll RENT,' AVaIl- 
able September let. $100 per month. 
Separate entrance. 045 Lawrence Ave-
nue, Kelowna. 10
TRANQUILITY 4 bed-
room family home, 4 yrs. old 
— built in a prestige area, 
includes a 5-pleco and 3-pleco 
plumbing — a center sun­
deck. Reduced to $33,900. Call 
Ernie Donnelly at 762-2558 
evenings. MLS.
Harry Maddocks 5-0218 
Bud Dalley 709-4975
I’.T I'oiil.ul I'lill MoUbray
evenings 763.3926 or 7143-3237. , >«
ONE YEAR LEASE. $200 PER MONTH, 
Flemish Street house, available August 
15th, 1972; three bedroom, with fourth 
In basement, also second bathroom in
basement. Telephone 763-4652. 0
Glenmorc — 1456 sq. ft. — 3 
bedrooms — 2 bathrooms also
ensuite 2 fireplaces
rec room finished and bed­
room downstairs — sundeck 
- patio - SWIMMING POOL 
— all on a large lot, near the 
golf course. Call Gordon 
Marwick at 760-4662 even­
ings. MLS,
Bob Clements 4-4034 
George Philllpson 2-7074
covered parking. Reduction 
rent to tenants 65 and over.




TWO BEDROOM SUITE AT 1296 
Lawrence Avenue. Washer, dryer, re­
frigerator and stove included. $150.
Telephone 703-3782. I)
Kelowna: 483 Lawrence Ave,, 762-3713 
Rutland: Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155
LOST — ONE 650x16 TIRE AND RIM. 
Fennask Lake Road. July $1*1. Reward.
Tekphooe 7M-5M9, _ ____J»
iTTnnouncement
CIVINO AWAY; THREE BEDROOM 
•kier hohse. Mutt be removed from 
property, Telephone 7M-5690. , tf
isThouses forTentT 
I1 ADULTS VISITING IN KELtWNA? A 
rare opportunity to occupy our tolly 
furnished Idyllic, three bedroom country 
heme, droe to the city, for six weeks 
begtaalag Aqgqil 31*t. 15# per week, 
I Meferenroa and guarantees required.
Write with Ml panirolara to Box A $U, 
Tba Ketowna Dally Caurier, 9
COUNTRY IJVINO WnnH~~U)VELY 
I view at, MacKeule Manor flveplex, 
MacKoula Hoad. HutUnd, Two balh*. 
11% bedroome. epaclorur living. Some 
cWAreh «rek>«M. Water and garbage 
I roHeefraa free. IIU per month. No 
pet*. Trlrphoae TW lfTl or 7 4544 if 
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX IN BEAU- 
I ’ 4iful Casa Iruma area. Ax * liable end of 
I Aegiu*. Plearo telephone mqrnlage or 
I Mier at## pm.. 7M43U. it
SKPTKMBFIl 1ST, TWO BKDIIOOM 
suite In fourplex near Four Reaaonn Mo­
tel. One child accepted, Telephone 7KL 
M19. |f
T1IIIEK 
carpeted throughout, full basement and 
carport. In Rutland. Available Im­
mediately, Telephone 765'7846, tl 
a v a iT. a n i, ii ~septcmbV;k~St, 
large • three bedroom suite In llutlsnd 
Idurplcx. Nesr shopping centre! end 
school. No pet». Telephone 76:-6?l8. If 
TTIIIKI! ItijliiltWM HOMK FOR RENT 
near North Glenmore School, lmmed< 
lately. Telephone 7M-3860 or 7424«», 
__ ____ _ _ _____ ’____________________ tl 
TllltFiF™BF:i)BO<»»t GLKNMOHK FULL 
banernent home with enclosed garage 
on Sexsmith llosd, 1300 per month.
Telephone 743 65M or 701214, II
SEPTEMBER 1*1 - JUNK 25th, THREE 
bedrooms. two baths, lake front In 
MImIwi. $173 per month. Telephone 764-
7107. tf
VERY DELUXE DUl’LKX ON CIlKKKl 
Three bfduwm*. Ko hiYphte*. rar- 
pmt, tunrterh Cmptled In
hullend. Telephone 143-M**. 11
Central City Manor
1980 PANDOSY ST.
One and two bedroom suites, In­
cluding: range, refrigerator, air 
cond., cable TV, drapes, laundry 
facilities, w-w carpeting, eleva­
tor, parking and storage room. 
No pels, Mature adults, Central 
location.
TELEPHONE 763-5147 
M, W, F tf 
EXCLUSIVE ONE BEDROOM UN- 
furnished ground Boor suite svsllable 
immediately, 17V7 Water Street. Stove, 
refrigerator, wall to wall carpet*, cable 
televlxlon, heat, lights, laundry and 
parking Included. No children, no peta, 
IteUred or professional tenanta prefer- 
red. Telephone W XM.___________ U
'cabman MANOR, 1»U PANDOSY 
tkroet." Extra - largo- one' bodroom - suite. 
Broedloom, drape*. Move, trfrigerator, 
cabin lelrtlxlon, eletalor. Aituhs. Trie-
phone 1U-24I9. ,
TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED BASE- 
ment «ulte, Private entrance. Available 
September 1st. Close to shopping centre. 
Telephone 702-7393. ___ ____________0
BASEMENT SUITE. FOUIl ROOm£ 
large windows, kitchen lurnluhed. near 
hospital. $120 per month plus ulllHIns. 
Telephone 762 0176.8
WINDSOR MANOR. UNFURNISHED 
deluxe suite available. No children or
pets, Telephone 703-7234. tf
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT. STOVE, 
refrigerator, waxher and dryer. Elec- 
trlclty extra. Telephone 765'7016. 12Wi..i iirl ii.iwii-iimrT IT--'——'n-i-'i-- -f —■ ——■—-
DELUXE BU1TEB FOB BENT, HOCHE* 
lag* and Chateau Apartment*. For ln< 
formation telephony 763-6492,_____ ~J(
CAI’lll VILLA "aI’ARTMTINTS. ONE 





bedrnom suite, With or without stove 
and refrigerator. Telephone 765'6538. It
YMiWRIAL^i’Ai^ 
room suites, no children or pets. Tele.
phone 704'4244. II
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM' APART- 
ment In alxplex. Rutland.' $150 per
month. Telephone 763-9560. II
tf
FURNISHED BASEMENT SUITE. PR1- 
vale entrance, no children nr pet". 
Call al west door, 1640 Ethel Slrrcl. If 
FHANKLYN~~MANOH - lUm.ANI) 
AuguM 15lh. Furnished bachelor •ullr 
Ttiephone TMMir h* ii
SLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT Willi 
kitchen laciinies. Telephone 763-M1&. II
CALL CLASSIFIED ADS DIRECT 763-3228
"Trading Dollars Unlimited"
A BEAUTY ON’A ACRE v
It's different, quality built. 4 bdrms., large liv, nn., fr. 
pl., din, rm., Fr. doors, patio, din. rm., kit, breakfast 
counter. Utility rm, W and D con. 2'A bath rms, Many 
extras too numerous to mention. Double garage, work­
shop. Treed lot, garden. Fenced. Ph. Elaine Johnson 763- 
7900, eve, 765-8352, NRS. .
FOR A VEIIY SPECIAL FAMILY
A very special new deluxe air conditioned home, near 
bench, 3 bedrooms, Ui bathrooms, 2 fireplaces, large sun­
deck. Mr. !/•<> 763-7900, 765-6550 cvrs,
Block Bros
REALTY LTD
536 Bernard Ave. Phone 763-7900
DRIVE BY 1967 ABBOTT ST. then phone for app't. to 
view. Beautifully renovated and spotlessly clean — two 
bdrms., cozy living room with sunroom included, utility 
room, garage. Reasonable taxes. Phone Mrs. Crossen 
762-2324 or 762-4919. EXCL.
RECENT!,Y REDUCED! Top quality in every detail, this 
three bdrm, home also has a superb view! The rugs are 
thick and expensive and 2 fireplaces an added feature. . 
Open beam, large dining area, lovely kitchen. To view, 
call Mrs. Crossen 762-2324 or 762-4919. MLS.'
CORNER SPRUCE AND THACKER. Lovely new 3 bdrm, 
home with sunken living room — 2 fireplaces, sundeck, 
full basement with sliding doors onto patio. To view, call 
Mrs. Crossen 762-2324 or 762-4919. , MLS.
EXECUTIVE FAMILY HOME, WINFIELD. This is a de­
luxe family home on a beautifully landscaped lot with 
nice view. 2 full baths plus ensuite, double fireplace, sun­
deck, patio doors. This has been set up as a completely 
separate in-law suite but would be an excellent family 
home. Call Ralph Erdmann at office or res. Winfield 
766-2123 coUect. MLS.
LOTS 1. WINFIELD — level lot with tall shade trees and 
creek bordering the back — Price $4,000.00.
2. Close to Kelowna, nice corner lot with pine trees. 
Price $4,000.00.
3. WINFIELD — large lot on paved road, close to post 
office and shopping centre. Price $4,750.00.
4. WINFIELD — large level lot with nice view, in area 
of new homes. Price $4,500.0.
All MLS. Call Ralph Erdmann at office or res. Winfield 
766-2123 collect.
DING DONG! Something different — with the usuals, 3 
bdrms., 2 bathrooms, fireplace, wired for stereo for action 
living and only $28,900.00. Please ask for Eva Gay 768- 
5989 or 762-4919. EXCL.
OYAMA! 8.42 Acres on Oyama Rd. on east side above 
Wood Lake. Good one bdrm, home with full basement. 
Asking $39,000.00. Excellent for 2 acre holdings. Vern 
Slater has details at 762-4919 or 763-2785. MLS,
WESTBANK RANCHETTE OR DEVELOPMENT. 5 acres 
with 3 BR. home. Planted to alfalfa, grass. Unsurpassed 
view of Lake. Call Dick Steele 768-5480, Exclusive.
CALL CLASSIFIED ADS DIRECT 763-3228
“ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS!”
"PARADISE VIEW!”
You can look around you and the view Is simply fabulous! 
This beautiful home has a wrap-around sundeck, double 
fireplace, and really different! You have to see it to be­
lieve it! For your convenient appointment, call Harry 
Rist at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 764-7221. MLS.
REDUCED $1,600!
ABSENTEE OWNER has reduced price by $1,600 to 
*'$19,000'’. This is a 2 bdrm, full basement home, less 
than 3 yrs. old. Glass sliding doors to patio. Vendor will­
ing to look nt ALL proposals regarding financing. Please 
call Mcl Russell at 762-3140, evgs. and wknds. 769-4409.
“SPLIT-LEVEL!”
A lovely, 3 bdrm, split-level home, comprising 1220 sq. 
ft., nice brick fireplace in living room, and large kitchen. 
Good rec room and den in basement, Very nicely land­
scaped lot. For further information call Cliff Wilson at 
762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-2058. MLS.
VIEW HOME WITH REVENUE!
On Toovcy Rd. east of Rutland, with spectacular view of 
valley and lake. 2 large bdrms, main floor with fireplace 
In gracious living room. Lxiwer floor completely finished, 
also with 2 bdrm, and fireplace — rented at $125.00 per 
mth. Ideal for small family wanting revenue, or entire 
home for large family. Full price $38,000. Call J. F, Klas­
sen nt 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-3015, MLS.
Dale Brooks .. 764-7338
Wilson Realty^
543 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 762-3146
$500.00 DOWN
Will get you into this brand new homo located on Vista 
Rond In Rutland, 2 bedrooms up, fully carpeted, Crestwood 
Cabinets, full basement, carport, Lots of room In basement 
for extra bedrooms and rumpus room.
NEW HOME
on Creekside Road in Spring Valley, Large family size 
kitchen mid dining room. Full basement and sundeck, 
Shag carpets. Priced to suit everybody'^ budget at $22,000.
Houses may be viewed by calling 765-7741 
or 705-7451 evenings.
McKinnon realty Ltd
Asher Road, Rutland, B.C, 
Tom McKinnon 765-7451
tf
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7:00 P.M. TILL 9:00 P.M.
3 bedroom — 2 bathrooms and ensuite — nicely landscaped 
Swimming pool can be included in sale 
GORDON MARWICK IN ATTENDANCE
EXECUTIVE TYPE HOME: Over 3000 »q. ft. of deluxe 
living, plush carpet in the spacious LR, large DR, fam­
ily room, bright kitchen with built-ins, 3 large Bdrs., 3 
bathrooms, double carport. The large lot is all fenced and 
landscaped professionally. Phone Lloyd Bloomfield at 
2-3089 eves, or 2-5544 Days. Exclusive.
POTENTIAL TOURIST COMMERCIAL; on HWY. 97; 
8.68 Acres; best Motel site North of Kelowna. $131,000. 
with 3 BR House and producing orchard. Call Mike 
Chepesuik at 764-7264 eves, or 2-5544 Days. MLS.
ONLY $21,000. — Glenmore St. Area — Immaculate fam­
ily home, on spacious well manicured comer lot. 2 BR 
finished d/s, and 2 BR up, living room with heatalator 
fireplace. Bright and spacious kitchen, close to store and 
churches. Beautiful garden area. For more information 
please call Betty Elian at 7694397 eves, or 2-5544 days. 
MLS.
HAVE YOU SEEN WHISKY COVE YET? — 17 lake­
shore lots on beautiful sandy beach, just 25 minutes from 
the City of Kelowna. Call 2-5544 days. MLS.
CHOICE COMMERCIAL LOT: - Excellent location right 
beside a large Supermarket in an expanding shopping 
centre; 87 ft. frontage 200’ deep, access from lane. Call 
us on this one. George Silvester at 2-3516 eves, or 2-5544 
Days. MLS.
LAKESHORE HOME
72' of sandy beach, 8 rooms, 2 bdrms., fireplace, gar- 
burator, outdoor wiring, well landscaped, patio designed 
for summer living, moor your boat bn front of your 
property. $47,000.00 with possibility of terms.
LONG, LOW AND LOVELY
Best describes this rancher situated in an area of beauti­
ful homes and close to everything. Three bdrms., family 
sized kitchen,.living and dining L-shaped, feature floor to 
ceiling fireplace and much more. $26,000.00. Good finan­
cing. MLS.
3 BEDROOM VIEW HOME 
on Boucherie Mountain, in Lakeview Heights. Two fire­
places, ensuite plumbing, carpet, throughout, covered sun­
deck, front entry. Choose your own finishes; presently 
under construction. Good family home, excellent view. 
Exclusive.
A DISTINCTIVE ADDRESS ON BEAUTIFUL 
LAKESHORE ROAD
1 mile past Hall's Store. Incomparable view of Okanagan 
Lake. If you plan an investment in a fine home, con­
sider the location. Summerhill will provide maximum se­
curity to your investment. For a homesite of impeccable 
scenic beauty — visit Summerhill today.
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
Have You considered westbank?
Only 10 minutes from city centre. Friendly people, good 
schools, stores and services. Close to all recreational facili­
ties. Prices are lower and when you buy direct from builder 
you save again. Inspect these homes under construction:
1—3rd Ave. North. 3 bedrooms, full basement, carport, 
NHA 9% mortgage, full price $21,900. Ready by Sep­
tember. Choose your colors.
2—Delray Rd. (off 4th Ave. N.) 3 bedrooms, full base­
ment, carport, “L” shaped living room, NHA mortgage 
9%. Full price $22,900. Ready by September.
3—Glenford Rd. Large 2 bedroom with room *or expansion 
upstairs under high shake roof. Large view lot and a 
gorgeous home. Ready now. Full price $24,900.
We also have homes in Lakeview Heights or will construct 
to your plan. Your lot or ours. Call without obligation 768- 
5022.
FOUR SEASONS DEVELOPMENT LTD.
“Quality Construction At Sensible Prices’’
8»9,11
Ip
open house Okanagan Realty
551 Bernard Ave. LID. 2-5544





Jack Sasseville .... 3-5257
Ruth Young 3-6758
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD.
“ESTABLISHED IN 1902”
364 BERNARD AVE. DIAL 762-2127
John Bilyk .......... 763-3666 Darrol Tarves .. 763-2488
Bob Graves ...... 762-2200 Lloyd Dafoe .... 762-3887
George Marlin 763-7766 Carl Bricse .......... 763-2257
Ken Stevenson .. 763-6636
Lupton Agencies ltd.
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
I
1141 Montrose Place 
(OFF MOUNTAIN AVE.) 
Thursday, August 10, 1972 
7:00 P.M. TILL 9:00 P.M.
Lovely 4 bedroom view home. MLS. 
BLANCHE WANNOP IN ATTENDANCE. .
Collinson Mortgage & Investments Ltd.
483 Lawrence Ave., Kelowna 762-3713
8
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
REVENUE DUPLEX! RUTLAND!
Deluxe duplex, fireplaces, shag carpets, attractive kit­
chens. Each side rents for at least $160.00. Carports, 
roughed-in bsmts., exceptional throughout. Only $11,300.00 
down, $36,700.00 full price. Please call Luella Currie at 
2-5030, or evgs. at 8-5628. MLS.
COMMERCIAL — HIGHWAY 97
1.6 acres close to Orchard Park. An ideal location to re­
locate or ‘start up your business. $30,000 will handle with 
balance at 9%. Please call Orlando Ungaro at 2-5030, or 
evgs. at 34320. MLS. ’
RUTLAND DUPLEX — $30,400.00
Ideally located, side-by-side duplex, situated close to 
school. 2 bdrms., living room plus kitchen each side. One 
side rented at $150.00 P.M? Full basmt. Almost % acre of 
land. MLS. Call Ed Scholl at 2-5030, or evgs. at 2-0719.
SOLID COMMERCIAL BLDG.
Situated just off Bernard, close to the Lake, covering 
. 6,000 sq. ft. on main floor. Excellent location for any busi­
ness — restaurant, nite club, rental or ? $60,000 (MLS). To 
view, please call Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030, or evgs. at 
2-3895.
FANTASTIC VIEW OF LAKE! $22,950 
VACANT A-frame, 2 bdrm, home situated on % acre of 
land in Lakeview Hts. Rec. room in full basmt., 2 bath­
rooms, fireplace and glass sliding door opening to huge 
sundeck. EXCELLENT BUY! (MLS). To view, phone me, 
Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030, or evgs. at 2-3895.
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS — We have just listed this very 
well finished home situated on a VLA size view lot. The 
home has 1350 sq. ft. of luxury living with three bedrooms, 
ensuite plumbing, two fireplaces, built in range, large 
sundeck and full basement. Asking only $34,900. For de­
tails call Hugh Mervyn at 34343 or 24872. MLS.
COOL TREES — This half acre lot has over 50 shady 
trees to moderate the extremes in temperature. Relax 
beneath your favourite tree and dream of the beautiful 
buy you made of this immaculate home for just $28,900. 
Three bedrooms, buill-ins, and many extras you don’t 
find in other homes. Roy Paul at 34343 or 5-8909 even­
ings. MLS.
COUNTRY ESTATE — If you enjoy the comforts of 
country living, you will love this home!!! Some features 
include 5 bedrooms, large living room with brick fireplace, 
formal dining room, family size kitchen, double carport 
and full basement. Situated on a beautifully landscaped 
.8 acre country lot with 27’x69’ unfinished toncrete swim­
ming pool. For further information and appointment to 
view this lovely country home, please contact Murray Wil­
son at 3-4343 or 44047 evenings. MLS.
OKANAGAN MISSION ACREAGE - Just listed '26.7 
acres of beautiful pasture. Ideal for horses, cattle and 
future holdings. Only $1,600 per acre. Call Dennis Denney 




Thursday, Aug. 10 from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
FABULOUS VALLEY-WIDE VIEW
$10,000 down puls you into this 6-month old view home, 
1,925 sq. ft. on one floor with every conceivable conveni­
ence installed or allowed for; 3 bedrooms, fireplace, 
double carport, double glass, carpet throughout. Master 
panel in bedroom allows remote control of all lighting. 
Hot water heating, rec room, mechanicals ready for pool, 
stereo and A/C. Impressive view. Owner will pave drive­
way. Immediate possession. Priced well below new cost. 
Full price $34,000. MLS. Call Roger Cottle 7624400, eve­
nings 7694540 to view immediately.
I,






SPORTS SHOP: Here is your opportunity to get into 
business with an excellent potential. The business is lo­
cated in downtown Rutland and is priced at only $18,000. 
Don’t miss this tremendous opportunity.
SOUTH SIDE RETIREMENT:
* 2 bedrooms 
♦ Electric heat 
* Only 5 blocks from downtown 
♦ Lot is beautifully landscaped, adjacent to
Mill Creek
* Price $15,400 - MLS
Call Gary August, eves. 3-5719
DOWNTOWN KELOWNA: . 
— a good cafe operation 
— owner operated 
. — six day week 
— short hours 
— good revenue 
— well located 
— specializing in breakfasts and lunches 
— good coffee trade
Full Price $21,500 with terms. Sound Good?
Call Len Neave, eves. 5-5272
PRIVACY AND SECLUSION: Nearly 5 acres,of pines 
and a home that is only 7 months old. Open beam con­
struction, tastefully decorated. 14 x 24 ft. living room 
with brick corner fireplace, wall to wall carpel through­
out, 5 and 4 pee. baths, full basement with roughed in 
rec', room, fireplace and extra bedroom, 16 x 43 foot sun­
deck with ucnutitul view of Okanagan Lake. Full price 
$49,900. Call Alan Elliot at the office or evenings at 3-7283. 
MLS.
ONE BLOCK FROM SAFEWAY: 5 bedroom revenue homo 
with fireplace, full basement. Sleeping rooms only, with 
separate entrance. Call Einar Domeij at the office or 
evenings at 2-3518. Exclusive.
OKANAGAN MISSION: If you like a view mid counlry 
living, be sure and see this owner-built home on 1.35 
acres. Just reduced by $10,000 as owner must sell, due 
to ill health. Please call Joe Slcsinger at the office or 
evenings at 2-6874, MLS.
Gord Funnell .........  2-0901 Ben Bjornson.......... 9422L
573 Bernard Avenue 762-3414
OPEN HOUSE
1788 Glcnclla Place
WEDNESDAY ’and THURSDAY - 7:90 P.M, till 9:1)0 p.nl. 
3 lH‘di<H>ms-2'bathrooms and ensuite — nicely landscap­
ed. Summing pool can be Included in «al^.
GORDON MARWICK IN AT TENDANCE
Collinson Mortgage & Investments Ltd-




591 Bernard Ave. 762-3227
“Realtors Since 1912’’
Harold Hartfield, eves. 5-5080; Phil Moubray, eves. 3-3028 
Ed Wahl, eves. 9-4480; Bill Gaddes, eves. 2-4237
Lund & Warren
Realty Ltd.
446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
COMMERCIAL BUILDING -
Showing excellent return. Brand new, 4,420 square feel.
Fully nil’ conditioned, F.P. $85,000,00, 






In a ver^ nice area. One block from downtown. Clean ns 
a whistle and nicely landscaped. Five rooms with full 
basement. Low tax of $1.00 after Government Grant. On 
city sewer and water. Reasonably priced. To view call 
Don Cameron, days, 34032 or evenings, 5-7995. By ap-
polntment only. MLS.








3 NICE VIEW LOTS — Sil tinted In n new subdivision with 
paved roads nnd domestic water. Lovely view of the 
mountains and lake. Full price $3,800,00 each with ex­
cellent terms, Call Bill, Poelzer, office 2-2739 or eve, 
’ 2-3319, MLS.
RUTLAND BUNGALOW — My owners have been very 
happy with me for 3 yrs, and even though I have 2 
bis, up and one In the full basement, plus a large sun­
deck in the back, my family needs more robin and 
have decided to trade me or sell me at the sacrifice 
price of only $21,500.00!! With low monthly payments. 
Call Norm Yaeger for details, Office 2-2739 or eve, 2- 
3574. MLS. " .
1U1I Wotxki 3-4031 Bert Budko 3-6497
Bill Trotheway 71MT-2970 (collect)
New, exceptionally well-built.
Be sure to call in. 
BELGO ROAD, RUTLAND 
Watch for Sign. — MLS.
MRS. CROSSEN IN ATTENDANCE
KELOWNA REALTY LTD
243 Bernard Ave. 762-4919
429 Hwy. 33, Rutland, Phone 765-7704
NEW HOUSE WITH REVENUE SUITE, on Doyle Road 
in Rutland. Only 2 blocks to schools and transpr”' Nice 
three bedroom home, only $25,000.00. Call Midvalley F alty 
at 765-7704. MLS.
LOOK! LOOK! LOOK! Rutland Road, Rabbit Ranch, com­
plete with four bedroom home, 1.21 acre and facilities for 
up to 2300 rabbits. Priced at $37,500.00. Call Midvalley 
Realty at 765-7705. MLS.
A WHALE OF A DEAL. We have just listed a house on 
Jasmine Rd. Tastefully decorated* inside and out, featuring 
built-in planter. Carpeted rec. room, fruit storage room 
and garden. This three bedroom home also offers a unique 
4th bedroom off of rec. room with elevated floor. Make no 
decision untin you have seen this one. For more infor- 
ma’ion call Midvalley Realty at 765-7704. MLS.
HORSE LOVERS AND PEOPLE, who want an acreage 
in Rutland. Attention! We have just listed 2 lovely acre­
ages with large older homes in very good condition. These 
properties are located in a quiet area and very close to 
amenities. Please call your Midvalley Realty office at 765- 
7704 for more particulars. Priced at $20,500.00. MLS.
Gordon Davis ----  765-7436 Ken Alpaugh .... 762-6558
Richard Gentllie . 765-7955 Bill Haskett 
Al, Horning.........  765-5090 Otto Graf ..




A large 2 bedroom home (1258 sq. ft.) one block from shop­
ping and schools at 789 Bernard Avenue. Lot size 50' by 137'. 
Legal. Lot 18, Block 15, D.L. 138, Map 262. O.D.Y.D. Phone 
762-4247 for appointment lo view
Written offers will be received up to Aug. 18th, 1972. The 












21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
If the
"FOR SALE" 
sign on your property 




You’re not reaching all the 
possible purchasers through 
the only proven and effi­
cient real estate service. 
RESULTS COUNT — 
1,833 properties sold with 
a total value of over 35 





8 room Colonial style lake­
shore home. Fully furnished. 



















WEST KELOWNA ESTATES LTD.
Excellent View of Lake and City —- Large Lots. 
Several VLA Siz.es — Domestic Water — Roads will 
be Paved — Underground Power and Telephone — 
Excellent Drainage — Very Well Treed with Pine — 
Only 7 Minutes from Kelowna — Terms Available. 
Location: West Side of Okanagan Lake 
OVERLOOKING KELOWNA
Cross over the bridge turn right at the West Side road,
continue to Bear Creek road, turn left and proceed 
Parkinson Road and West Kelowna Estates.
OFFICE PHONE 763-6689
J. W. SCOTT 
Phone 768-5896




Come । and see this attractive 3 bedroom family honip at 
970 SKYLINE STREET, GLENMORE
Fireplace, sundeck, carport, gas heat, fruit trees, 88’xl08’ lot 
with fenced back yard, Ideal for small children. Price $25,500, 
cash Id 7% mortgage of approx. $9,700.
PHONE 762-2599
HAVE A LOOK
ai something new! Drive down quiet McClure। Road, 
Okanagan Mission. New three bedroom bungalow — 






Four bedroom home, cathe­
dral entrance, 1050 sq. ft. 
under 1 year old>. Sundeck. 
Basement developed, rum­
pus room plus ensuite plumb­
ing. Landscaped. $21,950 or 
best offer.
LOOK AT THIS ONE 
At Monterey Rd. off Cactus 
Rd., in Rutland!.
New custom built duplex, 
Double glass balcony with 
sliding doors, full basement, 4 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms one 
aide; 2 bedrooms, 1 bathroom 
and roughed-in plumbing and 
wiring in basement other 
side, 2 door cathedral en­




3 br. and family rm. on 1,400 «q. 
ft. main floor. Full base. % acre 





& Mortgage Money Available 






Ixit "B”, Plan 21673 located at 
1652 Blondcaux Crescent (Glen- 
more area) in the R-l (Single 
Family Residential) zone. Size 
.275 acres irregular shaped, 
Price $6,350,00. For further de­
tails contact D, B, Herbert, City 
Administrator, City Hall, 1435 
Water Street, Kelowna, D.C., 
Telephone 763-6011.
D. B. Herbert, 
City Administrator.




SHUSWAP LAKE AREA 
BY OWNER 1
io
Like new, 12 units, unique A- 
Frumc Chalet style. 2,3 acres 
treed, on River, 5 bedroom 
home:
$92,000
Box 288, Sicainous, B.C.
' ’ 12
VIEW LOTS
Edan Estates — Winfield
Panoramic vIcwn, paved 
roads, underground services, 
good noil and trees, Close to 
3 lakes,
From $4,250 to ITJBOO, terms.




W. F, S If
tt
ONE LOT LEFT NEAR 
NEW RUTLAND 
SPORTS COMPLEX 







HtlllHY AND PICK YOUR COLORS 
on tills new three bedroom home, fea­
turing a large sundeck and patla 
door*, luxury broadloom In living room, 
hnll mid maater bedroom) double win­
dows i roughed In plumbing In bait- 
nicnt and qunllty built throughout. Full 
price Is only *21,9(15 with lust *78(1 
down (with *1,000 B.C. grant) to an 
ll'|«% NBA mortgage, For all th* de­
tails please cull Don Walllnder at 7*3- 
OOilfl or Crestview Hornet at 703'1717.
1.1
HUItltV (IN THIN ONE.”T|j» 
home for *7011 down payment lo one 
Ilk'.; NIIA mortgage, Features Includ­
ed nre luxury brondloom In living 
room, liall nnd master bedroom, largo 
sundeck and patio doors, Mi bath In 
mnster bedroom, roughed In plumbing 
in biiseinent, double glared windows 
pint many other auallty features, For 
all the details oull Don Walllnder at 
703-0(100 or Crestview Homes at 703-
3737, t»
WANT A FAMILY HOMET 2370 Alb 
.bolt Struct, buy direct from owner 
nnd iiuvo on thin five bedroom home. 
Throe upiialra, twp downatulra in * 
roinplctoil haaoment. Oak (Ino re 
Ihrou'Hhoiit upstair*. Two bathroom*, 
bright klk'lien, rumpun loom., Fully 
lamlM'apcil with cool »h«da treat. near 
hoapllnl, paik and lake, Caah to .5% 
moil anna or dlacuaa term*, *»,0W. 
Telephone 704-7057. 14
OWNF.IHIUIhT 'll()MK~iN~ RUTLANIX 
Cloae lo everything, Large family home 
contnlnlng five bmlrooma. Reamed liv­
ing room with fireplace, large nun- 
dock mill carport on large nicely lend* 
neaped lot, To view, call Don Cam. 
eron, dnyn 703-4032 nr evening* W- 
70M. MIK Lund end Warren Realty 
l.td,, 44U llerniiril Ave., Kelowna, R.<!.
WKI.L ri.ANNICD 'I'linEIB IIKIinOOM 
lioinr. Larxr llvln* room, xpproxl' 
mnlcily m'xlfl’i IH'xIfl' ■unrfcok. bark- 
v»nl fi'iKcd for privacy, <»rp«tln* 
iliroiiihoul, four plrc* bath with rnu*h* 
in for arionrt bath In haaemanl, 71* 
Sparrow Hoad, fllillind, Takpliona 7»S> 
71(11 nftrr llt(W p m. Trxilaa conaldarad. , 
What h»v« ymi? 11
hw Aiwwtinri ’ iioAO. 'nKFORK 
you buy, »<•« thia -• thrr* lar*« b*rt- 
I'ooma, wall tn wall throughout, emrnd 
aundcck, (arnorl, full baaamant roufhad. 
In for Iwo hadrooin «ult«. Duplax M, 
underground wiring. n«*r old Rutland 
airport auhdlviaion. Immadiato poaMta- 
Ion. All thl» iat *1* aquara foot, Ownar 
703*537. H
iTumix for N(ir.K in owner Anri 
llullaml. (food Invaatmant, Talapbuua 
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21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
BUILT BY OWNER. BRAND NEW 
three bedroom, two bathroom homes 
dlnln* room, lovely Utcbea. two fire- 
place*, aha* carpet throoghooL rec. 
room partly ftotahed. Attached gar­
age, beautiful balcony. Owner moving, 
mart aell. Bert otter. Telephone 
769L_____________ 0
BY OWNER: THREE BEDROOM 
boom, one year old, wall to wall 
carpeting, full basement (partly finish­
ed). largo nunpua room, 13'x40*. Ckwe 
to school and dropping. Mart bo sold— 
owner transferred. *22400. with 13.700 
down. Balance at t%%. Telephone its- 
*77*._________________ U
THREE BEDROOM HOME WITH 
fireplace. One. bedroom and rumps* 
room down. CIom to school, shopping 
and beach. Lota of shade trees over 
patio. Lot la 70 feet by 130 feet Low 
taxes. Drive by 401 Meikle Road, if 
interested telephone owner at 763-3380.
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
COMMERCIAL SPACE
FOR RENT
Retail and office, in new mod* 
em, air conditioned building, 
downtown Kelowna on Bernard 
Ave. Choose your space now. 
Contact Al Salloum at
OKANAGAN REALTY
551 Bernard Ave.
762-5544, eves 762-2673 
if
MOSAIC CENTRE. 1443 ST. PAUL ST. 
(awarded Park and Tilford trophy. 
Certificate of honor. 1571). Second 
ftocr office available for tease. 500 
square feet phis 48 square foot patio. 
Suitable financial or sates office. Rental 
S2» per month including sir condi­
tioning (one control), heating, lighting, 
janitor service. Ample parking at 
tenant rates. Telephone 763-4811. tf
NOW RENTING - NORTHGATE 
Plaza, commercial, retail and office 
space. 604 square foot to 1450 square 
foot areas available. Rents from *200 
to *350 per month. Apply Argus Indus­
trie* Ltd.. Northgate Plaza or telephone 
763-3732.  U
AIR CONDITIONED OFFICE SPACE 
for tease in new Rutland professional 
building. Telephone 765-7027.
PARKING SPACE FOR RENT. $7.50 
per month. Close to Arena. Telephone 
763-5257. &
INSTRUMENTS
FOR BALE PLAYER PIANO. TELE- 
phone 7624503. . 9
298. ANTIQUES
STROHM'S ANTIQUES. GEORGIAN SIL- 
ver. Limoges china, beautiful paintings 
at Strohm’s Antiques next door to 
Strohm’s Barber and Beauty Shop. 2976 
Pandosy Street. tf
*72 GIBSON. S.G. DELUXE. <350 OR 
best offer. Case included. Excellent 
condition. Maplewood finger board. Tele­
phone 765-7198, 1233 Cunningham Road.
10
ONE ALTEC-LANSING 13" BASS 
speaker (enclosed), also 90 R.M.S. 
Fender Bauman Amp. Telephone 766. 
2991. 8
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
FIVE ROOM HOME, TWO TONE 
stucco. Cement driveway and patio. 
Full garage, large living room, hard­
wood floors. Fireplace,, gas furnace, 
copper . plumbing. Basement checked 
for extra, suite. Three block* from Capri.
*224W. Telephone 762-7228. it
FOR SALE. TWO BEAUTY SHOPS. 
One to Warfield area to Trail, one in 
Trail. B.C. on Rossland Avenue. Dras­
tically reduced price on both shops or 
one. Owner is very sick and must sen 
out. Telephone 384-5030. Trail or write 
798 Ro*sland Avenue. Trail, B.C. 8 
TWO BEDROOM RETIREMENT HOME 
with taxes only *3.00 per month. Ideal­
ly located to southside. one block from 
lake, shopping centre and bus service. 
Only *17.900. Can owner at 762-3518 bet­
ween 12:00 • 1:00. or 5:00 - 6:00 p.m. 
No agent*.tt 
REDUCED TO SELL (BY OWNER): 
Executive home in Lakeview Heights. 
Three bedrooms up. finished down. 
Two fireplsccs. Larger covered sun­
deck. View of lake. *6.000 could handle. 
Full price *29.900. CaU 762-3153 or 763- 
2413. « 
BY OWNER: REVENUE HOME, FOUR 
bedrooms, (three up, one down) plus 
one bedroom self contained suite in 
basement. Carport, double garage—fin­
ished, insulated and heated. Mortgage
Fu!> price *27400. Telephone 763- 
2992, 2264 Aberdeen Street.__________tf
FOR SALE A NEW TWO BEDROOM 
. home, by owner, shag carpet through­
out Roughed-in rumpus room. Double 
fireplace, carport. Across from new 
park to Rutisnd. Telephone 765-9129. 
aventogs.__________________ _ _______
NEW TWO BEDROOM HOME IN 
Lakeview Heights. Carpeted throughout, 
double fireplace, sundeck tmd carport. 
On targe view lot with apple and prune 
trees. Near shop* and schooL Full price 
*25400. Telephone 769-4463.tt 
PRIVATE SALE: THREE BEDROOM 
home on Richmond Street near Bank- 
head school. Recreation room to base­
ment with fireplace and second bath­
room. *28400. 7M% NHA mortgage.
MODERN STORE AT 
SYCAMORE MALL
OKANAGAN MISSION
Approx. 1500 sq. ft. Fully Carpeted, air conditioned, 
gas heated, ample parking.
Apply
R. H. Hall, Okanagan Mission 
Telephone 764-4535
9
Telephone 762-4527. W, tf
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
THIS COULD BE A REAL BUSINESS 
opportunity. Model 110 Austin-Western 
Crane, an hydraulic, telescopic boom, 
self-propelled, with cab. Fully over­
hauled engine and transmission. Full 
price *8300.00 plus 3% S.S. Tax. CaU 
Gemco Equipment Limited, 991 EDI* 
Street., Kelowna, 762-3939 or G. Marks 
at 762-3432. evenings, or Earl Tlscher
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
762-8922. 10
ONE Man LEATHER AND SHOE RE- 
palr shop for sate. Established busi­
ness. good location. AU equipment, 
supplies Included to *2.000 price. Tele­
phone 768-5959. 269 Leon Avenue.
_____________________________ W, S. 17 
BUSINESS PREMISES FOR RENT. 
Idesl for small store, repair shop etc. 
Over 600 square feet downtown with 
parking. Telephone 763-5257. tt
26. MORTGAGES, LOANS
NO MORTGAGE PROBLEM ON THIS 
3.600 square foot ranch style home on 
large lot, now vacant and ready to 
move Into. Near Orchard Park Shopping 
Centre. Full price *24400. See it any-
time. 1923 Ambrosl Road. 9
THREE BEDROOM HOME, FULL 
basement, targe lot. close to school. 
Carpeted throughout Roughed in plumb­
ing to basement. 1040 square feet. 
*19,900. Telephone 765-6018.tf
BY BUILDER. IMMACULATE, THREE 
bedroom home, two baths, carpet 
throughout, beautiful rumpus room, 
view of entire valley. Telephone 765-
INVESTORS
18,900 2nd mortgage at 18% 
following $9,900 1st'on property 
appraised at $30,000. Also 
14,600 2nd at 18% pays at $72 
per month.
Telephone 763-4040 or 
764-4247 evenings
9
WANTED: *13,000 FIRST MORTGAGE 
on business building. 12%. Telephone
768-5823. 13
6806. 15 28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
BY BUILDER. NEW TWO BEDROOM 
home on double lot. 1130 square feet, 
fun basement, watt to wall carpets, 
double fireplace, carport and patio on 
GrenfeU Road. Telephone 762-7015. tt
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX - RENTED. 
Full basement, carpeted, carports, land­
scaped. Fun price *26.700. Telephone 
765-6514 or 765-6018. No Saturday calls
please. tt
PRIVATE SALE: EXECUTIVE HOME 
with every convenience for gracious 
living. Near lake with beautiful view. 
Leaving province, must selL Telephone 
769-4171. tf
*16400 HOME NEAR SHOPPING 
centre, close to hospital, schools. New 
furnace, garage, on sewer. Immediate 
. occupancy. Easy terms. 835 Burne Ave-
nue. Telephone 763-4201._____________ 11
PRIVATE SALE. TJTO BEDROOM 
country home with acreage near Kel­
owna. Fun basement, spacious living 
room, kitchen and1 dining room. Tele-
FREEZER PAK
No. 3 — 5 Lbs. Ground Beef 
5 lbs. Chuck Steak 
3% lb. Chicken 
2 lbs. Pork Chops 
1 lb. Salami (sliced) 
2 lbs. Bacon (sliced) 
1 lb. Stew 
1 lb. Frying Sausage 
20% lbs. of meat for $15 
Top Quality
Asks about our many other 
PAKS
Phone 765-7188
phone 762-7930. 10 PROKAY MEATS
NEW TWO BEDROOM HOME. FULLY 
carpeted, walnut cupboards, utility, car­
port. sundeck. *18,900. No Saturday 
calls please. Telephone 765-6514 or 765- 
8018.27
TWO YEAR OLD. THREE BEDROOM 
home with full basement and carport. 
Large lot with low taxes. Close to 
school. Price just *19,900. Telephone 763-
VEGETABLES
9218 or 763-8096. 9
BY OWNER, THREE BEDROOM 
home, hardwood floors, fireplace, fin­
ished basement. Nicely landscaped. 
Term* if desired. 2365 Abbott St., Kel-
owna. M. W. F. 12
MODERN LOG CABIN. NESTLED 
among six acre* of pines. Domestic 
water, view property. Westbank area. 
*17^00, terms. Telephone 768-5959.
W. S. 17
BY BUILDER: THREE BEDROOM 
houses in all locations. Lou Guldl 
Construction Ltd. Telephone 763-3240
and 768-5267. tt
DUPLEX, TWO BEDROOMS. FIRE- 
S laces. basements, centre carport*. One 
lock from lake. One aldo rented. Cash
to mortgage. Telephone 762-4324. tt
FRESH VEGETABLES, 
SWEET CORN, FIELD 
TOMATOES, APRICOTS 
AND PEACHES 
ready for eating or canning
BLUEBERRIES 
freezing or canning.
32. WANTED TO BUY
SPOT CASH
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
items.
Phone us first at 762-5599 




1918' MODEL T. RUNS LIKE NEW. 
Also lots of Model T parts. Telephone 
765-9080. W» S. tt
WANT A GOOD TRUMPET FOR BE- 
ginner. Telephone 769-4373. 13
Apply
VALLEY FRUIT STAND 
Highway 97N or S 
tf
PEACHES & APRICOTS 
FIELD CORN AND 
TOMATOES
Now Available at 
TREVOR’S FRUIT STAND 
KLO Road — 763-4390 
Also blueberries, 
transparent apples, local field 
cucumbers and other 
farm fresh vegetables.
tf
APRICOTS —tree ripened. 





NICE. YOUNG, FRESH ZUCCHINI 
squash and vegetable marrow. On the 
Organic Farm near Mission Creek 
School on KLO Road. Telephone 762-
6210. 9
ATTENTION HORSE OWNERS - 
Timothy and clover hay, alialfa and 
grass hay, pure alfalfa bay: also straw.
Telephone 763-3415. W. S tt
APRICOTS AT LAKEVIEW CHILD 
Care Centre. Thacker Road. Lakeview 
Heights. " Telephone -769-4248. Please 
bring containers. 10
APRICOTS AT CASA LOMA FRUIT 







in Lakeview Heights, 
Turn left at Shell Station 
(Hwy. 97 S.) onto Boucherie Rd. 
Drive 1 mile.
N. TOEVS ORCHARDS 
769-4108 
8 A.M. - 8 P.M.
tf
35. HELP WANTED, FEMALE
COME GROW WITH A&W
WANTED: VIOLA, GOOD QUALITY, 
tone. 16 to 16V> inch. State name, price. 
Write A. Watson. 8805-97th Street. 
Edmonton. Alberta. 8
AMERICAN COMPACT OR IMPORTED 






34. HELP WANTED, MALE
Royal Trust
needs
REAL ESTATE SALES MANAGER 
For Kelowna Branch
This office will serve
Vernon, Kelowna, Penticton
Join the Company that sells a house in 
Canada every 58 minutes.
For confidential interview write or telephone
Syd A. Hodge, Manager, Real Estate







Apply - Personnel Dept
Simpsons-Sears, Orchard Park
9
APRICOTS FOR SALE. CALL AT 
orchard after 6 p.m. M. L. Kuipers, 
Barnaby Road, Okanagan Mission. 11
APRICOTS IOC PER POUND PICKED. 
8c per pound—you pick. Telephone 769-
APRICOTS FOR SALE. 10C PER 
pound, pick your own. Telephone 762- 
7505. A. R. Casorso, Casorso Road, tf
4407 after 6 p.m. 8
YELLOW TRANSPARENT APPLES. 
44 mile East of Okanagan College on
KLO Road. A. Frank. 8
PICKLING CUCUMBERS AND RED 
Pontiac potatoes. Telephone 762-6079. 
■ 8, 11
FRESH GREEN BEANS. TELEPHONE
Naka's at 765-5586. M. W. F. tf
TOMATOES. CUCUMBERS FOR DILLS.
Telephone 765-6191. W, S. 11
28A. GARDENING
WELL-ROTTED COW MANURE, 23.00 
per yard. Five yard minimum delivery. 
Discount on large orders. Telephone
763-3415. tt
WILL DO ROTOTILLING AT REA- 
sonahlo rates. For estimates telephone
763-8311. tf
TREES TRIMMED AND REMOVED.
Telephone 765-8297. tf
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
SALES TRAINEE
Three positions with growing company offer
Professional status
Career training program.
No seniority for advancement.
Pension Plan.
Potential Yearly earning $8,000 to $10,000.
Applicants aged 18 or over, Positive and sports minded. 
Receptive to new ideas. Have drive for sales and public
relations. Car essential.
For appointment call Collect 
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
763-3921
Due to our Expansion Programme 
The A&W - Shops Capri 
are accepting applications for 
Full Time Car Hostesses
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
INS OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS CONVEX-n 
tibte. automatic transmission, power 
steering, power brakes, tspedeck. good • 
top. Any reasonable otter accepted. (
Telephone 765-7877. i
DINE BUGGY 1970. 1600 CC. SUPER I 
beetle engine. Two barrel carb., bead-, .
•rs. Metal flak* fiberglass body with t 
removabl* top. Must b* seen, open to
YOU WILL ENJOY—





MRS. DELCOURT at 762-3190
Between 5-6 p.m. only
Married Ladies and Students welcome if 
able to work weeknites.
8
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE REQUIRES 
experienced stenographer. Reply Box 
A840. The Kelowna Dally Courier. 
__ __________________ 2.4.5,8,11 
EXPERIENCED LEGAL STE N O- 
graphers required by local taw firm.
Reply Box 190, Telephon* 763-2100, tf
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER, FAST 
efficient service. Suite No. 22, 436 Ber- 
nard or telephon* 763-5272. M. W, F, 26
WOULD LIKE LADY TO DO MY 
ironing in her home. Close to Martin 
Avenue area. Telephone 763-3498. 8
WANTED: LADY HOUSEKEEPER,*TO 
llv* to. Telephon* 762-5027. tf
36. HELP WANTED, 
MALE OR FEMALE
PERSON TO DO 
SERVICE STATION 
BOOKKEEPING
3 hours each morning, 7 
per week.
Apply Mr. Purdy
THREE BEDROOM HOME, CLOSE IN, 
north end, near bus stop, school. Nicely 
landscaped. *20.000. 631 Bay Avenue. 
Telephone 762-2451.tf
25 ACRES ON SILVER STAR ROAD, 
Vernon. Beautifully treed, lots of water, 
power and good roads, with very good 
potential. Telephone 763-2043. tt
THBEE BEDROOM HOUSE, FULL 
basement, air conditioned, quiet neigh­
borhood In Bankhead opposite park, *31,- 
800, Telephone 762-2170. tt
250 ’ PATTERSON ROAD. RUTLAND. 
*26400 has *18,600 mortgage. Three 
bedrooms, covered sundeck. Telephone
M
w MARSHALL WELLS
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
THE BRITISH COLUMBIA HUMAN 
rights act prohlblls any advertise- 
menl that discriminates against any 
person or any class of person be­
cause of race, religion, color, na­
tionality. ancestry, place of origin or 
against anyone because of ago be­
tween 44 and 65 years unless tho dis­
crimination <s justified by a bona fide 
requirement for tho work Involved.
763-9131. tt
I.OT NO. 3 ON WELKE ROAD, THREE 
bedroom house (no basement), largo 
dining room, kitchen, living room. Tele-
phone 76 I-40G3. 12
LOT 38 AND 39. TWO BEDROOMS, 
full basement, also legal suites In base­
ment. On (ladder Avenue. Telephone 
784-40(13. 12
THREE BEDROOM. FULL llASEMENT 
homo on sewer, sundeck and carport, 
close to school. *3,000 will handle, Tele-
phone 763'9029. 10
WELL BUILT LAKESHORE CABIN. 
Close In, Very reasonable lor cash, or 
Irada for late model (1MC nr Chev
pickup, Telephone 762-0272, 19
USED GOODS CLEARANCE
1—Used Daven, only .........................
1—Used 6 pcs. DR Suite ....................... .
1—Used Swivel Rocker ................ ........ .
1—Used Dayniter ......... . .......... . ............... .
1—Used 40" G.E. Range ..........................
1—Used 40” HotpQlnt Range .................. .
1—Used Speed Queen Dryer ......... . .........
1—Used Wringer Washer ......................... .
1—Used 22" Range ........... ........................
1—Used Marquette 16’ Fridge ................ .





























for front-end nnd lube bay In 







PART TIME FRONT END A'lTKN- 
limit for service Mallon In lUitland, 
Expnrlcm'o preferred. Apply In person. 
Rutland Esao Service; if
BY OWNERi THREE BEDROOM, 
full basement homo. CIIMC mort­
gage.1 Clos* to schools, churches, shop- 
ping centre. Telephone 761-7089. ,10
. MY~OWNEllt TWO BEDROOM HOME, 
gae furnace, fully landscaped. Close to 
> achoota and Southgate shopping centra.
Clear <title. Telephone 761-7069. 10
7 ACRES. wTfil'GOOD HOUSE. OR 4 
•ere* without buildings. View ot Vat* 
ley and take, Irrigation, power, tele- 
phone. Telephone 761-3697, 9
FOR B^LE HY OWNED, MODEIIN 
neW two bedroom home, clear Hile, 
located in Rutland.' For toll Informa­
tion telephon* 761-4261 9
\ , LAIIGE THREE BEDROOM HOUSE
\ wltli baMnicnt, 1/1 acre fully dsvcloned, 
low laxcs. N«ar Orchard Part, Tele- 
phon* 7M C913. ' S
NEW. TWO BEDROOM lioUSK WITH 
full basement and carport on Holbrook 
Hoad, Rutland, (11,000, Telephone 761 • 
8607, ■' ' J__ , ■ , 9
/hY'oWt&airNEw"THREE BEDROOM 
homo onV) acre of tend. Good view, 
Vl.A cpproied, Telephon* 769-4313 after
6 p.tn. , 8
C^NTHAf-LY LOCATED THflKK BED- 
room duplex for pale, *36.000, Tritphono 
76^4131. tf
HOUSE FOII BALE 
Hoad. Iwo mils* from 
phone 7»l «r.j, 
UK)Kf Mtn DOWN
ON GI.KNMOHE 
City Limits. Tele- 
14
C4)UI4V BUY A
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
GIVE US AN OFFER? WE HAVE NO 
room. Thin new furniture must l>u nold, 
Box aprlng, mnttreaaca, two piece 
chcnterfleld aultca, end and coffee 
labtea, tempi. See at Pine Village 
llomci ofllce. H mile along Chute Lake 
Hoad, Okanagan Minion, Open evening!, 
_______________________ 13 
WOODEN INSULATED BIN APPHOXL 
matety 3’x5', atalnlcm atcel finial*. 
Ideal for holding Ice — ice machine 
could be placed on (op of lime, Ap­
proximately )2’x30‘xll’ frceier box, «" 
llyroloain walli, plywood finish Inaide 
•nd .out. New co»i M,oon - iell for 
*1.WW, Box A 847, the Kelowna Dally 
Courier_____________________________9
H'xVw coouin, 2*'ir7F^cooi^EH’. 
D‘x9'>8' frceier. These unlta are com­
mercially manufactured with white 
metal finlah Inilda and out. Unite con- 
•truciedl In 4* icslloni. Loinpreaaort 
and coIte may tie purcbaied with unite. 
Aitalng price MEta of coil. Apply to Box 
A *47, The Kelowna Dally Courier. 9
WRICKING OID HEVFlJnOKE HOS 
pllal. uaed lumtur, lloureacent llghta, 
maple flooring, elevator, electric panel 
boxea, 300,000 naed red hrlctaa, Intute- 
lion, pipe, 1-beama, See man on Job 
••ven dayc per week, liavelatoke, Brit- 
Uh Columbia. p
3 IWfi’ KIKPHITK ~i>()w''TFMI‘ 
cotte, 24. h p. I-low temp. I term coin- 
prr»«or. 3-3 h.p 30 e-alft’ plaira 
(or heeling JO’ c<>me>or 10' whle 
reversible IJ liUdlng s onsevor n uh
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
33 li.P. OUTBOAHD ^Mf'miii AND 
mini-hike, etc, Gnrlici'n Now and Used. 
Mustang bicycles *3840 each. Boat 
lank, (13. Televisions, new windows, 
mlnl'liiko etc, Gober's Now nnd Used, 
Wcstliank. Telephone 700-M2X_______  13
MUST HELL "TiEDROOH S UITE, 
lamps, tables, chesterfield and chair, 
kliclion suite, Used six months, Also 
refrigerator and stove, Telephone 7()2-
0031. 10
MOVING! NEW HOUSEHOLD FUHNI- 
turn for sale, Can lie seen 483 Mallacii 
Hoad, Rutland or telephone 765-71)05.
Il 
miNEHAL EidX'ITtlt’tlAS DllYEll. 
Ilko now) Kenmore portable aewtng ma­
chine, never iwdl cx|xi-n»loii ladder,
Telephone 7(11-7187. 9
INDIAN BUG, HALF I’RICE, t)’xt2’. 
Sculptured. m(l guiil, nlniinl new. l ull 
price *300. l<’h-|>hono Kil-7373 niter l> 
p.m. ’ n
31" BED, WITH BOX lil'BING AND 
Maltreat, In very good comllllmi. Tele-
phono 701-3712, II
nvi. Pirn in dhoom Mini', w ah
now, itefrlgcralnf and Move, nlao now
double lied. Ivlophono 763-70(15 
AUTOMATIC-WASHER AND 
also atiidhi. couch. I ctephomt






hnhl fol niluir. )w> )> ILirlinan itn.i.l. 
Hiiltand , III
, new Scbsetvr buill home in Itu<l*n<l 
■ Tslephcns T69.-IIM. 7«4 »»»s 11
P R O F E R T V * 7 33INVESTMENT 
, acre property la Winfield.
adJMrtahte l*ss> 14' wldo. Boa A *4?......... i
Ihr hrlowna Dail* Cnotwi '►5141 BIC FOOT DI I'P I Bl F,7F, DM 1
NEW AIK CONBinONER, COMFORT, i 111 M n'"- 1 ’’'cphono .ftv 
lira n n i i tnr Uriu hfttn* nr I J
(M0 Tetephone I TlifU I BI AUTll VL H HNS FOB 
i» sals. TaiealMM TM-svn in
Aire, ll.KW BT( for








otter*. Telephono 762-8936. »
1984 VOLKSWAGEN CUSTOM BUILT < 
camper. Fully equipped and ready to > 
go with 15.004 miles <m factory re-con- ( 
dltlonsd engine. *1450. Telephone 7*2-1
4880. 111
MERCEDES BENZ *M. 220 B. VERY, 
good condition. Many new extra*. (1400, 
or otter*. 763-5037 anytime or 4358, 
Hobson Road. Mission, between 13-8,
p.m. 11.
1970 CUBA. *40. SIX PACK. FOUR' 
speed. U.S. me**, new tires, new paint. 
Nack exterior, white interior. Im­
maculate. Telephon* 763-2883 or vltw 
st 1339 Lawrence Avenue.__________ •
1966 MUSTANG FASTBACK. 289. AUTO- 
matlc. new tires and paint, white ex­
terior, black interior, Immaculate. Tele­
phone 763-2883 or view at 1339 Law- 
rtnee Avenue. ________ t
im TOYOTA COROLLA. TWO DOOR 
coupe, standard, radio, two winter Ures. 
10.000 miles. Tslephon* 765-7513 alter
• p.m. u
40. PETS ond LIVESTOCK
PUREBRED SAINT BERNARD PUP- 
pies, males and females, two months 
old. Papers avsllable. *125. Telephone 
265-3227, or 265-3355, Nakusp.________ 10
PUREBRED WHITE FEMALE 
poodle pups. Plessa call 766-2971 be- 
tween 6-7 evenings. tf
FOR SALE: ONE YEARLING PONY. 
Ideal for children. Telephon* 765-6477.
___________________________________ 10 
HOME WANTED FOR THREE MONTH 
old part Labrador male puppy. (Free). 
Telephone 763-5698.__________________ 9
PEKINGESE PUPPIES FOR SALE. 
Registered with first shot*. ■ *75 each.
1965 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON. 
Must sell—what otters! Telephone 762- 
0810. Can b* seen at KeKh’s Chevron
Service. Pandosy and KLO. 11
1966 COMET FOUR DOOR, SIX CYUN- 
der. standard transmission. Good con­
dition. Or will trade tor travel 
trailer. Telephone 762-8308. 10
1967 CORTINA GT. GOOD CONDITION. 
Radial tires. Extra*. Offers? Telephone 
765-9134 between 3:30-7:30 evenings. Ask
lor Mlfc*. 19
1963 VAUXHALL. FOUR DOOR SE- 
dan., Excellent condition. Good gas 
mileage. Asking *393. For further in-
formation telephone 764-4*11. 10
Telephone 762-8100.
BEAUTIFUL SORREL, REGISTERED 
Quarter Horse yeariln* colt Good tem­
perament. Telephone 764-4967. 3. *. 11
41. MACHINERY AND 
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE — FRONT END LIGHT- 
ning loader. 1060 Hollywood Road. Rut-
land. Telephone 765-6171.
1970 SATELUTE V-8. POWER STEER- 
Ing. power brakes, automatic transmis­
sion. Still under full wairsnty. Tele­
phone 765-8624 after 5 p.m. 9
1967 CAMARO. AUTOMATIC TRANS^ 
mission. 327, tape deck and radio. Lady 
driven. *1.895. Telephone 7*5-8141 even- 
togs.____________ 9
1963 CHEVROLET SIX CYLINDER, 
standsrd. *375 or best offer. Tele- 
phone 765-5037._______________________•
MUST SELL 1971 GALAXY 500. FAC» 
tory air conditioning. Excellent condl-
days 42. AUTOS FOR SALE
tlon. Telephone 763-4025. tf
1966 VOLKSWAGEN FASTBACK, 
radio, good, rubber, new muffler. Top
1972 FIRENZAS








Thacker Dr., Lakeview Rd. 
and> Collens Hill Rd.
RUTLAND
Hwy. No. 97 - Hwy. No. 
to Dilworth Rd.
Contact 
The Circulation Dept. 




34. HELP WANTED, MALE
on sale now at
JACOBSEN 
PONTIAC-BUICK LTD. 
“Your Total Transportation 
Centre”
1658 Pandosy Ph.: 763-7700
Used Car Lot 763-6060 
_______ 9
SAVE $1,000
1972 9-Passenger Ltd. Station 
Wagon. Air conditioning, ra­





QUALIFIED PROFESSIONAL SKI in­
structor required for a 6 month period 
commencing September 15th. CSI pre­
ferred or ASI with potential acceptable, 
GLM experience valuable. Future op­
portunity for right person. Contact 
"S'toon Ski Haus Ltd." 1563 Cumber­
land Square, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 
State qualifications, education, marital 
status, salary expected and other per-
MAN TO TRAIN AS ASSISTANT 
manager nt Big Engle Car Wash. Kel­
owna. Must bo married. Should have 
some knowledge of welding and mechan­
ics. Applicant must be bondable. Written 
applications may he sent to Big Eagle 
Car Wash, RR 3. Bcnvoulln Road, Start­
ing wage dependent on experience, tf 
_______________________________ tt 
LARGE CANADIAN MANUFACTURER’ 
Is Interested In interviewing married 
men with family respon dbllltlca to carry 
their complete line, Car essential. Write 
Box A770. The Kelowna Dally Courier 
tt
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
tlnent information.
1959 VOLKSWAGEN BUS, WITH *61 
motor, ideal for camper. Telephone 
764-4444._______ _____________________ U
1965 ANGLIA TUDOR. ABOVE AVER* 
age appearance and condition. Tele*
phone 762-6382. u
SILVER GREY 1971 240Z SIX RADIAL 
tires. From owner. Telephone 763-6709. 
__ _________________________________ 11 
SUMMER FUN. 1963 FORD GALAXY 
convertible. Reel shsrp. (330 or nearest
otter. Telephone 762-3047. 14
1970 VOLKSWAGEN VAN, EXCELLENT 
condition. Telephon* 763-4153 or 763-7338.
Ask for Al. 10
1963 VOLKSWAGEN DUNE BUGGY, 
1600 cc, excellent for street and bush.
Telephone 765-5062. 3, 8, 10
1971 TOYOTA 1600, WHITE WITH RED 
Interior. 12.000 miles. As new. Snow 
tires. Telephone 762-0984. •
1966 VOLKSWAGEN IMO. WITH SUN 
roof. 34.000 miles. *1,195. Telephone
1962 CORVETTE. Fuel Injected, power 
windows, chrome wire wheels and lug­
gage rack. Completely overhauled en­
gine and drive train. Excellent condi­
tion. *3,400 cash. Telephone 762-2016, 
8-5 Monday to Friday. Ask ftr Dick. 
_______ ______ _________13
1966 RAMBLER AMBASSADOR; V-8, 
automatic, with power steering, power 
brakes. Good condition throughout. 
52,000 original miles. Must sell by 
weekend. Full price *895. Telephone 769-
4352 after 5:00 p.m.
1966 CYCLONE GT 390, FOSI-TRACK, 
close ratio, four speed, convertible, 
power windows. *1250 or closest otter. 
Also 1963 Chev Impala, 1955 Chev two
door. Telephone 766-2619.
10
SALESMAN TO TAKE OVER ESTAB- 
llshed route, must have car and willing 
to work 49 hours weekly. Average earn­
ings $4.75 per hour. Apply stating age. 
marital status and telephone number 
Previous experience not necessary, we 
train. Write to Box A775, The Kelowna
Daily Courier. U
SALESMAN WANTED: EXPERIENCE 
preferred but not essential. Apply in 
person only. Kinney Shoes. Orchard
Park. Kelowna. 9
WANTED: TWO FULLY QUALIFIED 
hairdressers', male or female. Immedi­
ately. Please tclehono 364-2030 Trail or 
write 798 Ilossland Avenue, Trail, B.C. 8
37. SALESMEN AND 
AGENTS
LICENSED REALTOR
We require the services of one 
experienced, licensed salesman 
to start immediately. Maximum 
commission — All inquiries held
In strict confidence.
LUND AND WARREN 
REALTY LTD. 




1969 VAUXHALL VIVA, 38.000 MILES, 
A-l condition, *900 or closest offer.
Telephone 762-3609 after 6 p.m. 9
1968 FAIRLANE 500, TWO DOOR 
hardtop. Three-speed automatic. Tele.
phone 763-4143. 0
1961 ECONOLINE VAN, FOUR NEW 
tires, new battery. Best offer to *350. 
Telephone 765-8786. 9
1962 RAMBLER AMERICAN. RUNNING
order. *125. Telephone 763-2854. tt
1965 PONTIAC PARISIENNE HARD- 
top: V-8, automatic, radio, power steer­
ing, power brakes. *750 or offer. Tele-
phone 763-6586.
1965 PONTIAC PARISIENNE CUSTOM 
sports. *900. Telephone 764-4700. tt
1971 MUSTANG, V-8, AUTOMATIC. 
Telephone 765-9585. U 
1963 VOLVO B-18, GOOD CONDITION, 
*450. Telephone 762-6890. *
1960 BUICK ELECTRA. EXCELLENT 





WANTED, LIVE IN HOUSEKEKI’EH. 
Immediately, Younger person preferred. 
Adult home. All modern convenience)!, 
air conditioned. Telephone 702-4410, tt 
SCOTIA BANK, RUTLAND^ POSITION 
open for experienced teller. Full or 
part time. Telephone Mr. Brown, 703-
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
PENSIONER, AGE 60. WISHES GOOD 
homo. Will do light work In exchange 
for rent, Including hotel or motel mana­
ging. Willy Vaillancourt, General Dellv-
5126. 11 cry, Kelowna, 1 10
HAVE YOU TWO HOURS TO SPARE'.' 
Want tn make *4,000 tn *3,000 Per 
year? You'ro the lady I’m looking for, 
Telephono 760-44311, 9





Applications for the position of CLERK-STENOGllAPHER II 
- CITY CLERK'S DEPARTMENT, will be accepted by the 
undersigned up to 4:30 pun,, Friday, August 18th,' 1072.
DUTIES —■ Genera!' office duties Involving work of ii fairly 
complex nature Including report typing, typing of Council 
nnd Committee minutes; By-Laws, Resolutions and othvr 
typing for the Clerk’s Depiutmcnt.' Transcribing dictation, 
counter work, filing and other normal office duties.
QUALIFICATIONS — High school graduation supplemented 
by an appropriate commercial course, A fairly Idgh level ot 
typing proficiency Is required,together with the ability to use 
dictaphone dictating equipment in transcribing dictation, 
Ability to use Savin and TTR Mimeographing mnchlhes and 
binding equipment is required as well iui ability to learn nnd 
follow Instructions nnd ability fo get along) with fellow em­
ployees,
SALARY RANGE (per month) — 3 Months Probation $32«; 
Balance of First Year $380; Second Year $424; Third Year 
S151; Fourth Year $482,
The nppolnlmenl will bo made as soon ns jawiible,
.lames Hudson, 
City Clerk.
PLASTER AND STUCCO HEPAIH8. 
Ohl crumbled haneinontii mode an new. 
SpnnlHh or deoign plndtor on feature 
concrete wnlln. Telophono 763-8272, If 
INJuittSD SECOND #OBLD WAR 
■ervlco mnn will do house wrecking or 
clennlng houses by contract. For Iren 
estimates telephone 762-7813. 13
AfXOulsTANl'J«TA7MCE^ 
merit ns necoiintnnt or office mnnngcr, 
Kelownn nroa. Kopiy A. Odell, 1832 
Bowes Street, Kelownn. 11
sSiTmTTuEb~(R^
Ilko pnrl time employment ns care- 
Inkers, etc. (nights preferred). Tele-
phono 703-7160. 9
WILL LANDSCAPE OH FENCE YOUR 
yard nt rensonablo rates., Telephone
71)3-8(120 niter 4 p.m, 11
CAltPENTElt WILL DO BASEMENTS, 
additions and alterations. Free cell-
mate*. Telephone 760-3194, 8
PAINTING INTICRIOII AND Ex­
terior. Free oMImntes. Tciophono K.Z.,
Painting, i/wa. M. W, F, II
NOW CALL COURIER 
CLASSIFIED ADS ' 
DIRECT 763-3228 
39”BUiLDlNG "SUPPLlfS
AuriisI 3ifl, 1972.' 





Complete plumbing supplies, 
bathroom fixtures, stainless 
steel sinks, faucets, metal show­
er enclosures, A complete stock 
of all fittings, connections, etc. 









He'll love his, you'll love 
yours—It's double Impact!
Beginners' Joy! Whip up His 
nnd Her tank tops in (insy 
single, double crochet, Border 
both for rippled look. Pattern 
910: misses’ 10-16; men's 30- 
42 Included. Ea»y directions.
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS for 
each pattern—cash* cheque or 
money order. Add 15 cents 
for each pattern for first-class
mailing and special 





Front St.Necdlccrnft Dept,, 60
W., Toronto. Ontario rcnldcnts 
ndd 4c snlcfl tnx. Print plainly
PATTERN NUMBER, your 
NAME and ADDRESS.
J972 ' Necdlccrnft Catalog- 
Knit, crochet, embroider gifts, 
fashions. Free directions. 50c
Instant Mncromo Book — 
Basic, fiincy knots. Patterns *1, 
NEW Easy Art of Hnlrpln
Crodiet has 26 patterns $1;
Instant Crochet Pook—Step- 
by-step pictures, pntterns. SI,
Complete Instant Gift , Book-* 
more than 100 jilfis. SI,
Complete Af/ihiin Book—$1, 
16 Jiffy Hugs Book 60c, 
Book of 12 Prize Afghans. 60c 
Quilt Book 1—16 prtiieiiis, 60c 




PLAY IT CASUAL for day 
or evening in fashion’s super 
stars—the shirt nnd skirt. 
Mix stripes, solids, checks!
Printed Pattern 9210; NEW 
Misses’ Sizes fl, 10, 12, 14, 10, 
18. Size 12 (bust 34) shirt 1% 
yards 30-inch; skirt takes 3'/i 
yards 45-lnch fabric.
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS 
(75c) In coins (no stamps, 
please) for each pattern—add 
15 cents for each pattern for 
first-class mailing and special 
handling, Ontario residents ndd 
4c sales lux. Print plainly 
SIZE, NAME, ADDRESS nnd 
STYLE NUMBER,
fiend order to MARIAN 
MARTIN, cure of The Kelownn 
Dally Courier, Pattern Dept, 
60 Front St W,, Toronto,
SEE MORE Swing Fashions 
and choose one \ pattern freo 
from new Spring-Summer Cat­
alog, All sizes! Only 50c,
INSTANT SEWING BOOK 
sew today, wear tomorrow, JI.
INSTANT FASHION BOOK— 
Hundred* of fashion facto fl.
t
KELOWNA DAILY COUBIEB. WED., AUG. f, 1W1 FAGE It
42A. MOTORCYCLES
(44A. MOBILE HOMES J44A. MOBILE HOMES 
-I AND CAMPERS | AND CAMPERSAND CAMPERS
I
YAMAHA






M. W. F. tf
STOP IN ANDSEE
OUR AIR CONDITIONED 
MOBILE HOMES.
All new units are constructed
to install air
throughout the home. When buy-
IDEAL RETIREMENT HOME. THREE 
bedroom 2t’x48* mobile home, well ap­
pointed In trailer park close to beach. 
Telephone 768-5048. U 
SOFT TOP TRAILER IN EXCELLENT 
condition. Includes mattresses and apart 
Ure. Telephone 763-7659. »9
FOOT, SKYLARK. TRAVEL. , 
conditioning «*•»«. •lekf. .lx, completely equipped. 
° just like new. Telephone 763*5381. M 
* Whpn buv- ——---------------------------—-—. '
ing, why not look at these homes 
which supply the comfort you 
want? Singles and double wides,
NEW KEYSTONE SIX H.P. MINI 
trail* bike. 8275. Also other models. 
Mainline Rent-All, 2000 Spall Road. Tele- 
phone 763-4471.__________ _________tf
1972 HONDA CB 750 CC. CIBIE 
headlight; , highway bars. Immaculate 
condition, under warranty. Open to 
deal. Telephone 762-7676 evenings. 11 
1971 KAWASAKI, 350 TRAIL. WILL 
sacrifice this Big Horn for $600. Tele­
phone 762-0007.  10




1713 Harvey Avenue, 
763-2118
of
8* x 23* MOBILE HOME FOR SALE, 
best offer, trades accepted. Telephone 
763-7232. tf
MOBILE HOME, 64’xl2*. THREE BED- 
room. fully furnished, 17.000. Telephone 
768-5271 U
FOR RENT — NEW HARDTOP TENT 
trailers. Reserve now for your holidays: 
Telephone 765-6291.________ 17
MUST SELL!! 1969 12* WIDE GLEN- 
dale mobile home. Two bedrooms. View 
at No. 19. Shasta TraUer Court. 10 
FOR RENT; TRAILER "WITH STOVE 
and ice box. sleeps lour. Available im­
mediately. Telephone 765-5614. 10
tf' 46. BOATS, ACCESS.
1972 YAMAHA. 100 CC TWO CYLIN-1 
der, la new condition. 8500. Telephone; 
763-7232 alter 6 p.m._______________ 9
1970 HONDA 175 CL. EXCELLENT 
condition. Telephone 764-7107.13
1»72 HONDA W CC TRAIL LM0 
miles. $525. Telephone 762-4880. »i
43. AUTO SERVICE 
AND ACCESSORIES
AIR HORNS!! TWIN TRUMPET WITH 1 
compressor, air Unes and all mount-1 
lag hardware. $19.95. Race and Rallye.1 
Brettin at Sprlngfled, 763-7637. • 8
REBUILT VOLKSWAGEN ENGINE. 
40 h.p. and transmission. In very good| 
condition. 8125. Telephone 769-4145. 10'
195S CHEVROLET SIX CYLINDER 
> motor and transmission, good working 
order. Telephone 765-9616. 8
IN HIAWATHA 
PARK
Deluxe 2 bedroom mobile 
home, 12 x 65 ft. Wall to wall 
carpet and loaded with 
extras. Attached 35 ft. cover­






28 FOOT CABIN CRUISER, FULLWl 
equipped with kitchen, head. etc. Near 
new. Ford marine power, with velvet 
drive, transmission. Full price $6,000. 
for further particulars, telephone 762- 
0007. 10
MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet 
Union and China are feuding 
publicly again over their border 
in Asia. 1
*
Publication in Peking of a 
new Chinese world atlas opened 
the latest round in the dispute 
{that has its origins centuries 
ago, when czars and emperors 
tided the two countries.
"The authors of this geo­
graphical study,” the Soviet 
government newspaper Izvestia 
said Monday night, “are trying 
to justify the territorial claims 
of the Chinese leadership to IVt 
million square kilometres of 
age-old Soviet territory.” This 
> equals 579,000 square miles.
The lengthy article was 
: called Geography, Maoist Style. 
> In 1963, as Chinese-Soviet rela-
I 15’6'* SANGSTERCRAFT WITH 65 H.P. 
Merc. Full top and trailer Or will 
trade for 17 or 18 foot inboard/outboard 
boat—pay cash difference. Telephone 
| 769-4407 after 6 p.m. 12
| 1972 18Vfi FOOT DEEP V, INBOARD- 
। outboard. lull camper top and custom 
I trailer. Used approximately 24 hours. 
: Will consider car, truck, or smaUer 
'' boat as trade. Telephone 764-7559. . 11 -
20~~FOOT SAILING SLOOP. FIXED 
keel, large roomy cabin. Excellent lam-
’ ily boat. Fully equipped. Four wheel 
( trailer. Telephone 763-2460. 11
Shades Of Suffragettes 
Make A Show At Coast
VANCOUVER (CP) — "I 
don't think we've had a meeting 
such as this in over 50 years, 
not since suffragettes got us the 
vote," .marvelled New Demo­
cratic MLA Eileen Dailly.
"But my God, what have we
tions rapidly disintegrated, I 
China aired a vague claim toj 
the same amount of land in Si­
beria and the Soviet Far East.
The Chinese argued that the 
lands had been taken by 
treaties imposed unfairly on the 
weak imperial Chinese govern­
ment in the 19th century.
Social Credit MLAj and Mrs..t elle ctu al differences have 
Dailly are standing for re- never been proven,” said Mrs.
election. |
BLASTS SOCREDS
During the all-candidates 
meeting, Mrs. Dailly aimed
done with that vote?” the Burn-j 
aby North member hurled at 
the standing-room-only turnout 
in the YWCA's smoke-filled Co­
ronation room.
Nine women nominated to con­
test seats In the Aug. 30 prov­
incial election attended the 
crowded meeting recently to 
make speeches, answer ques­
tions, hand out bumper stickers, 
enlist support and discuss wo­
men in politics. Although all 
narties were invited,' the Social 
Credit and Liberal candidates 
didn’t show.
The NDP and Progressive ! 
Conservative candidates alter­
nately lambasted "the boys in 
the smoke-tilled back rooms who 
control our political destiny” a 
criticized women for not bother­
ing to get involved. >
REJECTING TRADITION
some shafts at "those Social 
Credit ladies,"
She said that shortly after her 
election six years ago she “felt 
like a voice crying In the wild­
erness” when she fought for an 
amendment to the equal pay 
act.
“There were three Social Cre­
dit ladies in the legislature and 
they did not support me.”
She said over the years the 
Social Credit members did not 
speak up on the issues of day 
care and equal rights.
PHILOSOPHY COUNTS
“I feel it’s a mistake for you 
{ ladies to go out and support a 
' candidate lust because she's a
Thomas, an English professor at 
the University of B.C.
Conservative candidate Millie 
MacKinnon, contesting the Van­
couver South riding, drew a 
murmur of disapproval when 
she evaded a question on day 
care and said "well, I haven’t 
read the Status of Women report 
and I guess* that’s the big thing 
these days.”
Conservative candidate Mari­
anne Linnell said that after 10 
years on Vancouver city council 
she decided to enter provincial 
politics because “I'm frustrated 
at every turn by our provincial 
government."
Aid. Linnell, running in Van­
couver Point Grey, said she was 
annoyed that there were no fe­
male ministers with portfolio or 
deputy ministers.
"The present government has 
appointed three women as min­
isters wl.hout portfolio. Didn’t 
they feel they were capable?”
She recalled that at one time 
: when she was acting mayor, she 
was not permitted to' attend the 
, official opening of the Bank of 
; B.C. because the event was 
■ “men only."
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
1958 TANDEM MAC TRUCK. AIR 
brakes, four speed suxillsry, five speed 
transmission. 9.00 tire* all round. With 
20 foot steel flat deck. In very good 
condition. To tee, telephone 765-7777 
days. Monday to Friday. Nick Mand­
ruk. io
1965 MERCURY FOUR WHEEL DRIVE 
half ton. New tires, new paint. 81250 
• firm. Telephone 765-8923 between 8:00
a m. * 5:30 p.m.; 765-7498 between 6:00 
- p.m. — 9:00 p.m. tf
• iaei ford ranger half ton, v-s 
automatic, excellent condition. 1970 
Westphalia Volkswagen camper, low
. mlleagL Telephone 764-7537 or 762-8517.
_ ___________________________________U 
1970 CHEV TANDEM DUMP TRUCK.
' Carter aluminum box. full air brakes, 





538 Leon Avenue, Kelowna 
M, W, F tf
23 FOOT CRIS-CRAFT CABIN 
cruiser. 165 h.p. Mercruiser Inboard­
outboard. complete with power tilt, 
equipped. Nearest offer to $3,500. Tele­
phone 762-0552. W, S, tl
phone 762-3126. u
. 1965 INTERNATIONAL HALF TON. 
SOO miles on a completely rebuilt 







T, Th, S. 11
28'xl2’ ADDITION FOR MOBILE 
home; include! wiring, baseboard heat­
ing, washer and dryer plumbing, car­
pets and drapes. Two large rooms with 
closets. $950 plus delivery. Okanagan 
Mobile Homes. Highway 97 North, 
across from. Mountain Shadows. Tele­
phone 765-7077. tf
FOR RENT: 13 FOOT ANCHOR TRAIL- 
er. sleeps six, propane stove, ice re­
frigerator. etc. Light to pull. Ideal for 
family holiday. $45 per week. Telephone 
762-4749.__________________ 11
1970 12'x64* ESTATE, FULLY FUR- 
ntshed, wall to wall shag, 8’x32* sun-
151a FOOT SANGSTER. FULL TOP 
and trailer. Loaded with extras. 100 
h.p. Merc with power trim. Telephone 
765-5863. tf
14 FOOT GLASSCRAFT BOAT WITH
55 h.p. Johnson engine. In good con­
dition. Telephone 763-5522 days, 762-
4061 evenings. W, F, tf
Wl FOOT CUSTOM FIBREGLASS 
sailboat with nylon sail. $200. Telephone 
765-9198 alter 6 p.m. 8
48. AUCTION SALES I
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGU- 
lar sales every Wednesday. 7:00 p.m.
We pay cash for complete estates and 
household contents Telephona 765-5647.
| Behind the Drive-In Theatre. Highway 
| 97 North. tt
The Soviet claim is based on 
physical possession of the area 
as well as Russian exploration 
and settlement of the eastern 
reaches of Siberia in the early 
17th century and their formal 
annexation in 1649.
Russia ceded the territory 
back to China in 1690 and 1728. 
But Moscow contends these 
treaties were ‘‘unequal and un­
fair,” the same charge China 
raises against the 19th century 
Aygun and Peking treaties un­
der which Russia recovered the 
territory.
| But more party women are 
rejecting the stamp - licking,
woman. Find out what she 
stands for,” Mrs. Dailly told the 
largely female audience.
"If I’m elected again I don’t 
want to go back and sit with 
other women who don't support 
women.”
cake-baking duties and the boys 
in the back rooms are going to 
have to move over.
Mrs. Dailly said there had 
never. been so many women 
candidates in the history of B.C. 
politics.
An unofficial count shows 22 
women nominated by Thursday 
with nominations closing Aug. 
16. Ten women ran in the 1969 
B.C. election and five were el­
ected.
The meeting was organized by { 
the Status of Women Council of 
B.C.
For the most part, the candi­
dates were in favor of day care. 
The NDP candidates supported 
24 - hour community - controlled 
child care.
REMOVE FROM CODE
Mrs. Thomas said she wasn't 
in favor of abortion—"that's like 
saying you’re in favor of ap­
pendectomies”—but she was in 
favor of taking it out of the 
Criminal Code.
The candidates grappled with 
questions dealing with sexist at­
titudes in primary school text 
books to day care, abortion, 
housing for handicapped persons 
and salaries for housewives.
Hilda Thomas,’ NDP candidate 
in the Vancouver Point Grey rid­
ing, said sexist attitudes start 
early and the only way to end 
sexual discrimination is “to o 
away with the Sesame Street,I 
Dick and Jane attitude to] 
women.”
Body Builders
Our trained crew can make 
your car look like new. 




Social Credit fielded four NOT PROVEN 
women candidates in 1969 and "The physical differences are 






Open Daily to 10 p.m.
TRAIL RIDES
KERR AUTO BODY SHOP lTD'
1110 St. Paul, Kelowna 762-2300
49. LEGALS & TENDERS j
TENDER
Tenders are invited for the 
site preparation works for the 
proposed new extended care 
unit of Vernon Jubilee Hospital. 
The work consists mainly -of 
site grading and relocation of 
a water line.
Tender documents are now 
available at Paul Smith 
ates, 779 W. Broadway, Vancou­
ver, 9, B.C., upon deposit ox u ..
Tenders will be received by 
the Administrator, Vernon Jubi­
lee Hospital, Vernon, B.C., up 
to 12 noon local time on Wed.,’ 
Aug. 23, 1972, at the hospital.
A certified cheque equal to 
5% of the tender amount will be 
i required.
phone 762-0837.




■ welt. 8600. Telephone 763-7564. 10
Set up in 
No. 60 Sioux
deck, steel storage shed, 
lovely Hiawatha Park.1957 >1 TON G.M.C. STEP VAN, GOOD 
all round shape. 8325. Telephone 763-
. 44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
1963 HALF TON CHEV CORVAIRE 
with camper, perfect condition, drives
THREE BEDROOMS. Bi BATHS. 10’xW 
mobile home. Furnished, beautiful con­
dition. Located at Green Bay Mobile 
Home Park. Call Pine Village Homes. 
764-4137. 13
WESTWARD VILLA MOBILE. HOME 
Park. View spaces, all services, also 
retirement section. Reasonable rates. 
Pretty Road and Highway 97, Winfield. 
Telephone 766-2268. W, S. tf
SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON LAKE- 
shore Road. Children welcome. No pets 
please. Cable TV included. Telephone 
763-2878 tf
FOR RENT 15 FOOT MERCURY HOLI- 
day Trailer. Sleeps five, tully equipped. 
$40 per week. Available August 20th. 
Telephone 763-6933. 9
•' 1966 HEAVY DUTY ECONOUNE VAN, 
new engine, big six. Reduced lor quick, 
sale. 81.150. Telephone 768-5668. tf
TENT TRAILER FOR SALE. 8275. SEE 










, Imported Italian and Spanish .soft hahdwavcn casuals. Genuine , 
sandalsleather soles and leather-covered heels These 'breezy'
come in Bone, Tan, and White. 3 Sling-back styles with adjustable
buckle. Broken Sizes 5! $ to 10.
Blin0snns-.Scara: Women's, Children'* Footwear' (51V Kelowna
Park Free Whila You Shop Simp»oni-S«an: Orchard Park, Kalowna a
An extra s5o 
a year to help 
pay rent or
JL ■’ The cost of accommodation can be
■ ■"*a special burden on senior citizens—that's
VLSJHL kw why, this year, your Social Credit
Government introduced a special $50 
grant for home-owners and renters 
aged 65 years and over.
For home-owners, the grant is in 
addition to the annual Home-owner Grant 
of $185... making a total of $235 as a 
reduction on property taxes. Those renting 
accommodation may use the $50 grant to 
reduce their monthly rental payments.
There's more help for senior citizens 
on the way, too, as part of the recently 
announced Kelowna Charter. When the 
v Charter is ratified in October, the 
\ provincial supplement to the federal Old
Age Pension—already the highest in 
( Canada—will be further increased.
\ This Government continues to plan
' . , , ahead with policies for fl//the people of
\ British Columbia...includingthopeopld 
\ who helped to build this province.
SOCIAL CREDIT WORKS!
VOTE FOR YOUR SOCIAL CREDIT GOVERNMENT CANDIDATE
’ - - 1 I ,
( WWSOn£DDYm$<KIAJ,CRrMTCAMrAIONCOMMITna
Ford To Recall Station Wagoi
or Co. announced Tuesday it Is
recalling its entire production
Pfaff & Fabric Centre
by dorella
from Person's Paint Supply
Person's Paint Supplyincubation
2924 Pandosy Phone 762-3942
BEST WISHESTrain Crash Toll
64 In Pakistan
to
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Epp
an X-ray technician. Both will ^a^waX authorities said it was
istan’s history.
of










na is a nurse-in-training at Port­
land. Duane is studying to be
"Plaff and Fabrics by Dorella
KARACHI (AP) — Sixty-four 
bodies have so far been recov­
ered from the debris of a rail­
way crash Sunday at Liaquat- 
Ipur station in Punjab province.
rooms, an audio-visual room, a 
laboratory, drafting room, pest­
icide storage and
resume studies at Portland, the worst railway crash in Pak- 
Ore.
through which the lack lb 
posed to be inserted. The 
lem could make jacking imi\ 
sible or dangerous, th& con: 
pany said.
the keys of the building to Min­
ister of Agriculture, Cyril Shel­
ford.
MOTT BUILDING MATERIALS
"Suppliers of Finishing Materials" 
Hwy. 97N. 765-5103
DETROIT (AP) -— Fold Mo- a bumper support bra\ 






NEW SHOP FOR WOMEN
Kelowna home sewers are 
excited about the knitted cot­
tons for ‘Back to School’ gar­
ments at Pfaff’s Fabrics in 
Shops Capri. Imported from 
Germany, Italy Holland and 
Australia the selection in­
cludes a wide variety of col­
ors and designs to choose from
and special knit and stretch 
patterns are also available. 
Notions include a wide variety 
of sewing needs such as the 
newer types of thread to go 
with the new materials. Pat­
terns kept include Style, But- 
terick and Simplicity. Among 
the new fall fabrics is an old
iavorite—taffeta
RUTLAND (Staff)—The B.C. 
government prefers to stick 
with slower methods of testing 
water samples and reporting o.i 
their results, health minister 
Ralph Loffmark has told the 
Courier.
On June 6-7, water samples 
were taken in the Rutland area. 
About two weeks later, after 
they had been tested in Van­
couver, people were advised 
they showed pollution, and to 
boil water before using. Mean­
while, other samples indicated 
the supply was okay.
South Okanagna Health Unit 
has equipment for doing water 
tests, but inspectors are so busy 
it is easier to send the samples 
to Vancouver for testing. The 
health board has asked the gov­
ernment to establish a labora­
tory in the Kelowna area.
LONG TIME
Of 17 water samples, 11 show-
Mr. Loffmark said reports on 
them were mailed from Van­
couver two to seven days after 
samples were received deperm­
ing on the day they were re­
ceived (no reports are sent on 
Saturdays or Sundays) and the 
number of days required to fin­
ish the work. To this must be 
added the time lapse from the 
time the sample was collected 
until it was received in Vancou­
ver <should be overnight), the 
amount of time from completion 
ot testing until the report is re­
ceived by the unit (usually a 
day), and the time from when 
the report is received by the 
unit and interpreted to users.
The minister said it is more 
effective and cheaper to send 
samples to Vancouver by over­
night bus than by plane.
He was asked why units were 
not advised by phone, telegram
immediate danger to health, 
this is always adhered to. In 
instances such as this, however, 
it is not considered urgent 
Moreover, experience has prov­
en reporting complex laboratory 
results by telephone, telegram 
or teletype is somewhat hazard­
ous because of the risk of 
error.”
of 1972-modeI full-size Ford sta­
tion wagons for inspection and 
possible modification of jack 
slots in the vehicles’ bumpers. 
The recall will take in 164,396 
cars, including 6,568 in Canada 
and 361 shipped overseas.
Ford said that in approxi­
mately 30 per cent of the cars,
Dealers will inspect the cars 
and If they find blockage, the 
jack insertion hole will be < 
bored out. ’
and this in-
eludes the pia>d taffeta top­
ping the style parade. Another 
real budget-saver is the 
Streamline button selection, 
where you may purchase the 
exact number of buttons you 
require; one, two or three or 
a dozen.—(Courier Photo)
RUTLAND SOCIALS
» RUTLAND (Special) — Mr. 
;and Mrs. Reg Sanderson of 
iSourtis, Man., visited their son 
land family, Mr. and Mrs. Bob 
VSanderson of Dell Road, Rut- 
(land.
i ---------
! Mr. and Mrs. William Husch, 
sJoanne and Karen, returned 
•from a week’s visit to Medicine 
}Hat. They visited Mrs. Husch’s 
iparents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred 
•Deutscher and sister, Edna 
’Deutscher. They also visited 
’her brother and family at Bur- 
istall, Sask.
• _____
• Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Wagner 
’enjoyed a visit from their ne- 
iphew, Jack Thompson of Van­
couver, formerly of Lacombe, 
’Alta.
i --------- .
| Mr. and Mrs. G. Bangay of 
j Quesnel were recent visitors of 
3Mrs. Peter Wolfe., ■
’ Mrs. F. R. Pusnik, from Sid- 
|ney, B.C., was a guest of Mr. 
•and Mrs. John Ukraince, as 
’was Doug White from Phoenix, 
Ariz., and Mr, and Mrs. Ed-
ward F. White, also of Phoen­
ix.
Mrs. Robert Kyte had a 
visit from her brother and fam­
ily, Mr. and Mrs. D. Harkness 
from Edmonton.
Visiting her mother, 
Fehr, were Mr. and 





Dr. and Mrs. N. E. Corbett 
had as guests,-Dr. and Mrs. 
G. W. Ziegenhagel of Calgary.
Elder and Mrs. Sieg Roeske 
from Cedar Rapids, Iowa, vis­
ited Mrs. G. Ferster.
A guest at the Fred Johnson 
home was Mrs. Luella Rams­
dell of College Place, Wash.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hard­
ing and family were recent 
guests at the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. Bruce Roper.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Kapiniak 
had with them for a brief visit,
or teletye about dangerous situ- 
ed no bacteriological contamin- ations. “If the matter is an 
ation, while six did. | urgent result, and there is an
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Novelty Excuse Is Used 
To Set Up Surprise Shower
Mr. and Mrs. S. Kapiniak from 
Williams Lake, Mr. and Mrs. 
Arthur Kapiniak of College 
Place, Wash., and Mrs. Emma 
Eiseman, also of College Place.
George Matkes of Tonasket, 
Wash., was a visitor at the 
home of Fred Dovich.
Visiting friends were Brent 
Gardner from Everett, Wash.; 
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Brauten, 
Oakland, Calif.; Mr. and Mrs. 
C. A. Williams, Victoria; Joyce 
Ritchey, Oshawa, Ont.: Miss 
L. Mills, Winnipeg and Mrs. 
Thiessen and Shelley from Cal­
gary.
Tanis Mallach of Dallas, 








unveiled a plaque here to com­
memorate the first heifer club 
in Nova Scotia. Mr. Gillis was a 
4-H club member in his native 
Antigonish County.
RUTLAND (Special) - “The 
bridesmaids’ hats are too stiff. 
Perhaps an hour in the sauna 
would help them a bit,” was 
Joylin Dick’s excuse to get 
Donna MacKay to the Dick 
residence where more than 60 
women had gathered to surprise 
Donna with a miscellaneous 
shower.
The dozen or so cars in evi­
dence was explained by a sim­
ple “Denise is having her birth­
day party tonight and I forgot 
all about it!” from Joylin.
A game with spices was play­
ed before the gifts were open­
ed. The gifts, arranged on a 
round table, resembled a Christ­
mas tree. Donna wore a carna­
tion corsage, and sat in a chair 
decorated with streamers and 
flowers. A balloon was punctur­
ed and she was showered with 
confetti.
As Donna opened the gifts, 
Joylin, her maid of honor, re­
corded them in a book. Brides­
maid Bernice Rohrig fashioned 
a hat and apron out of the many 
bows and ribbons.
Following the opening of the 
gifts, which were admired by 
all present, Donna thanked the 
women for the lovely gifts. De­
licious apricot punch and muf­
fins were served. Co-hostessing 
the event were the two attend­
ants Joylin Dick and Bernice 
Rohrig.
Announcing
Pfaff Sewing Machine Co. of
Canada Ltd. is pleased to




by dors a 
SHOPS GfiPRI
KELOWNA, B.C.
as their exclusive distributor for
the Okanagan Valley from the
U.S. border to Highway No. 1
and East to the Alberta border.
”// it's by dore] a it must be right1H
New Offices 
For Agriculture
The $250,000. provincial de­
partment of agriculture build­
ing, located at 23rd Street, 
Vernon, will open Aug. 8.
The project, the first of its 
kind for Grid Developments 
Ltd., was designed by archi­
tect John A. Di Castri.
The building is 7,000 square 
feet, is one storey and is tot­
ally air conditioned. The new 
headquarters will house 14 pri­
vate offices, one large confer­
ence room, a library, general 
office space, storage and staff
CONGRATULATIONS 
and SUCCESS 




At the. official 
Grid Developments 
Michael J. Griffin
Donna, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. William MacKay of Rut­
land, will be married in the 
Seventh-day Adventist Church 
Aug. 27 to Duane Anderson, son 
of Mrs. Nancy Anderson and 
the late Wyland Anderson. Don-
on the
GRAND OPENING
on the occasion of their




Iabrics by dare la 
SHOPS CfiPRf
KELOWNA, B.C.
11 a.m., Thurs., Aug.
Fine selection 






city, Style, But- 
terick, Vogue 
and H e n d y 
Cameron.
10
“The World's Only Home Sewing 
Machine featuring DUAL FEED."
A PURCHASE OF OVER $1.00 MAKES YOU ELIGIBLE TO 10 PRIZE DRAWS
3 DAILY PRIZE DRAWS
* GRAND PRIZE DRAW dore a FRIDAY NIGHT
"Plaff, and.only Pfaff, has lust Hie right machine lor every price and every budgel
If iy tfore||a it must be right"
